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RHRSW System 
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System

LCO 3.7.1 

APPLICABILITY:

Two RHRSW subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RHRSW subsystem A.1 ---------NOTE------
inoperable. Enter applicable 

Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.9, "Residual 
Heat Removal (RHR) 

Shutdown Cooling, 
System - Hot 
Shutdown," for RHR 
shutdown cooling 
subsystem made 
inoperable by RHRSW 
System.  

Restore RHRSW 7 days 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.  

(continued)
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RHRSW System 
3.7.1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Both RHRSW subsystems B.1 ---------NOTE------
inoperable. Enter applicable 

Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.9 for RHR 
shutdown cooling 
subsystems made 
inoperable by RHRSW 
System.  

Restore one RHRSW 8 hours 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.1.1 Verify each RHRSW manual, power operated, 31 days 
and automatic valve in the flow path, that 
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured 
in position, is in the correct position or 
can be aligned to the correct position.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.1-2 Amendment No.



DGCW System 
3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.2 Diesel Generator Cooling Water (DGCW) System

LCO 3.7.2

APPLICABILITY:

The following DGCW subsystems shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Three unit DGCW subsystems; and 

b. The opposite unit Division 2 DGCW subsystem.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------N O T E OTE.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- ----------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DGCW subsystem.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more DGCW A.1 Declare supported Immediately 
subsystems inoperable, component(s) 

inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.2.1 Verify each required DGCW subsystem manual, 31 days 
power operated, and automatic valve in the 
flow path, that is not locked, sealed, or 
otherwise secured in position, is in the 
correct position.  

(continued)
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DGCW System 
3.7.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.2.2 Verify each required DGCW pump starts 24 months 
automatically on each required actual or 
simulated initiation signal.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.2-2 Amendment No.



3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.3 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

LCO 3.7.3 

APPLICABILITY:

The Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) pond shall be 
OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. CSCS pond inoperable A.1 Restore CSCS pond to 90 days 
due to sediment OPERABLE status.  
deposition or bottom 
elevation not within 
limit.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met.  

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 
OR 

CSCS pond inoperable 
for reasons other than 
Condition A.

LaSalle 1 and 2

UHS 
3.7.3
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UHS 
3.7.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.3.1 Verify the average water temperature of 24 hours 
CSCS pond is < 97 0 F.  

SR 3.7.3.2 Verify sediment level is < 1.5 ft in the 24 months 
intake flume and the CSCS pond.  

SR 3.7.3.3 Verify CSCS pond bottom elevation is 24 months 
< 686.5 ft.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.3-2 Amendment No.



CRAF System 
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.4 Control Room Area Filtration (CRAF) System

LCO 3.7.4 

APPLICABILITY:

Two CRAF subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

secondary containment, 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor 

vessel (OPDRVs).

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CRAF subsystem A.1 Restore CRAF 7 days 
inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE 

status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

(continued)
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CRAF System 
3.7.4

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and ------------NOTE----------
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
Time of Condition A 

not met during 
movement of irradiated C.1 Place OPERABLE CRAF Immediately 
fuel assemblies in the subsystem in 
secondary containment, pressurization mode.  
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS, or during OR 
OPDRVs.  

C.2.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
secondary 
containment.  

AND 

C.2.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

C.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend OPDRVs.  

D. Two CRAF subsystems D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, or 3.  

(continued)
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CRAF System 
3.7.4

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. Two CRAF subsystems ------------NOTE----------
inoperable during LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
movement of irradiated ----------------------------
fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment, E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
during CORE irradiated fuel 
ALTERATIONS, or during assemblies in the 
OPDRVs. secondary 

containment.  

AND 

E.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

E.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend OPDRVs.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.4.1 Operate each CRAF subsystem for > 10 31 days 
continuous hours with the heaters 
operating.  

(continued)
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CRAF System 
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.4.2 Manually initiate flow through the CRAF 31 days 
recirculation filters for > 10 hours.  

SR 3.7.4.3 Perform required CRAF filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTP 
Testing Program (VFTP).  

SR 3.7.4.4 Verify each CRAF subsystem actuates on an 24 months 
actual or simulated initiation signal.  

SR 3.7.4.5 Verify each CRAF subsystem can maintain a 24 months 
positive pressure of > 0.125 inches water 
gauge relative to adjacent areas during the 
pressurization mode of operation at a flow 
rate of < 4000 cfm.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.4-4 Amendment No-



Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
3.7.5 

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.5 Control Room Area Ventilation Air Conditioning (AC) System

LCO 3.7.5 

APPLICABILITY:

Two control room area ventilation AC subsystems shall be 
OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

secondary containment, 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor 

vessel (OPDRVs).

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One control room area A.1 Restore control room 30 days 
ventilation AC area ventilation AC 
subsystem inoperable, subsystem to OPERABLE 

status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

(continued)
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Control Room Area Ventilation AC

ACTIONS

CONDITION REHUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment, 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs.

------------- NOTE----------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

C.1 Place OPERABLE 
control room area 
ventilation AC 
subsystem in 
operation.

OR 

C.2.1 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
secondary 
containment.  

AND 

C.2.2 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

C.2.3 Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

D. Two control room area D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
ventilation AC 
subsystems inoperable 
in MODE 1, 2, or 3.

(continued)
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Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
3.7.5

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. Two control room area ------------ NOTE----------
ventilation AC LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
subsystems inoperable ----------------------------

during movement of 
irradiated fuel E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
assemblies in the irradiated fuel 
secondary containment, assemblies in the 
during CORE secondary 
ALTERATIONS, or during containment.  
OPDRVs.  

AND 

E.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

E.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend OPDRVs.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.5.1 Monitor control room and auxiliary electric 12 hours 
equipment room temperatures.  

SR 3.7.5.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power are available to the 
control room area ventilation AC 
subsystems.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.5-3 Amendment No.



Main Condenser Offgas 
3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.6 Main Condenser Offgas

LCO 3.7.6 

APPLICABILITY:

The gross gamma activity rate of the noble gases measured 
prior to the holdup line shall be K 340,000 gCi/second after 
decay of 30 minutes.  

MODE 1, 
MODES 2 and 3 with any main steam line not isolated and 

steam jet air ejector (SJAE) in operation.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Gross gamma activity A.1 Restore gross gamma 72 hours 
rate of the noble activity rate of the 
gases not within noble gases to within 
limit. limit.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Isolate all main 12 hours 
associated Completion steam lines.  
Time not met.  

OR 

B.2 Isolate SJAE. 12 hours 

OR 

B.3.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 

AND 

B.3.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.6-1 Amendment No.



Main Condenser Offgas 
3.7.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------------- NOTE -------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days 
after any main steam line not isolated and 
SJAE in operation.  

Verify the gross gamma activity rate of the 
noble gases is < 340,000 uCi/second after 
decay of 30 minutes.

FREQUENCY

31 days 

AND 

Once within 
4 hours after a 
> 50% increase 
in the nominal 
steady state 
fission gas 
release after 
factoring out 
increases due 
to changes in 
THERMAL POWER 
level

LaSalle 1 and 2
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SR 3.7.6.1
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Main Turbine Bypass

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.7 Main Turbine Bypass System

LCO 3.7.7

APPLICABILITY:

The Main Turbine Bypass System shall be OPERABLE.  

OR 

LCO 3.2.2, "MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)," limits for 
an inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System, as specified in 
the COLR, are made applicable.

THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the A.1 Satisfy the 2 hours 
LCO not met. requirements of the 

LCO.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours 
associated Completion to < 25% RTP.  
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.7.1 Verify one complete cycle of each main 7 days 
turbine bypass valve.  

(continued)
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System 
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Main Turbine Bypass System 
3.7.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.7.2 Perform a system functional test. 24 months 

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE 24 months 
TIME is within limits.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.7-2 Amendment No.



Spent Fuel Storage Pool Water Level 
3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.8 Spent Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

LCO 3.7.8 

APPLICABILITY:

The spent fuel storage pool water level shall be 
> 21 ft 4 inches over the top of irradiated fuel assemblies 
seated in the spent fuel storage pool racks.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent 
fuel storage pool, 

During movement of new fuel assemblies in the spent fuel 
storage pool with irradiated fuel assemblies seated in 
the spent fuel storage pool.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Spent fuel storage A.1 -------- NOTE --.-----
pool water level not LCO 3.0.3 is not 
within limit, applicable.  

Suspend movement of Immediately 
fuel assemblies in 
the spent fuel 
storage pool.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.8.1 Verify the spent fuel storage pool water 7 days 
level is > 21 ft 4 inches over the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the 
spent fuel storage pool racks.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3.7.8-1 Amendment No.



RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System 

BASES

BACKGROUND The RHRSW System is designed to provide cooling water for 
the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System heat exchangers, 
required for a safe reactor shutdown following a Design 
Basis Accident (DBA) or transient. The RHRSW System is 
operated whenever the RHR heat exchangers are required to 
operate in the shutdown cooling mode or in the suppression 
pool cooling or spray mode of the RHR System. The RHRSW 
System also provides cooling water to the RHR pump seal 
coolers which are required for RHR pump operation during the 
shutdown cooling mode in MODE 3.

The RHRSW System consists of two independent and redundant 
subsystems. Each subsystem is made up of two pumps 
(together capable of providing a nominal flow of 7400 gpm), 
a suction source, valves, piping, heat exchanger, and 
associated instrumentation. Either of the two subsystems is 
capable of providing the required cooling capacity with both 
pumps operating to maintain safe shutdown conditions. The 
two subsystems are separated from each other so that failure 
of one subsystem will not affect the OPERABILITY of the 
other subsystem. The RHRSW System is designed with 
sufficient redundancy so that no single active component 
failure can prevent it from achieving its design function.  
The RHRSW System is described in the UFSAR, Section 9.2.1, 
Reference 1.  

The RHRSW and the Diesel Generator Cooling Water subsystems 
are subsystems to the Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) 
Equipment Cooling Water System (ECWS). The CSCS - ECWS 
consists of three independent piping subsystems 
corresponding to essential electrical power supply Divisions 
1, 2, and 3. The CSCS - ECWS subsystems take suction from 
the service water tunnel located in the Lake Screen House.  
The RHRSW subsystems are manually initiated. Cooling water 
is then pumped from the service water tunnel by the RHRSW 
pumps to the supported system and components (RHR heat 
exchangers and RHR pump seal coolers). After removing heat 
from its supported systems and components, the water from 
the RHRSW subsystem is discharged to the CSCS Pond (i.e., 
the Ultimate Heat Sink) through a discharge line that is 

(continued)
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RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

common to the corresponding divisional discharge from the 
other unit. The discharge line terminates in the discharge 
structure at an elevation above the normal CSCS Pond level.  

The system is initiated manually from the control room. In 
addition, the Division 2 RHRSW subsystem may be initiated 
manually from the remote shutdown panel in the auxiliary 
electric equipment room. If operating during a loss of 
offsite power, the system is automatically load shed to 
allow the diesel generators to automatically power only that 
equipment necessary to reflood the core. The system can be 
manually started any time after the LOCA.

The RHRSW System removes heat from the suppression pool to 
limit the suppression pool temperature and primary 
containment pressure following a LOCA. This ensures that 
the primary containment can perform its function of limiting 
the release of radioactive materials to the environment 
following a LOCA. The ability of the RHRSW System to 
support long term cooling of the reactor or primary 
containment is discussed in the UFSAR, Chapters 6 and 15 
(Refs. 2 and 3, respectively). These analyses explicitly 
assume that the RHRSW System will provide adequate cooling 
support to the equipment required for safe shutdown. These 
analyses include the evaluation of the long term primary 
containment response after a design basis LOCA.  

The safety analyses for long term cooling were performed for 
various combinations of RHR System failures. The worst case 
single failure that would affect the performance of the 
RHRSW System is any failure that would disable one subsystem 
of the RHRSW System. As discussed in the UFSAR, 
Section 6.2.2.3.1 (Ref. 4) for these analyses, manual 
initiation of the OPERABLE RHRSW subsystem and the 
associated RHR System is assumed to occur 10 minutes after a 
DBA. The RHRSW flow assumed in the analyses is 7400 gpm 
with two pumps operating in one loop. In this case, the 
maximum suppression chamber water temperature and pressure 
are 200°F and 30.6 psig, respectively, well below the design 
temperature of 275 0 F and maximum design pressure of 45 psig.  

The RHRSW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

(continued)
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RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1

BASES (continued)

Two RHRSW subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to provide 
the required redundancy to ensure that the system functions 
to remove post accident heat loads, assuming the worst case 
single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of 
offsite power.  

An RHRSW subsystem is considered OPERABLE when: 

a. Two pumps are OPERABLE; and 

b. An OPERABLE flow path is capable of taking suction 
from the CSCS service water tunnel and transferring 
the water to the associated RHR heat exchanger at the 
assumed flow rate.  

An adequate suction source is not addressed in this LCO 
since the minimum net positive suction head and the maximum 
suction source temperature are covered by the requirements 
specified in LCO 3.7.3, "Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)."

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RHRSW System is required to be 
OPERABLE to support the OPERABILITY of the RHR System for 
primary containment cooling (LCO 3.6.2.3, "Residual Heat 
Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling," and LCO 3.6.2.4, 
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Spray") and 
decay heat removal (LCO 3.4.9, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) 
Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown"). The Applicability 
is therefore consistent with the requirements of these 
systems.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the RHRSW 
System are determined by the systems it supports and 
therefore, the requirements are not the same for all facets 
of operation in MODES 4 and 5. Thus, the LCOs of the RHR 
Shutdown Cooling System (LCO 3.4.10, "Residual Heat Removal 
(RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown," LCO 3.9.8, 
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR)--High Water Level," and LCO 
3.9.9, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR)--Low Water Level"), 
which require portions of the RHRSW System to be OPERABLE, 
will govern RHRSW System operation in MODES 4 and 5.

(continued)
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RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1 

Required Action A.1 is intended to handle the inoperability 
of one RHRSW subsystem. The Completion Time of 7 days is 
allowed to restore the RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status.  
With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE 
RHRSW subsystem is adequate to perform the RHRSW heat 
removal function. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE RHRSW 
subsystem could result in loss of RHRSW function. The 
Completion Time is based on the redundant RHRSW capabilities 
afforded by the OPERABLE subsystem and the low probability 
of an event occurring requiring RHRSW during this period.  

The Required Action is modified by a Note indicating that 
the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.4.9, be entered and 
Required Actions taken if the inoperable RHRSW subsystem 
results in inoperable RHR shutdown cooling. This is an 
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are 
taken for these components.  

B.1 

With both RHRSW subsystems inoperable (e.g., both subsystems 
with inoperable pump(s) or flow paths, or one subsystem with 
an inoperable pump and one subsystem with an inoperable flow 
path), the RHRSW System is not capable of performing its 
intended function. At least one subsystem must be restored 
to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The 8 hour Completion 
Time for restoring one RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status, 
is based on the Completion Times provided for the RHR 
suppression pool cooling and spray functions.  

The Required Action is modified by a Note indicating that 
the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.4.9, be entered and 
Required Actions taken if the inoperable RHRSW subsystem 
results in inoperable RHR shutdown cooling. This is an 
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are 
taken for these components.  

(continued)
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RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 
(continued) 

If any Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A or B are not met, the unit must be placed in a 
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for each manual, power 
operated, and automatic valve in each RHRSW subsystem flow 
path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will 
exist for RHRSW operation. This SR does not apply to valves 
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, 
since these valves are verified to be in the correct 
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve is 
also allowed to be in the nonaccident position, and yet 
considered in the correct position, provided it can be 
realigned to its accident position. This is acceptable 
because the RHRSW System is a manually initiated system.  

This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation; 
rather, it involves verification that those valves capable 
of being mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR 
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently 
misaligned, such as check valves.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.1.  

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

4. UFSAR, Section 6.2.2.3.1.

LaSalle 1 and 2 B 3.7.1-5 Revision No.



DGCW System 
B 3.7.2 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.2 Diesel Generator Cooling Water (DGCW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The DGCW System is designed to provide cooling water for the 
removal of heat from the standby diesel generators, low 
pressure core spray (LPCS) pump motor cooling coils, and 
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) cubicle area cooling 
coils that support equipment required for a safe reactor 
shutdown following a design basis accident (DBA) or 
transient.  

The DGCW System consists of three independent cooling water 
headers (Divisions 1, 2, and 3), and their associated pumps, 
valves, and instrumentation. The pump and header for the 
Division 1 DGCW subsystem is common to both units (and 
supplies cooling to equipment on both units). The other 
divisions have independent pumps and suction headers.  

The following combinations of DGCW pumps are sized to 
provide sufficient cooling capacity to support the required 
safety related systems during safe shutdown of the unit 
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA): 

a. The unit Division 1 and 2 DGCW pumps; 

b. The unit Division 1 and 3 DGCW pumps and opposite unit 
Division 2 DGCW pump; or 

c. The unit Division 2 and 3 DGCW pumps.  

The unit Division 1 DGCW subsystem services its associated 
Diesel Generator (DG) and ECCS cubicle area coolers, and the 
LPCS pump motor cooler. The unit Division 2 DGCW subsystem 
services its associated DG and ECCS cubicle area cooler.  
The unit Division 3 DGCW subsystem services the High 
Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) DG and its associated ECCS 
cubicle area cooler. The opposite unit Division 2 DGCW 
subsystem services its associated DG for support of systems 
required by both units.  

(continued)
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DGCW System 
B 3.7.2

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The DGCW and the Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) 
subsystems are subsystems to the Core Standby Cooling System 
(CSCS) - Equipment Cooling Water System (ECWS). The CSCS 
ECWS consists of three independent piping subsystems 
corresponding to essential electrical power supply Divisions 
1, 2, and 3. The CSCS - ECWS subsystems take a suction from 
the service water tunnel located in the Lake Screen House.  
Each DGCW pump auto-starts upon receipt of a diesel 
generator (DG) start signal when power is available to the 
pump's electrical bus or on start of ECCS cubicle area 
coolers. The Division 1 DGCW pump also auto-starts upon 
receipt of a start signal for the LPCS pump. Cooling water 
is then pumped from the service water tunnel by the DGCW 
pumps to the supported systems and components (i.e., the 
DGs, LPCS pump motor cooler, and the ECCS cubicle area 
coolers). After removing heat from these systems and 
components, the water from the DGCW subsystem is discharged 
to the CSCS pond (i.e., the Ultimate Heat Sink) through a 
discharge line that is common to the corresponding 
divisional discharge from the other unit. The discharge 
line terminates in the discharge structure at an elevation 
above the normal CSCS Pond level. A complete description of 
the DGCW System is presented in the UFSAR, Section 9.2.1 
(Ref. 1).

The ability of the DGCW System to provide adequate cooling 
to the DGs, LPCS pump motor cooling coils and ECCS cubicle 
area cooling coils is an implicit assumption for the safety 
analyses presented in UFSAR, Chapters 6 and 15 (Refs. 2 
and 3, respectively). The ability to provide onsite 
emergency AC power is dependent on the ability of the DGCW 
System to cool the DGs.

The DGCW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO The unit's Division 1, 2, and 3, and the opposite unit's 
Division 2 DGCW subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure the effective operation of the DGs, the LPCS pump 
motor, and the ECCS equipment supported by the ECCS cubicle 
area coolers during a DBA or transient. The OPERABILITY of 

(continued)
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LCO each DGCW subsystem is based on having an OPERABLE pump and 
(continued) an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the 

CSCS water tunnel and transferring cooling water to the 
associated diesel generator, LPCS pump motor cooling coils, 
and ECCS cubicle area cooling coils, as required.  

An adequate suction source is not addressed in this LCO 
since the minimum net positive suction head of the DGCW pump 
and the maximum suction source temperature are covered by 
the requirements specified in LCO 3.7.3, "Ultimate Heat Sink 
(UHS)." 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the DGCW subsystems are required to 
support the OPERABILITY of equipment serviced by the DGCW 
subsystems and required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the DGCW 
subsystems are determined by the systems they support.  
Therefore, the requirements are not the same for all facets 
of operation in MODES 4 and 5. Thus, the LCOs of the 
systems supported by the DGCW subsystems will govern DGCW 
System OPERABILITY requirements in MODES 4 and 5.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each DGCW subsystem.  
This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for the 
Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for each 
inoperable DGCW subsystem. Complying with the Required 
Actions for one inoperable DGCW subsystem may allow for 
continued operation, and subsequent inoperable DGCW 
subsystem(s) are governed by separate Condition entry and 
application of associated Required Actions.  

A.1 

If one or more DGCW subsystems are inoperable, the 
associated DG(s) and ECCS components supported by the 
affected DGCW loop, including LPCS pump motor cooling coils 
or ECCS cubicle area cooling coils, as applicable, cannot 
perform their intended function and must be immediately 
declared inoperable. In accordance with LCO 3.0.6, this 

(continued)
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

also requires entering into the Applicable Conditions and 
Required Actions for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and 
LCO 3.5.1, "Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)
Operating." 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, 
and automatic valves in each required DGCW subsystem flow 
path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will 
exist for DGCW subsystem operation. This SR does not apply 
to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position since these valves were verified to be in the 
correct position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A 
valve is also allowed to be in the nonaccident position, and 
yet be considered in the correct position provided it can be 
automatically realigned to its accident position, within the 
required time. This SR does not require any testing or 
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that 
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the 
correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that 
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

SR 3.7.2.2 

This SR ensures that each required DGCW subsystem pump will 
automatically start to provide required cooling to the 
associated DG, LPCS pump motor cooling coils, and ECCS 
cubicle area cooling coils, as applicable, when the 
associated DG starts and the respective bus is energized or 
on start of the applicable ECCS cubicle area cooler. For 
the Division 1 DGCW subsystem, this SR also ensures the DGCW 
pump automatically starts on receipt of a start signal for 
the unit LPCS pump. These starts may be performed using 
actual or simulated initiation signals.  

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Operating experience has shown that these components usually 
pass the SR when performed at the 24 month Frequency, which 
is based at the refueling cycle. Therefore, this Frequency 
is concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.1.  

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.3 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) 

BASES

BACKGROUND The UHS (i.e., the Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) Pond) 
consists of the volume of water remaining in the cooling 
lake following the failure of the main dike. This water has 
a depth of approximately 5 feet and a top water elevation 
established at 690 feet. The volume of the remaining water 
in the cooling lake is sufficient to permit a safe shutdown 
and cooldown of the station for 30 days with no water makeup 
for both accident and normal conditions (Regulatory Guide 
1.27, Ref. 1).  

The CSCS Pond provides a source of water to the service 
water tunnel from which the Residual Heat Removal Service 
Water (RHRSW) and Diesel Generator Cooling Water (DGCW) 
pumps take suction. The service water tunnel is filled from 
the CSCS Pond by six inlet lines which connect to the 
circulating water pump forebays. Prior to entering the 
service water tunnel inlet pipes, the water is strained by 
the Lake Screen House traveling screens to prevent large 
pieces of debris from entering the system and blocking flow 
or damaging equipment. However, because the traveling 
screens are not safety related, a 54-inch bypass line around 
the screens, isolated by a normally closed manual valve, is 
provided to assure a continuous supply of CSCS Pond water to 
the service water tunnel.  

Additional information on the design and operation of the 
CSCS Pond is provided in UFSAR, Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.6 
(Refs. 2 and 3). The excavation slopes of the CSCS Pond and 
flume are designed to be stable under all conditions of 
emergency operation while providing the capability to supply 
adequate cooling water to equipment required for safe 
reactor shutdown.

APPLICABLE The volume of the CSCS pond is sized to permit the safe 
SAFETY ANALYSES shutdown and cooldown of the units for a 30 day period with 

no additional makeup water source available for both normal 
and accident conditions (Ref. 2).  

The UHS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).  

(continued)
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LCO OPERABILITY of the UHS is based on a maximum water 
temperature of 97 0 F and a minimum pond water level at or 
above elevation 690 ft mean sea level. In addition, to 
ensure the volume of water available in the CSCS pond is 
sufficient to maintain adequate long term cooling, sediment 
deposition (in the intake flume and in the pond) must be < 
1.5 ft and CSCS pond bottom elevation must be < 686.5 ft.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the UHS is required to be OPERABLE to 
support OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the UHS, 
and is required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS is 
determined by the systems it supports. Therefore, the 
requirements are not the same for all facets of operation in 
MODES 4 and 5. The LCOs of the systems supported by the UHS 
will govern UHS OPERABILITY requirements in MODES 4 and 5.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If the CSCS pond is inoperable, due to sediment deposition 
> 1.5 ft (in the intake flume, CSCS pond, or both) or the 
pond bottom elevation > 686.5 ft, action must be taken to 
restore the inoperable UHS to an OPERABLE status within 90 
days. The 90 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of an accident occurring during that time, 
historical data corroborating the low probability of 
continued degradation (i.e., further excessive sediment 
deposition or pond bottom elevation changes) of the CSCS 
pond during that time, and the time required to complete the 
Required Action.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the CSCS pond cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the associated Completion Time, or the CSCS pond is 
determined inoperable for reasons other than Condition A 
(e.g., inoperable due to CSCS pond average water temperature 

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

> 97°F), the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.1 

Verification of the CSCS pond temperature ensures that the 
heat removal capabilities of the RHRSW System and DGCW 
System are within the assumptions of the DBA analysis. The 
24 hour Frequency is based on operating experience related 
to trending of the parameter variations during the 
applicable MODES.  

SR 3.7.3.2 

This SR ensures adequate long term (30 days) cooling can be 
maintained, by verifying the sediment level in the intake 
flume and the CSCS pond is < 1.5 feet. Sediment level is 
determined by a series of sounding cross-sections compared 
to as-built soundings. The 24 month Frequency is based on 
historical data and engineering judgement regarding sediment 
deposition rate.  

SR 3.7.3.3 

This SR ensures adequate long term (30 days) cooling can be 
maintained, by verifying the CSCS pond bottom elevation is 
< 686.5 feet. The 24 month Frequency is based on historical 
data and engineering judgement regarding pond bottom 
elevation changes.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.27, Revision 2, January 1976.  

2. UFSAR, Section 9.2.1.  

3. UFSAR, Section 9.2.6.
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B 3.7.4 Control Room Area Filtration (CRAF) System 

BASES

BACKGROUND The CRAF System provides a radiologically controlled 
environment (control room and auxiliary electric equipment 
room) from which the unit can be safely operated following a 
Design Basis Accident (DBA). The Control Room Area Heating 
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) System is comprised 
of the Control Room HVAC System and the Auxiliary Electric 
Equipment Room (AEER) HVAC System. The Control Room HVAC 
System is common to both units and serves the control room, 
main security control center, and the control room 
habitability storage room (toilet room). The AEER HVAC 
System is common to both units and services the auxiliary 
electrical equipment rooms. The control room area is 
comprised of the areas covered by the Control Room and AEER 
HVAC Systems.

The safety related function of the CRAF System used to 
control radiation exposure consists of two independent and 
redundant high efficiency air filtration subsystems (i.e., 
the emergency makeup air filter units (EMUs) for treatment 
of outside supply air). Recirculation filters are also 
provided for treatment of recirculated air. Each EMU 
subsystem consists of a demister, an electric heater, a 
prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, 
an activated charcoal adsorber section, a second HEPA 
filter, a fan, and the associated ductwork, dampers, and 
instrumentation and controls. Demisters remove water 
droplets from the airstream. The electric heater reduces 
the relative humidity of the air entering the EMUs.  
Prefilters and HEPA filters remove particulate matter that 
may be radioactive. The charcoal adsorbers provide a holdup 
period for gaseous iodine, allowing time for decay. Each 
Control Room and AEER Ventilation System has a charcoal 
recirculation filter in the supply of the system that is 
normally bypassed. In addition, the OPERABILITY of the CRAF 
System is dependent upon portions of the Control Room Area 
HVAC System, including the control room and auxiliary 
electric equipment room outside air intakes, supply fans, 
ducts, dampers, etc.  

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

In addition to the safety related standby emergency 
filtration function, parts of the CRAF System that are 
shared with the Control Room Area HVAC System are operated 
to maintain the control room area environment during normal 
operation. Upon receipt of a high radiation signal from the 
outside air intake (indicative of conditions that could 
result in radiation exposure to control room personnel), the 
CRAF System automatically isolates the normal outside air 
supply to the Control Room Area HVAC System, and diverts the 
minimum outside air requirement through the EMUs before 
delivering it to the control room area. The recirculation 
filters for the control room and AEER must be manually 
placed in service within 4 hours of receipt of any control 
room high radiation alarm.  

The CRAF System is designed to maintain the control room 
area environment for a 30 day continuous occupancy after a 
DBA, without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or its 
equivalent to any part of the body. CRAF System operation 
in maintaining the control room area habitability is 
discussed in the UFSAR, Sections 6.4, 6.5.1, and 9.4.1 
(Refs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively).

The ability of the CRAF System to maintain the 
habitability of the control room area is an explicit 
assumption for the safety analyses presented in the UFSAR, 
Chapters 6 and 15 (Refs. 4 and 5, respectively). The 
pressurization mode of the CRAF System is assumed to operate 
following a loss of coolant accident, main steam line break, 
fuel handling accident, and control rod drop accident. The 
radiological doses to control room personnel as a result of 
the various DBAs are summarized in Reference 5. No single 
active failure will cause the loss of outside or 
recirculated air from the control room area.

The CRAF System satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO Two redundant subsystems of the CRAF System are required to 
be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, 
assuming a single failure disables the other subsystem.  
Total system failure could result in exceeding a dose of 
5 rem to the control room operators in the event of a DBA.  

(continued)
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LCO 
(continued)

The CRAF System is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control operator exposure are 
OPERABLE in both subsystems. A subsystem is considered 
OPERABLE when its associated EMU is OPERABLE and the 
associated charcoal recirculation filters for the control 
room and AEER are OPERABLE. An EMU is considered OPERABLE 
when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation through the EMU can be 
maintained.

Additionally, the portions of the Control Room 
System that supply the outside air to the EMUs 
to be OPERABLE. This includes the outside air 
associated dampers and ductwork.

Area HVAC 
are required 
intakes,

In addition, the control room area boundary must be 
maintained, including the integrity of the walls, floors, 
ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, such that the 
pressurization limit of SR 3.7.4.5 can be met. However, it 
is acceptable for access doors to be open for normal control 
room area entry and exit and not consider it to be a failure 
to meet the LCO.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the CRAF System must be OPERABLE to 
control operator exposure during and following a DBA, since 
the DBA could lead to a fission product release.

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA 
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations 
in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the CRAF System 
OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for the 
following situations under which significant radioactive 
releases can be postulated: 
a. During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

secondary containment; 

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and 
(continued) 

c. During operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs).  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one CRAF subsystem inoperable, the inoperable CRAF 
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.  
With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE CRAF 
subsystem is adequate to perform control room radiation 
protection. However, the overall reliability is reduced 
because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem could 
result in loss of CRAF System function. The 7 day 
Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this time period, and that the remaining 
subsystem can provide the required capabilities.  

B.1 and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable CRAF subsystem cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated 
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that 
minimizes risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C.1, C.2.1, C.2.2, and C.2.3 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 4 or 5. However, 
since irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 
2, or 3, the Required Actions of Condition C are modified by 
a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require 
the unit to be shutdown, but would not require immediate 
suspension of movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. The 

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1, C.2.1, C.2.2, and C.2.3 (continued) 

Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," ensures 
that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel 
assembly movement are not postponed due to entry into 
LCO 3.0.3.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs, if the inoperable CRAF subsystem cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
OPERABLE CRAF subsystem may be placed in the pressurization 
mode. This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is 
OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent automatic 
actuation will occur, and that any active failure will be 
readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room area. This places the unit in a condition that 
minimizes risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be 
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. Also, if applicable, action must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Action must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.  

D.1 

If both CRAF subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, 
the CRAF System may not be capable of performing the 
intended function and the unit is in a condition outside of 
the accident analyses. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered 
immediately.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS E.1, E.2, and E.3 
(continued) 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 4 or 5. However, 
since irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 
2, or 3, the Required Actions of Condition E are modified by 
a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require 
the unit to be shutdown, but would not require immediate 
suspension of movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. The 
Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," ensures 
that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel 
assembly movement are not postponed due to entry into 
LCO 3.0.3.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs, with two CRAF subsystems inoperable, action must be 
taken immediately to suspend activities that present a 
potential for releasing radioactivity that might require 
isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a 
condition that minimizes risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be 
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. If applicable, action must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Action must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts 
on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems should 
be checked periodically to ensure that they start and 
function properly. As the environmental and normal 
operating conditions of this system are not severe, testing 
each subsystem once every month provides an adequate check 
on this system. Monthly heater operation for > 10 

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

continuous hours during system operation dries out any 
moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the 
ambient air. Furthermore, the 31 day Frequency is based on 
the known reliability of the equipment and the two subsystem 
redundancy available.  

SR 3.7.4.2 

This SR verifies that flow can be manually realigned through 
the CRAF System recirculation filters and maintained for 
> 10 hours. Standby systems should be checked periodically 
to ensure that they function. Monthly operation dries out 
any moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in 
the ambient air. Furthermore, the 31 day Frequency is based 
on the known reliability of the equipment and two subsystem 
redundancy available.  

SR 3.7.4.3 

This SR verifies that the required CRAF testing is performed 
in accordance with Specification 5.5.8, "Ventilation Filter 
Testing Program (VFTP)." The CRAF filter tests are in 
accordance with ANSI/ASME N510-1989 (Ref. 5). The VFTP 
includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber 
efficiency, system flow rate, and the physical properties of 
the activated charcoal (general use and following specific 
operations). Specific test frequencies and additional 
information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.  

SR 3.7.4.4 

This SR verifies that each CRAF subsystem automatically 
switches to the pressurization mode of operation on an 
actual or simulated air intake radiation monitors initiation 
signal. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.7.1.4 
overlaps this SR to provide complete testing of the safety 
function. Operating experience has shown that these 
components normally pass the SR when performed at the 
24 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was found to 
be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.4.5 

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room area and 
the assumed inleakage rates of potentially contaminated air.  
The control room area positive pressure, with respect to 
potentially contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically 
tested to verify proper function of the CRAF System. During 
the pressurization mode of operation, the CRAF System is 
designed to slightly pressurize the control room area to 
> 0.125 inches water gauge positive pressure with respect to 
adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered inleakage. The CRAF 
System is designed to maintain this positive pressure at a 
flow rate of < 4000 cfm to the control room area in the 
pressurization mode. This test also requires manual 
initiation of flow through the control room and AEER 
recirculation filters line when the CRAF System is in the 
pressurization mode of operation. The Frequency of 
24 months is consistent with industry practice and other 
filtration system SRs.

1. UFSAR, Section 6.4.  

2. UFSAR, Section 6.5.1.  

3. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1.  

4. UFSAR, Chapter 6.  

5. UFSAR, Chapter 15.  

6. ANSI/ASME N510-1989.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.5 Control Room Area Ventilation Air Conditioning (AC) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System provides 
temperature control for the control room area. The control 
room area is comprised of the control room and the Auxiliary 
Electric Equipment Rooms (AEERs).  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is comprised of 
two independent, redundant subsystems that provide cooling 
and heating of control room air and the auxiliary electric 
equipment rooms air. Each Control Room Area Ventilation AC 
subsystem consists of a Control Room AC subsystem and an 
AEER AC subsystem. The associated Control Room AC and AEER 
AC subsystems share a common outside air intake with a 
common emergency makeup air filter unit. The Control Room 
AC System is common to both units and serves the control 
room, main security control center, and the control room 
habitability storage room (toilet room). The AEER AC System 
is common to both units and services the AEERs.  

Each Control Room Area Ventilation AC subsystem is powered 
from a Division 2 power source. One subsystem is powered 
from Unit 1 Division 2 and the other subsystem is powered 
from Unit 2 Division 2.  

Each control room AC and AEER AC subsystem consists of a 
supply air filter, supply and return air fans, direct 
expansion cooling coils, an air-cooled condenser, a 
refrigerant compressor and receiver, heating coils, 
ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation and controls to 
provide temperature control for their respective areas.  
However, the heating coils are not safety related.  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is designed to 
provide a controlled environment under both normal and 
accident conditions. A single control room area ventilation 
AC subsystem provides the required temperature control to 
maintain a suitable control room and AEER environment for a 
sustained occupancy of at least the required normal and 
emergency shift crew complements. The design conditions for 

(continued)
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BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

habitability of the control room and AEER environment are 
65 0 F to 85 0 F and a maximum of 50% relative humidity. The 
Control Room Area Ventilation AC System operation in 
maintaining the temperatures of the control room and AEERs 
is discussed in the UFSAR, Sections 6.4 and 9.4.1 (Refs. 1 
and 2, respectively).

The design basis of the Control Room Area Ventilation AC 
System is to maintain temperatures of the control room and 
AEERs for a 30 day period after a Design Basis Accident 
(DBA).  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System components are 
arranged in redundant safety related subsystems. During 
emergency operation, the Control Room Area Ventilation AC 
System maintains a habitable environment and ensures the 
OPERABILITY of components in the control room and AEERs. A 
single active failure of a component of the Control Room 
Area Ventilation AC System, assuming a loss of offsite 
power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform 
its design function. Redundant detectors and controls are 
provided for control room and AEERs temperature control.  
The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is designed in 
accordance with Seismic Category I requirements, with 
exceptions described in UFSAR Section 9.4.1.1.1.1 (Ref. 3).  
The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is capable of 
removing sensible and latent heat loads from the control 
room and AEERs, including consideration of equipment heat 
loads and personnel occupancy requirements to ensure 
equipment OPERABILITY.  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System satisfies 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO Two independent and redundant subsystems of the Control Room 
Area Ventilation AC System are required to be OPERABLE to 
ensure that at least one subsystem is available, assuming a 
single failure disables the other subsystem. Total system 
failure could result in the equipment operating temperature 
exceeding limits.  

(continued)
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Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
B 3.7.5

BASES

LCO The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is considered 
(continued) OPERABLE when the individual components necessary to 

maintain the control room and AEERs temperatures are 
OPERABLE in both subsystems. These components include the 
supply and return air fans, direct expansion cooling coils, 
an air-cooled condenser, a refrigerant compressor and 
receiver, ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation and 
controls.  

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, 2, or 3, the Control Room Area Ventilation AC 
System must be OPERABLE to ensure that the control room and 
AEERs temperatures will not exceed equipment OPERABILITY 
limits during operation of the Control Room Area Filtration 
(CRAF) System in the pressurization mode.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a 
Design Basis Accident are reduced due to the pressure and 
temperature limitations in these MODES. Therefore, 
maintaining the Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for the 
following situations under which significant radioactive 
releases can be postulated: 

a. During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment; 

b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and 

c. During operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs).  

ACTIONS A.1 

With one control room area ventilation AC subsystem 
inoperable, the inoperable control room area ventilation AC 
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 
30 days. With the unit in this condition, the remaining 
OPERABLE control room area ventilation AC subsystem is 
adequate to perform the control room air conditioning 
function. However, the overall reliability is reduced 
because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem could 
result in loss of the control room area ventilation air 
conditioning function. The 30 day Completion Time is based 

(continued)
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Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
B 3.7.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

on the low probability of an event occurring requiring 
operation of the CRAF System in the pressurization mode and 
the consideration that the remaining subsystem can provide 
the required protection.  

B.1 and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable control room area 
ventilation AC subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE that minimizes risk. To achieve this 
status the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

C.1, C.2.1, C.2.2, and C.2.3 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 4 or 5. However, 
since irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 
2, or 3, the Required Actions of Condition C are modified by 
a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require 
the unit to be shutdown, but would not require immediate 
suspension of movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. The 
Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," ensures 
that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel 
assembly movement are not postponed due to entry into 
LCO 3.0.3.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs, if Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within 
the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE control room AC 
subsystem may be placed immediately in operation.  

(continued)
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Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
B 3.7.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1, C.2.1, C.2.2, and C.2.3 (continued) 

This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is 
OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent actuation will 
occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment must be 
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. Also, if applicable, action must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Action must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.  

D.1 

If both control room area ventilation AC subsystems are 
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the Control Room Area 
Ventilation AC System may not be capable of performing the 
intended function. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered 
immediately.  

E.1, E.2, and E.3 

The Required Actions of Condition E.1 are modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 

(continued)
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B 3.7.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS E.1, E.2, and E.3 (continued) 

OPDRVs with two control room area ventilation AC subsystems 
inoperable, action must be taken to immediately suspend 
activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated 
fuel in the secondary containment must be suspended 
immediately. Suspension of these activities shall not 
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. Also, if applicable, action must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Action must continue until the OPDRVs are 

suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR monitors the control room and AEER temperatures for 
indication of Control Room Area Ventilation AC System 
performance. Trending of control room area temperature will 
provide a qualitative assessment of refrigeration unit 
OPERABILITY. Limiting the average temperature of the 
Control Room and AEER to less than or equal to 85 0 F provides 
a threshold beyond which the operating control room area 
ventilation AC subsystem is no longer demonstrating 
capability to perform its function. This threshold provides 
margin to temperature limits at which equipment 
qualification requirements could be challenged. Subsystem 
operation is routinely alternated to support planned 
maintenance and to ensure each subsystem provides reliable 
service. The 12 hour Frequency is adequate considering the 
continuous manning of the control room by the operating 
staff.  

(continued)
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B 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to 
the control room area ventilation AC subsystems provides 
assurance of the availability of the system function. The 7 
day Frequency is appropriate in view of other administrative 
controls that assure system availability.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.4.  

2. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1.  

3. UFSAR, Section 9.4.1.1.1.1.
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Main Condenser Offgas 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.6 Main Condenser Offgas 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

During unit operation, steam from the low pressure turbine 
is exhausted directly into the main condenser. Air and 
noncondensible gases are collected in the main condenser, 
then exhausted through the steam jet air ejectors (SJAEs) to 
the Main Condenser Offgas System. The offgas from the main 
condenser normally includes radioactive gases.  

The Main Condenser Offgas System has been incorporated into 
the unit design to reduce the gaseous radwaste emission.  
This system uses a catalytic recombiner to recombine 
radiolytically dissociated hydrogen and oxygen. The gaseous 
mixture is cooled by the offgas condenser; the water and 
condensibles are stripped out by the offgas condenser and 
water separator. The radioactivity of the remaining gaseous 
mixture (i.e., the offgas recombiner effluent) is monitored 
downstream of the water separator prior to entering the 
holdup line.

The main condenser offgas gross gamma activity rate is an 
initial condition of the Main Condenser Offgas System 
failure event as discussed in the UFSAR, Section 15.7.1.1 
(Ref. 1). The analysis assumes a gross failure in the Main 
Condenser Offgas System that results in the rupture of the 
Main Condenser Offgas System pressure boundary. The gross 
gamma activity rate is controlled to ensure that during the 
event, the calculated offsite doses will be well within the 
limits of 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2).  

The main condenser offgas limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

To ensure compliance with the assumptions of the Main 
Condenser Offgas System failure event (Ref. 1), the fission 
product release rate should be consistent with a noble gas 
release to the reactor coolant of 100 pCi/Mwt-second after 
decay of 30 minutes. The LCO is conservatively established 
based on the safety analysis discussed in Reference 1.

(continued)
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Main Condenser Offgas 
B 3.7.6 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The LCO is applicable when steam is being exhausted to the 
main condenser and the resulting noncondensibles are being 
processed via the Main Condenser Offgas System. This occurs 
during MODE 1, and during MODES 2 and 3 with any main steam 
line not isolated and the SJAE in operation. In MODES 4 
and 5, main steam is not being exhausted to the main 
condenser and the requirements are not applicable.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If the offgas radioactivity rate limit is exceeded, 72 hours 
is allowed to restore the gross gamma activity rate to 
within the limit. The 72 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on engineering judgment considering the 
time required to complete the Required Action, the large 
margins associated with permissible dose and exposure 
limits, and the low probability of a Main Condenser Offgas 
System rupture occurring.  

B.1, B.2, B.3.1, and B.3.2 

If the gross gamma activity rate is not restored to within 
the limits within the associated Completion Time, all main 
steam lines or the SJAE must be isolated. This isolates the 
Main Condenser Offgas System from significant sources of 
radioactive steam. The main steam lines are considered 
isolated if at least one main steam isolation valve in each 
main steam line is closed, and at least one main steam line 
drain valve in each drain line is closed. The 12 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to perform the actions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

An alternative to Required Actions B.1 and B.2 is to place 
the unit in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

(continued)
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Main Condenser Offgas 
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BASES (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR, on a 31 day Frequency, requires an isotopic 
analysis of a representative offgas sample taken prior to 
the holdup line to ensure that the required limits are 
satisfied. The noble gases to be sampled are Xe-133, 
Xe-135, Xe-135M, Xe-138, Kr-85M, Kr-87, and Kr-88. If the 
measured rate of radioactivity increases significantly (by 
S50% after correcting for expected increases due to changes 
in THERMAL POWER), an isotopic analysis is also performed 
within 4 hours after the increase is noted (as indicated by 
the offgas pre-treatment noble gas activity monitor), to 
ensure that the increase is not indicative of a sustained 
increase in the radioactivity rate. The 31 day Frequency is 
adequate in view of other instrumentation that continuously 
monitor the offgas, and is acceptable based on operating 
experience.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR is not 
required to be performed until 31 days after any main steam 
line is not isolated and the SJAE is in operation. Only in 
this condition can radioactive fission gases be in the Main 
Condenser Offgas System at significant rates.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.7.1.  

2. 10 CFR 100.
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B 3.7.7 Main Turbine Bypass System 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The Main Turbine Bypass System is designed to control steam 
pressure when reactor steam generation exceeds turbine 
requirements during unit startup, sudden load reduction, and 
cooldown. It allows excess steam flow from the reactor to 
the condenser without going through the turbine. The bypass 
capacity of the system is approximately 25% of the Nuclear 
Steam Supply System rated steam flow. Sudden load 
reductions within the capacity of the steam bypass can be 
accommodated without reactor scram. The Main Turbine Bypass 
System consists of five valves mounted on a valve manifold 
connected to the main steam lines between the main steam 
isolation valves and the main turbine stop valves. Each of 
these valves is sequentially operated by hydraulic 
cylinders. The bypass valves are controlled by the pressure 
regulation function of the Turbine Electro Hydraulic Control 
System, as discussed in the UFSAR, Section 7.7.5.2 (Ref. 1).  
The bypass valves are normally closed, and the pressure 
regulator controls the turbine control valves, directing all 
steam flow to the turbine. If the speed governor or the 
load limiter restricts steam flow to the turbine, the 
pressure regulator controls the system pressure by opening 
the bypass valves. When the bypass valves open, the steam 
flows from the bypass valve outlet manifold, through 
connecting piping, to the pressure breakdown assemblies, 
where a series of orifices are used to further reduce the 
steam pressure before the steam enters the condenser 
(Ref. 2).

The Main Turbine Bypass System is assumed to function during 
the turbine trip, turbine generator load rejection, and 
feedwater controller failure maximum demand transients, 
described in the UFSAR, Sections 15.2.3, 15.2.2A, and 
15.1.2A (Refs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively). Opening the 
bypass valves during the pressurization event mitigates the 
increase in reactor vessel pressure, which affects the MCPR 
during the event. An inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System 
may result in an MCPR penalty.  

The Main Turbine Bypass System satisfies Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)

(continued) 
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Main Turbine Bypass System 
B 3.7.7 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE to 
limit peak pressure in the main steam lines and maintain 
reactor pressure within acceptable limits during events that 
cause rapid pressurization, such that the Safety Limit MCPR 
is not exceeded. With the Main Turbine Bypass System 
inoperable, modifications to the MCPR limits (LCO 3.2.2, 
"MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)") may be applied to 
allow continued operation.  

An OPERABLE Main Turbine Bypass System requires the bypass 
valves to open in response to increasing main steam line 
pressure. This response is within the assumptions of the 
applicable analysis (Refs. 3, 4, and 5). The MCPR limit for 
the inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System is specified in 
the COLR.  

APPLICABILITY The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE at 
> 25% RTP to ensure that the fuel cladding integrity Safety 
Limit is not violated during the turbine trip, feedwater 
controller failure maximum demand, and turbine generator 
load rejection transients. As discussed in the Bases for 
LCO 3.2.2 sufficient margin to these limits exists 
< 25% RTP. Therefore, these requirements are only necessary 
when operating at or above this power level.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If the Main Turbine Bypass System is inoperable (one or more 
bypass valves inoperable), and the MCPR limits for an 
inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System, as specified in the 
COLR, are not applied, the assumptions of the design basis 
transient analysis may not be met. Under such 
circumstances, prompt action should be taken to restore the 
Main Turbine Bypass System to OPERABLE status or adjust the 
MCPR limits accordingly. The 2 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the time to complete the Required 
Action and the low probability of an event occurring during 
this period requiring the Main Turbine Bypass System.  

(continued)
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Main Turbine Bypass System 
B 3.7.7 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 
(continued) 

If the Main Turbine Bypass System cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status and the MCPR limits for an inoperable Main 
Turbine Bypass System are not applied, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced to < 25% RTP. As discussed in the Applicability 
section, operation at < 25% RTP results in sufficient margin 
to the required limits, and the Main Turbine Bypass System 
is not required to protect fuel integrity during the turbine 
trip, turbine generator load rejection, and feedwater 
controller failure maximum demand transients. The 4 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1 
REOUIREMENTS 

Cycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete 
cycle of full travel demonstrates that the valves are 
mechanically OPERABLE and will function when required. The 
7 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. Therefore, 
the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.7.7.2 

The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to actuate 
automatically to perform its design function. This SR 
demonstrates that, with the required simulated system 
initiation signals, the valves will actuate to their 
required position. The 24 month Frequency is based on the 
need to perform this Surveillance under conditions that 
apply during a unit outage and because of the potential for 
an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed 
with the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown 
that these components usually pass the SR when performed at 
the 24 month Frequency, which is based on the refueling 
cycle. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.7.3 

This SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE 
TIME, as defined in the transient analysis inputs for the 
cycle, is in compliance with the assumptions of the 
appropriate safety analyses. The response time limits are 
specified in the Technical Requirements Manual (Ref. 6).  
The 24 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under conditions that apply during a unit 
outage and because of the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the 
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 24 
month Frequency, which is based on the refueling cycle.  
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.

1. UFSAR, Section 7.7.5.2

2. UFSAR, Section 10.4.4.  

3. UFSAR, Section 15.2.3.  

4. UFSAR, Section 15.2.2A.  

5. UFSAR, Section 15.1.2A.  

6. Technical Requirements Manual.
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B 3.7.8 Spent Fuel Storage Pool Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The minimum water level in the spent fuel storage pool meets 
the assumptions of iodine decontamination factors following 
a fuel handling accident.  

A general description of the spent fuel storage pool design 
is found in the UFSAR, Section 9.1.2 (Ref. 1). The 
assumptions of the fuel handling accident are found in the 
UFSAR, Sections 9.1.2 and 15.7.4 (Refs. 1 and 2, 
respectively).  

APPLICABLE The water level above the irradiated fuel assemblies is an 
SAFETY ANALYSES explicit assumption of the fuel handling accident (Ref. 2).  

A fuel handling accident is evaluated to ensure that the 
radiological consequences (calculated whole body and thyroid 
doses at the exclusion area and low population zone 
boundaries) are < 25% (NUREG-0800, Section 15.7.4, Ref. 3) 
of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 4) exposure guidelines. A fuel 
handling accident could release a fraction of the fission 
product inventory by breaching the fuel rod cladding as 
discussed in the Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 5).  

The fuel handling accident is evaluated for the dropping of 
an irradiated fuel assembly onto the reactor core. The 
consequences of a fuel handling accident over the spent fuel 
storage pool are less severe than those of the fuel handling 
accident over the reactor core (Ref. 2). The water level in 
the spent fuel storage pool provides for absorption of water 
soluble fission product gases and transport delays of 
soluble and insoluble gases that must pass through the water 
before being released to the secondary containment 
atmosphere. This absorption and transport delay reduces the 
potential radioactivity of the release during a fuel 
handling accident.  

The spent fuel storage pool water level satisfies 
Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).  

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 

LCO The specified water level preserves the assumption of the 
fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 2). As such, it is 
the minimum required for fuel movement within the spent fuel 
storage pool.  

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies occurs in the spent fuel storage pool or whenever 
movement of new fuel assemblies occurs in the spent fuel 
storage pool with irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the 
spent fuel storage pool, since the potential for a release 
of fission products exists.  

ACTIONS A.1 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 4 or 5. However, 
since fuel assembly movement can occur in MODES 1, 2, or 3, 
Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving fuel assemblies while 
in MODE 1,2, or 3, the fuel movement is independent of 
reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3 would require the unit to be shutdown, but would not 
require immediate suspension of movement of fuel assemblies.  
The Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," 
ensures that the actions for immediate suspension of fuel 
assembly movement are not postponed due to entry into 
LCO 3.0.3.  

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, 
steps should be taken to preclude the accident from 
occurring. With the spent fuel storage pool level less than 
required, the movement of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel 
storage pool is suspended immediately. Suspension of this 
activity shall not preclude completion of movement of a fuel 
assembly to a safe position. This effectively precludes a 
spent fuel handling accident from occurring.  

(continued)
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B 3.7.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies that sufficient water is available in the 

event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the 
spent fuel storage pool must be checked periodically. The 
7 day Frequency is acceptable, based on operating 
experience, considering that the water volume in the pool is 
normally stable and water level changes are controlled by 
unit procedures.  

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.  

2. UFSAR, Section 15.7.4.  

3. NUREG-0800, Section 15.7.4, Revision 1, July 1981.  

5. 10 CFR 100.  

6. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 1972.
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RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.7.1.1 Two n fenntresidual heat removal service water RHRSW system 
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ACTION: 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
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in the flow path that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is in 
its correct position. --• 'r, , o sro, " 

nFWhUever b9y e RHRSW syfbsystem ndoperab L if cn t fo atta y OLD UTOWJt requiRe~y' this AC N, antan e t' rfca o nt~ea e~raure A• 

e up pe si -s e e e O E E if s c en for decay heLA
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTE1S 

3/4.7.1 CORE STANDBY COOLING SYSTEM-ECUIPIENT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS 

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDON FOR OPERATION 

LW-.3,, I 3.7.1.1 Two i dresid l heat removal s irvice water (RRSWS) stsVem 

subsystem shall be OPERABLLE,wiheb subsys comprised f: 
a. OP LE S , 

b. OEA lw capable taking info SSw 
1 and fe the wa through asocia RHR heat 

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDTIMONS 1, 2, 3, L-' I 7Z 
Ad- I A.ep't.

\c• v• a. In OPERATIONAL COMOITMON, 1, 2 or 3: 
1. With one IRSW subsystem inoperable, restore the noperable 

t o LE status within be inat least • c.-• W -HT SWUTDOON wittfi-a • e 32. hours and In COLDSRJOM 
within the following 24 hours. . . - s 

2. WI th both EIRSW syym I nprabl e 4 be i n at 1Is 11S~f -c thi ... , 22 hours and in COLD withinM the net 'hus 

able which is associated wt-h an RHR shutdown cooling mode loop(s) 
"required OPERABLE by Specification 3.4.9.1• .. . arpl'•,1lo 
declare the associated RHR shutdown cooling mode loop(s0 rpinoerble 
and take the ACTION required to Specification 3.4.9.1A r3 .T.

c�vs4

Ic.

In00 TONAL bCONSIO a vi the RHRS~ussa m 1 i lo(s i noperabl 'Isich is ascatdianRR ss requl 
OPERAB b~y Spacifi ~Ion 3.9. U\l or; 3.79. T ,ecar the associ ted N7 = sys Inoperabi and take th\Auj1red by S fction\

SURVEILLANCE REOUIR84

4.7.1.1 Each residual heat rioval service water system subsystas shall be 
demonstrated OPERABLE at leat once per 31 days by verifying that each valve 
in the flow path that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, 
is in its ccorrec, pesiwlt, ý Ioo. a ýIp, o4y 

us1sr t,* re lnoperabl *iO unabe tov U attain q L 
reu =ythism rON maintai'1 reactor Want taape tre 

as low as grucRiCal w use of al""Ornatet heat rumoval istflods.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).  

A.2 The "*" footnote of CTS 3/4.7.1 is deleted since it provides unnecessary 
duplication of the ACTIONS required by proposed LCO 3.4.9, contains no 
additional restrictions on the operation of the plant and, in fact, could be 
interpreted as a relaxation of the requirements to achieve MODE 4 (COLD 
SHUTDOWN). The current and proposed ACTION to be taken in MODE 4 
(proposed LCO 3.4.9) adequately prescribes the requirement to establish 
circulation by an alternate method (i.e., the duplicative requirement of the 
footnote). If conditions are such that MODE 4 cannot be attained, the 
ACTIONS remain in effect, essentially requiring that efforts to reach MODE 4 
continue. Elimination of the footnote is an administrative presentation 
preference.  

A.3 CTS 4.7.1.1 requires verification that each RHRSW subsystem valve in the flow 
path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct 
position. The RHRSW function is manually actuated (requiring valve lineup 
verification and repositioning as necessary and starting of the RHRSW pumps by 
the operator). In the CTS, it is recognized and interpreted that "in the correct 
position" allows the valves to be in the non-accident position provided they can 
be realigned to the correct position. In the ITS, the words "in the correct 
position" mean that the valves must be in the accident position, unless they are 
automatically aligned on an accident signal. Thus, to address the change in 
meaning, the additional words "or can be aligned to the correct position" have 
been added to CTS 4.7.1.1 (ITS SR 3.7.1.1) to clarify that it is permissible for 
the RHRSW System valves to be in the non-accident position and the subsystems 
to still be considered OPERABLE. Since this is only a clarification of the 
current requirement, this change is considered administrative.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The CTS 3.7.1.1 details relating to system OPERABILITY, that the RHRSW 
subsystems shall be independent and that each subsystem shall have two RHRSW 
pumps capable of taking suction from the CSCS water tunnel and transferring the 
water to the associated RHR heat exchanger, are proposed to be relocated to the 
Bases. The details for system OPERABILITY are not necessary in the LCO.  
The definition of OPERABILITY suffices. In addition, the requirements of the 
Surveillances will also help ensure these relocated details are maintained. As 
such, the relocated details are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be 
controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in 
Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

LA.2 CTS 3/4.7.1.1 provides LCO requirements, Actions, and Surveillance 
Requirements for the RHRSW System when in MODES 4 and 5. These 
requirements are proposed to be relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual 
(TRM). Since this system is a support system for other equipment with their 
own Specifications, the definition of OPERABILITY in ITS 1.1 will provide 
sufficient assurance the system can perform its required support function. In 
addition, the Bases for the supported systems will require the necessary portions 
of the RHRSW System to be OPERABLE. Therefore, the relocated 
requirements are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of 
the public health and safety. The TRM will be incorporated by reference in the 
LaSalle 1 and 2 UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the TRM will be 
controlled by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. Changes to the Bases will be 
controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in 
Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

"Specific" 

L. 1 CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a. 1 requires, when one RHRSW subsystem is inoperable, 
that the inoperable subsystem be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours.  
In ITS 3.7.1, when one RHRSW subsystem is inoperable, Required Action A. 1 
requires the inoperable subsystem to be restored to OPERABLE status in 7 days.  
This change provides additional time to restore the subsystem prior to requiring a 
plant shutdown. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE RHRSW 
subsystem is capable of providing the required heat removal function. Analyses 
show the capacity and capability of the remaining RHRSW subsystem is such 
that adequate cooling is provided to each of the systems supported by the

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

L. I RHRSW System. The proposed allowed outage time of 7 days in ITS 3.7.1 
(cont'd) Required Action A. 1 and the capability of the RHRSW System to perform its 

intended safety function, in the associated condition, is consistent with Technical 
Specification allowed outage time provided for restoration of both subsystems of 
RHR suppression pool cooling and both RHR suppression pool spray subsystems 
(systems supported by the RHRSW System in MODES 1, 2, and 3).  
Furthermore, since adequate RHRSW cooling is available to the supported loads 
(i.e., suppression pool cooling, suppression pool spray and RHR shutdown 
cooling) for the above described condition, this change also provides the benefit 
of avoiding the transient risk associated with an unnecessary plant shutdown.  
Therefore, the proposed change to the RHRSW System allowed outage time is 
acceptable.  

L.2 CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a.2, when both RHRSW subsystems are inoperable, requires 
the plant to be placed in Hot Shutdown within 12 hours and in Cold Shutdown 
within the next 24 hours. ITS 3.7.1 Required Action B. 1, when both RHRSW 
subsystems are inoperable, requires one RHRSW subsystem to be restored to 
OPERABLE status in 8 hours. This change provides additional time to restore 
one RHRSW subsystem, when both subsystems are inoperable, prior to requiring 
a plant shutdown. The 8 hour allowed outage time provided to restore one 
RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status is consistent with the allowed outage 
time provided for restoration of both subsystems of RHR suppression pool 
cooling and both RHR suppression pool spray subsystems (systems supported by 
the RHRSW System in MODES 1, 2, and 3). The allowed outage time is also 
acceptable due to the low probability of a DBA or transient occurring within this 
8 hour period when both RHRSW subsystems are inoperable.  

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 3



PLANT SYSTEMS 

DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.7.1.2 Thef dev de Unit 1 Division 1; 2 and 3 and the n 
diesel generator cooling water subsystems shall be OPRAtBLE wit each subsy em 

Somprisea 

a. One OPE LE diesel g orator coo ng xater pu , and 

b. An OPERABLE low path cap le of taki suction fr the CSCS ter 
tunnel and tr sferring coo ng water the associa d diesel 

nerator.  

APPLICABILITY: (hen the diesel e•artor is. requied to 'b OPERLE.) 

ACTION:A4 

- • With one ormore s rator coQlinjwater subsystems inoperable, declare 
the assocriated diesel enerat moperae

as &Wi e !!.9LAn.2.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.2 Each of the above required diesel generator cooling water subsystems 
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve, manual, 
power operated or automatic, in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position. _• 

b. At least once perc.onths by veriafying that: - orL4 

1. Each pump starts automatically oneipof satigl 
(for~he a-s-Vccated t~esel ghrtland -IA3jSP .4.2

2.
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PLATr SYSTEMS 

DIESEL GEERATOR COLING WATER SYSTEM

UNITING CONDITON FOR OPERATION

• •3,17..3.7.1-2. The (I IMMAOn"M t ht 2 Division 1. 2 and 3 and tJ6 Witt I, _tviston .  
.diesel generator cooling watr sub m~l m!i shall be.OPEJRAILE~w-tt e subsyst Lk• I l 

a. One 0 Edie geetr In wterp an 

| • n OPEXB flow at".h Isbl of' Idng suction the C vd r 

APPLTCAULM;-T• 40en V.."reH ~s mvh r eoired *w•,.••be 0P&Mem obs 2• ap , -

Sp 3,-4Z7.2

4.7.1.2 Each of the above required diesel generator cooling water subsysctms 
shall be demonstrated OPERAaLE:.  

a. At leot once per 31 days by verifying that each valve, manual, 
power operated or automatic, in the flow path that is not locked, 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.  

b. At least-once per(g monhs by verifying that:' CA2 

1L Each EMst&!!! autamaticall' g receipt of a sta ciI 1=ý 
be .  

2L The v onupon receipt of (V CLA.3 

P-ac4~& o'- %A4~ % 1 It L
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Technical Specification (ISTS)).  

A.2 An ITS 3.7.2 ACTIONS Note is proposed allowing separate Condition entry for 
each DGCW subsystem in order to provide more explicit instructions within the 
ITS format consistent with the existing CTS 3.7.1.2 Action for one or more 
inoperable DGCW subsystems. This change is intended to ensure that each 
occurrence of an inoperable DGCWsubsystem be assessed in accordance with 
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of the supported components.  
This is consistent with the intent of the CTS 3.7.1.2 Action. Since this change 
only provides more explicit direction of the current interpretation of the existing 
Specification, this change is considered administrative.  

A.3 The CTS 3.7.1.2 Action requires action to be taken per CTS 3.8.1.1 when the 
diesel generator(s) are declared inoperable due to inoperable DGCW 
subsystem(s). The format of the ITS does not include providing "cross 
references." CTS 3.8.1.1 (ITS 3.8.1) adequately prescribes the necessary 
conditions for compliance without such references. Therefore, the existing 
reference to take the ACTION required by Specification 3.8.1.1 in the 
CTS 3.7.1.2 Action serves no functional purpose, and its removal is purely an 
administrative difference in presentation.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M. 1 The current Applicability is whenever a diesel generator is required to be 
OPERABLE. The Applicability has been revised to MODES 1, 2, and 3 
consistent with the Applicability of proposed ITS 3.8.1, "AC Sources
Operating," and ITS 3.5.1, "Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
Operating." (The change to the DGCW requirements in MODES or conditions 
other than MODES 1, 2, and 3 is addressed in Discussion of Change LA.2.) 
This change is necessary since the unit DGCW subsystems support the 
OPERABILITY of the ECCS by cooling the ECCS cubicle area cooling coils as

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M. 1 well as the associated diesel generator. A commensurate change is also made to 
(cont'd) the CTS 3.7.1.2 Action for one or more DGCW subsystems inoperable. In this 

same condition, ITS 3.7.2 Required Action A. 1 requires each of the components 
supported by the inoperable DGCW subsystem to be declared inoperable, not just 
the associated diesel generator.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The details of CTS 3.7.1.2 relating to system OPERABILITY (in this case that 
the DGCW subsystems will be independent and each subsystem shall have one 
OPERABLE DGCW pump, and an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking 
suction from the CSCS water tunnel and transferring water to the associated 
diesel generator) are proposed to be relocated to the Bases. The details for 
system OPERABILITY are not necessary in the LCO. The definition of 
OPERABILITY suffices. In addition, the requirements of the Surveillance will 
also help ensure these relocated details are maintained. As such, the relocated 
details are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the 
public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the 
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program.  

LA.2 CTS 3.7.1.2 provides LCO requirements, Actions, and Surveillance 
Requirements for the DGCW System when the diesel generator is required to be 
OPERABLE. These requirements, when in MODES or conditions other than 
MODE 1, 2, or 3, are proposed to be relocated to the Technical Requirements 
Manual (TRM). Since this system is a support system for other equipment with 
their own Specifications, the definition of OPERABILITY in ITS 1.1 will 
provide sufficient assurance the system can perform its required support 
function. In addition, the Bases for the supported systems will require the 
necessary portions of the DGCW System to be OPERABLE. Therefore, the 
relocated requirements are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. The TRM will be incorporated by 
reference in the LaSalle 1 and 2 UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the 
TRM will be controlled by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. Changes to the 
Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control 
Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE (continued) 

LA.3 CTS 4.7.1.2.b. 1 requires verification that each pump starts automatically upon 
receipt of a start signal for the associated diesel generator. CTS 4.7.1.2.b.2 
requires verification that the Division 1 DGCW pump starts automatically upon 
receipt of a start signal for the LPCS pump. ITS SR 3.7.2.2 simply requires the 
verification of the capability of each DGCW pump to start upon each required 
initiation signal. The details regarding the specific start signals to be used during 
the Surveillance are relocated to the Bases. ITS 3.7.2.2 will continue to ensure 
that each of the DGCW pumps is capable of actuating on each required start 
signal. As such, the relocated details are not required to be in the ITS to provide 
adequate protection of the public health and safety. The Bases will be controlled 
by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 
of the Technical Specifications.  

LD. 1 The CTS 4.7.1.2.b (proposed SR 3.7.2.2) Frequency for performing the DGCW 
automatic start surveillance is proposed to be extended from 18 months to 
24 months. ITS SR 3.7.2.2 verifies each DGCW pump starts automatically on 
each required actual or simulated initiation signal. Extending this surveillance is 
acceptable in part because this requirement is also verified on a more frequent 
basis, e.g., every 31 days when performing SR 3.8.1.2 during diesel generator 
start testing and every 92 days during LPCS pump start for the Inservice Testing 
Program. This testing will detect significant failures affecting system operation 
that would be detected by conducting the 24 month surveillance test. Reviews of 
historical maintenance and surveillance data have shown that this test normally 
passes its Surveillance at the current Frequency. An evaluation has been 
performed using this data, and it has been determined that the effect on safety 
due to extended Surveillance Frequency will be minimal. In addition, the 
proposed 24 month Surveillance Frequency, if performed at the maximum 
interval allowed by SR 3.0.2 (30 months) does not invalidate any assumptions in 
the plant licensing basis. This evaluation is consistent with the requirements of 
Generic Letter 91-04, which provided NRC guidance on extending Surveillance 
Frequencies from 18 months to 24 months to accommodate longer fuel cycles.  

"Specific" 

L. 1 The phrase "actual or simulated" in reference to CTS 4.7.1.2.b. 1 and b.2 
requirements for a start signal, is proposed to be added to ITS SR 3.7.2.2 for 
verifying that the DGCW System actuates on each of the required start signals.  
This allows actual or simulated automatic DGCW System actuations to be used 
to fulfill the Surveillance Requirement. OPERABILITY is adequately 
demonstrated in either case since the DGCW System cannot discriminate 
between "actual" or "simulated" start signals, and ensures that the required 
automatic start capability is demonstrated.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 4



-LL•T.SYSTEMS 'ITS 3,7.3 

ULTIMATE HEAT SINK A " 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.7.1,3 The CSCS pond shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, 5 nd

ACTION: With the CSCS pond inoperable, restore the pond to OPERABLE status 
within 90 days or: _ " S yt. 4 e, • 47s j -. .  

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or , e n at eas OT SHUTDOWN 
within the next 12 hours and in TOWN within the following 
24 hours.

K In RATIONA\,ONDITIbt! 4, 5, *, decl e the R SW systeand 
the di el gene ator coo;ing wate system operable nd take he 
ACTION r~quired Specif1 ations \7.1.1 an 3.7.1.2.\ 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.7.1.3 The CSCS pond shall be determined OPERABLE at least once per (months by determining that: •

';� 3.Th3.Z
a. No sediment deposition in excess of 1.5 foot has occurred in the .intake flume or in the, CSCS pondl~as deteined by%2 eerie of 

lMundift• cr-o-s-sectidks comikred ttt as-buit~t soundivs• 

b. The pond bottom elevation is less than or equal to 686.5 feet.  

A.(~( 9(e~cfS9L 3.7-S. I

j,,When hkdling rradi ed fue in the\secon ry cktainm t. I
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T15 �
ULTIMATE JEAT SINK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

LCZ 3.1-3 3.7.1.3 The CSCS pond shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3, 

ACTION: With the CSCS pond inoperable; restore the pond to OPERABLE status 

within 90 days or: &, +b excess 

a. In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 5, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN 
A•T•ot13 within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 

24 hours.  

In qPERATIbqAL COND ION 4, 5, or *, de lare the %RSW systm and 
{ • the ies g erator, toling wa er syste hinoperabl and takL~t e L• 
1 %ACTIOl~eur~ by S\2ec Lfication! 3.7.1.1 •nd 3.7.1.•. \ ("-

SURVEILLANC-E REOUTREMENTS 

4ý7.1.3 The CSCS pond shall be determined OPERABLE at least once per months by determining that: 2.

'& 33,3:3- a. No sediment deposition, in excess of 1.S. foot has occurred in the 
intake flume or In the C L ea •ined b e a .ser s of 1LZ.  
b Thund bcrostosecti nis c lmp ed to r s-bueq souanjl n to 68. e 

b. The pond bottom elevation is less than or equal to 686.5-feet.

*hen ha dling '•radiated fuel '-, the se4ndary 4ntalnnt.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M. 1 A new Surveillance Requirement (ITS SR 3.7.3.1) is added to CTS 4.7.1.3 to 
require verification that the UHS (CSCS pond) average water temperature is 
_ 97°F every 24 hours. This maximum UHS temperature is assumed in the 
LaSalle design basis accident (DBA) analyses. The addition of this Surveillance 
Requirement represents an additional restriction on plant operation necessary to 
help ensure the OPERABILITY of the UHS and the heat removal capabilities of 
the Residual Heat Removal Service Water System and the Diesel Generator 
Cooling Water System are maintained within the assumptions of the DBA 
analyses.  

When the CSCS pond is inoperable, the Action of CTS 3.7.1.3 provides a 90 
day period to restore the CSCS pond to OPERABLE status. In ITS 3.7.3, the 90 
day period for restoration of the CSCS pond has been maintained when the 
inoperability is due to sediment deposition exceeding the required limit or pond 
bottom depth exceeding the'limit. For other inoperabilities of the CSCS pond 
(e.g., average water temperature not within limit), ITS 3.7.3, Required Action 
B. 1 and B.2 will require the plant to be in MODE 3 within 12 hours and in 
MODE 4 within 36 hours. This change to the actions associated with an 
inoperable CSCS pond represents an additional restriction on operation necessary 
to help ensure that actions taken in the event of a loss of function associated with 
the Ultimate Heat Sink are maintained consistent with the actions required for a 
loss of function associated with the systems and components supported by the 
CSCS pond.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 CTS 3/4.7.1.3 provides LCO requirements, Actions, and Surveillance 
Requirements for the CSCS pond when in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and when 
handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment. These requirements, 
when in MODES or conditions other than MODE 1, 2, or 3, are proposed to be 
relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). Since the CSCS pond 
supports the OPERABILITY of other equipment with their own Specifications, 
the definition of OPERABILITY in ITS 1.1 will provide sufficient assurance the 
CSCS pond can perform its required support function. In addition, the Bases for 
the supported systems will require the CSCS pond (i.e., the Ultimate Heat Sink) 
to be OPERABLE. Therefore, the relocated requirements are not required to be 
in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and safety. The 
TRM will be incorporated by reference in the LaSalle 1 and 2 UFSAR at ITS 
implementation. Changes to the TRM will be controlled by the provisions of 10 
CFR 50.59. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the 
proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

LA.2 The CTS 4.7.1.3.a (ITS SR 3.7.3.2) details of the methods for determining the 
level of sediment deposition in the CSCS pond (by a series of sounding cross
sections compared to as-built soundings) are to be relocated to the Bases. These 
details are not necessary to ensure the OPERABILITY of the CSCS pond. The 
requirements of ITS 3.7.3 and associated Surveillance Requirements are adequate 
to ensure the CSCS pond is maintained OPERABLE. Therefore, these details 
are not required to be in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be 
controlled by the provisions of the Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 
of the ITS.  

LD. 1 The Frequencies for performing CTS 4.7.1.3.a and 4.7.1.3.b (ITS SRs 3.7.3.2 
and 3.7.3.3, respectively) have been extended from 18 to 24 months. The 
determination of sediment deposition and the pond bottom elevation ensure that 
the volume of water in the CSCS pond will be adequate to support long term 
cooling for a 30 day period after a DBA. The proposed change will allow these 
Surveillances to extend their Surveillance Frequency from the current 18 month 
Surveillance Frequency (i.e., a maximum of 22.5 months accounting for the 
allowable grace period specified in CTS 4.0.2 and proposed SR 3.0.2) to a 24 
month Surveillance Frequency (i.e., a maximum of 30 months accounting for the 
allowable grace period specified in CTS 4.0.2 and proposed Specification 3.0.2).  
This proposed change was evaluated in accordance with the guidance provided in

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LD. 1 NRC Generic Letter No. 91-04, "Changes in Technical Specification 
(cont'd) Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 

1991. Reviews of historical maintenance and surveillance data have shown that 
these tests normally pass their Surveillance at the current Frequency. An 
evaluation has been performed using this data, and it has been determined that 
the effect on safety due to the extended Surveillance Frequency will be small.  
Reviews of historical maintenance and surveillance data have shown that these 
tests pass their surveillance at the current frequency. A hydrographic survey of 
the UHS was performed in 1997. This survey found that amount of sediment 
that accumulated from the time of original construction to the survey date as 
being negligible. This means that negligible sediment accumulated over 15 years 
(The LaSalle Unit 1 Operating License was issued in April 1982, the survey was 
performed in November 1997).  

Furthermore, both units of LaSalle were shutdown for approximately two years.  
During this time cooling water flow through the CSCS pond was minimal.  
Minimal flow corresponds to minimal flow velocity. Since the capability of the 
flow to transport suspended solids is dependent upon the density of the suspended 
solids and flow velocity, maximum sediment accumulation is expected to occur 
when flow velocity is minimum. Another hydrographic survey of the UHS was 
performed in 1999 and found virtually no difference in the volume of the UHS 
from the 1997 survey. From this it is concluded that the sediment deposition 
during the extended shutdown period was negligible.  

In addition, the proposed 24 month Surveillance Frequencies, if performed at the 
maximum interval allowed by proposed SR 3.0.2 (30 months) do not invalidate 
any assumptions in the plant licensing basis.  

"Specific" 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 3



PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM AND AUXILIARY ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT ROOM EMERGENCY 
FILTRATION SYSTEM 

LIMMNG CONDITION FOR OPFRATION 

3.7.2 Tw(I0d~el F&ontrol room and.auwdliaiy electric equipment room emergency filtration 
system trains shall be OPERABLE-•r)-X" 

APPLICABILITY: 0ND O nd. , COOM kL'-x- -' 
ACTION: ", )•€v

PýCtojJ A 

Aat(o0J w

Cwa Iyaoest AcTim~

a. With one emergency filtration system train inoperable, restore the inoperable train to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days ora

1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2,3, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN 
within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 
24 hours. vf.% -8ckTU.P 

2. •h,•PRA'ONAL'•ODI'IIQN4,,or* initiate and maintain operation of the 
2. KPVM W M Euo 1t 

OPERABLE emenc filtrationy ter M the press onri, C.2 4 Soperation. dd rf s 9kl, au 1., .. 1

kc:xot F_ b. With both emergency filtration system trains inooeMbleN OPSMTIONA 
-Nl1045 r e, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, handling of irradiated fuel in 

Dur the seondary ontainment and operations with a potential for draining the reactor 
vessel. L. j"f, dý-+)o.o-tr SuSPqe' AO ý 

Nam To p.-ap_ c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable in Operational Condition.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMFNTS

4.7.2 Each control room and awdliary electric equipment room emergency filtration system train 

shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 days a GG ED 8 L.2

'S' 

sz3'4z

1. Operate each Control Room and Awdliary Electric Equipment Room 
Emergency Filter System for greater than or equal to 10 -continuous hours 
with the heaters operating, and 

2. Manually initiating flow through the control room and awdliary electric 
equipment room recirculation filters for at least 10 hours.

A;,€c4•l, *W 'hen irradiated fuel is .beino handle In the secondary containment., 
("e nomI or eme~n-y Ier soufmay be kperabk• OPERT CON DTI4§) 
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FFT�
PLANT SYSTEMS 

SURVEILLANC RFgoUIRFMENTS (Continuedl

*Jrx S 4
.1

s• 3.'¾.qL.  

!G 3Ak

b. Perform required control room and awdliary electric equipment room filter testing in 
accordance with, and at the frequency specified by, the Ventilation Filter Testing 

Q. Deleted.  

d. At least once per 

1. Deleted.

Amendment No. 126

I
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PLANT SYSTEMS a(4ux or L -Z ,LA,.-.  

S •VEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Cpntinued) 

n h _oe o est signals. " 

21 3, 4 .* Verifying that .ch of thelow E urzation odea 
tO thruhthMot •••" 

i -mont•:o m ts 'rculat n fllters ne s ind ten ver t ec"n r-'ro/ 
<12. 3.7 ,q. 5" an axliary electric equipment rooms are maintained at a positive pressure 

o of greater than or equal to 118 inch W.G. relative to the adjacent areas during 

emergency train operation at aflow rate less than or equal to 4000 cfm: 
a)~~~a Out air ok teD ad C 

Ok Ahlntake diati•b mon i*Ltr 

3. Deleted.

e. Deleted.  

f. Deleted.

LA SALLE - UNIT I 3/4 7-6 Amendment No. 126
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3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM AND AUXILIARY ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT ROOM EMERGENCY 
FILTRATION SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDTON FOR OPERATION 

LC..o 3.1;,' 3.7.2 Two R@Rnj ntrol rogqi and auxiliary electric equipment room emergency filtration 
system trains shall be OPERABLE-IJA.7.  

AP,.n d:.wI 133iRATI DON2Nband 

A,--o•iJ A a. With one emergency ftration system train Inoperable, restore the inoperable train to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days or.  

,•-rodl B 1. In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2,3, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN 
D . E with th e next 12 hours and inCOLD SHUTDOWN within the following k'r-oS0_rrW 24 hours.  

- ' 2. "•'•P R''NAL CS DITIO 4 1or*", Mntate aind mnaintain operation-of h 
SOPERABL~e.mergency rdration system In the pressurization mode of Aj 1),•¢ ." 

4• r *, suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, handling of irradiated fuel in 
the secondary containment an operations with a tential for drainin the mactor 

Noa -ro c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable in Operational Condition e.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.7.2 Each control room and awdliary electric equipment room emergency filtration system train 
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE: 

a. At least once per 31 daysft a 'AGMR Ti 

.. 1. Operate each Control Room and Auxiliary Electric Equipment Room 

Emergency Filter System for greater than or equal to 10 continuous hours 
with the heaters operating, and 

Sr- 3 1.4. - 2. Manually initiating flow through the control room and awdliary electric 
equipment room recirculation filters for at least 10 hours.  

S, *W, .hen irradiated fuel Is being handled in the meondary containment.  
no oremer ncy powel`lour m" inoa le mi2ERT N ___E C ONDITON_4, 5-or*.\ . • ' • " 
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TFS 3.1,qPLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCS REOIFFT (Continued)

SR 3,-.4.3 

IC 3.3:1 . "

b. Perform required control room and awdliary electric equipment room filter testing in 
accordance with, and at the frequency specified by, the Ventilation Filter Testing 
Program.  

c. Deleted.  

d. At least once per 

1. Deleted.

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 314 7-5 AMENDMENT NO. 111
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PLANT SYSTEMS

st 3;.,4.5

*; m-in m res lation ursa aK thenVerify'that-the control room an 
auwdliary electric equipment rooms are maintained at a positive pressure of 
greater than or equal to 1/8 Inch W.G. relative to-the adjacent areas during 
emergency train operation at a flow rate less than or equal to 4000 cfm:

*X oftesrahmoRK0d1et11on. 1  LA
ft• X" intak• radidfton tnto •. L

3. Deleted.  

e. Deleted.  

f. Deleted.

AMENDMENT NO. 111

SW 3.11,44
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Technical Specification (ISTS)).  

A.2 CTS 3.7.2 footnote #, which provides a reference that the normal or emergency 
power source may be inoperable in Operational Condition 4, 5, or when 
irradiated fuel is being handled in Secondary Containment, has been deleted.  
This reference is an explicit part of the definition of OPERABLE
OPERABILITY, as defined in ITS 1.1, "Definitions." There is no need to 
duplicate this reference in ITS 3.7.4. Therefore, deletion of CTS 3.7.2 footnote 
# is an administrative change.  

A.3 In CTS 3.7.2, no Actions are provided for when two CRAF subsystems are 
inoperable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. Therefore, CTS 3.0.3 would be applicable 
and would be required to be entered. In ITS 3.7.4, a new ACTION D has been 
added to'direct entry into LCO 3.0.3 if both CRAF subsystems are inoperable in 
MODE 1, 2, or 3. This avoids confusion as to the proper ACTION if in MODE 
1, 2, or 3 and simultaneously in a special condition, such as handling irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment. Since this ACTION results in the 
same ACTION as the current Technical Specifications, this change is 
administrative.  

A.4 CTS 3.7.2 ACTION b to "suspend.. .operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel" may not be possible for all plant conditions. In such a condition, 
the existing ACTION results in "non-compliance with the Technical 
Specifications" and a requirement for an LER. The intent of the ACTION is 
more appropriately presented in ITS 3.7.4 Required Action E.3. With the 
proposed Required Action, a requirement to immediately initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs is imposed. Included in this Required Action is the 
understanding that best efforts to suspend OPDRVs must continue until they are 
suspended, which is how the current ACTION is implemented. However, with 
this Required Action, if the suspension of OPDRVs cannot be accomplished 
immediately, no LER will be required.  

This interpretation of the ACTIONS intent is supported by the BWR Standard 
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1. Because this is an 
enhanced presentation of existing intent, the proposed change is considered 
administrative.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The detail of CTS 3.7.2 relating to system design (that the CRAF subsystems are 
"independent") is proposed to be relocated to the Bases. This is a design detail 
that is not necessary to be included in the Technical Specifications to ensure the 
OPERABILITY of the CRAF System since OPERABILITY requirements are 
adequately addressed in ITS 3.7.4. As such, the relocated detail is not required 
to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and safety.  
Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases 
Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

LA.2 CTS 4.7.2.d.2 provides verification that the CRAF System automatically 
switches to the pressurization mode of operation on detection of smoke in an 
outside air intake. This requirement is proposed to be relocated to the Technical 
Requirements Manual (TRM). The CRAF System actuation on detection of 
smoke in an outside air intake functions to permit continuous occupancy of the 
control room area during an external smoke event. However, this smoke 
protection mode of the CRAF System is not assumed to mitigate a DBA or 
transient since smoke intrusion is not a DBA or transient. None of the four 
NRC Policy Statement criteria are applicable to this requirement. Therefore, 
moving these requirement to the TRM is appropriate and consistent with the 
NRC Policy Statement and 10 CFR 50.36. As a result, these requirements are 
not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health 
and safety. The TRM will be incorporated by reference into the LaSalle 1 and 2 
UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the TRM will be controlled in 
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

LA.3 CTS 4.7.2.d.2 contains details regarding the methodology for performing a 
surveillance to verify the ability of each CRAF System to maintain a positive 
pressure in the control room and auxiliary electric equipment rooms (i.e., control 
room area) relative to the adjacent areas during emergency train operation at a 
specified flow rate. This information is to be relocated to the Bases. ITS SR 
3.7.4.5 will continue to ensure that the test is performed, and the applicable 
acceptance criteria met. Thus, these details for performing the surveillance are 
not required to be maintained in the Technical Specifications to protect public 
health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be controlled in accordance with the 
Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE (continued) 

LA.4 The CTS 4.7.2.d.2 (ITS SR 3.7.4.4) details of the methods for performing the 
CRAF System actuation test (the source of the signal used for automatic 
actuation and that the CRAF subsystems automatically switch to the 
pressurization mode of operation) are to be relocated to the Bases. These details 
are not necessary to ensure the OPERABILITY of the CRAF System. The 
requirements of ITS 3.7.4 and SR 3.7.4.4, which verifies that each CRAF 
subsystem actuates on an actual or simulated signal, are adequate to ensure the 
CRAF System is maintained OPERABLE. Therefore, these details are not 
required to be in the Technical Specifications to provide adequate protection of 
the public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the 
provisions of the Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

LD. 1 The Frequency for performing CTS 4.7.2.d.2 (proposed SR 3.7.4.4 and 
SR 3.7.4.5) has been extended from 18 months to 24 months. This SR ensures 
that each CRAF subsystem is capable of automatic initiation and that the 
mechanical components operate as designed on system actuation (e.g., fans start, 
valves and dampers open or close as required), and that the control room area 
boundary leakage is within the capacity of the CRAF System by demonstrating 
that control room area can be maintained at a positive pressure with respect to 
adjacent areas when in the pressurization mode of operation.  

The proposed change will allow this Surveillance to extend the Surveillance 
Frequency from the current 18 month Surveillance Frequency (i.e., a maximum 
of 22.5 months accounting for the allowable grace period specified in CTS 4.0.2 
and proposed SR 3.0.2) to a 24-month Surveillance Frequency (i.e., a maximum 
of 30 months accounting for the allowable grace period specified in CTS 4.0.2 
and proposed Specification 3.0.2). This proposed change was evaluated in 
accordance with the guidance provided in NRC Generic Letter No. 91-04, 
"Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 
24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. Reviews of historical maintenance 
and surveillance data have shown that this test normally passes the Surveillance 
at the current Frequency. An evaluation has been performed using this data, and 
it has been determined that the effect on safety due to the extended Surveillance 
Frequency will be small.  

The CRAF System will be tested every 31 days according to proposed 
SR 3.7.4.1 and SR 3.7.4.2, therefore, any significant mechanical component 
failures will be detected and repaired during plant operation. This more frequent 
testing although it does not test the actual initiation signal verifies the 
OPERABILITY of the majority of the CRAF System circuitry. Furthermore, as 
stated in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (dated August 2, 1993) related to 
extension of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Unit Numbers 2 and 3, 
surveillance intervals from 18 to 24 months:

LaSalle 1 and 2 3



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LD. I "Industry reliability studies for boiling water reactors (BWRs), prepared 
(cont'd) by the BWR Owners Group (NEDC-30936P) show that the overall 

safety systems' reliabilities are not dominated by the reliabilities of the 
logic system, but by that of the mechanical components, (e.g., pumps 
and valves), which are consequently tested on a more frequent basis.  
Since the probability of a relay or contact failure is small relative to the 
probability of mechanical component failure, increasing the logic system 
functional test interval represents no significant change in the overall 
safety system unavailability." 

Extending the surveillance interval for this verification of control room area 
boundary integrity is acceptable because the control room area boundary is 
maintained at a positive pressure during normal operation. Therefore, any 
substantial degradation of the boundary that would prevent maintaining the 
control room area at the required pressure during an accident will be evident 
prior to the scheduled performance of these tests.  

Based on the results of the review of the historical maintenance and surveillance 
data and the ability to detect significant failures during plant operation, the 
impact, if any, of this change on system availability is minimal. In addition, the 
proposed 24 month Surveillance Frequency, if performed at the maximum 
interval allowed by proposed SR 3.0.2 (30 months) does not invalidate any 
assumptions in the plant licensing basis.  

"Specific" 

L. 1 The Applicability of CTS 3.7.2 is revised from All Operational Conditions (i.e., 
Operational Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in secondary containment to MODES 1, 2, and 3; during movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies in secondary containment; during CORE 
ALTERATIONS; and during operations with the potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs) in ITS 3.7.4. The CRAF System is required to be 
OPERABLE to control operator exposure during and following a design basis 
accident, since a design basis accident could lead to a fission product release.  
When the plant is in MODE 4 or 5, the probability and consequences of a design 
basis accident are reduced due to the temperature and pressure limitations in 
these MODES. However, in MODE 4 or 5, activities are conducted for which 
significant releases of radioactivity are postulated. Therefore, the CRAF System 
is only required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4 or 5, when activities are in 
progress which could, if an event occurs, result in significant releases of
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

L. 1 radioactivity (i.e., during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in secondary 
(cont'd) containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during OPDRVs). This change 

modifies the CTS 3.7.2 Mode 4 and 5 Applicability to include only these 
activities. This change is considered acceptable since it is consistent with the 
intent of CTS 3.7.2 ACTION b (in Mode 4 and 5 with two CRAF subsystems 
inoperable, CTS 3.7.2 ACTION b requires suspension of those activities for 
which significant releases of radioactivity are postulated). This change allows 
operations that do not have a potential for a significant radioactive release to be 
performed without requiring the CRAF System to be OPERABLE and provides 
additional scheduling flexibility during plant refueling outages. In addition, due 
to this change, CTS 3.7.2 Action a.2 has been modified to allow exiting the new 
Applicability (by suspending these activities) in lieu of operating an OPERABLE 
CRAF subsystem in the pressurization mode.  

L.2 CTS 4.7.2.a requires the CRAF System to be operated every 31 days on a 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Proposed SR 3.7.4.1 and SR 3.7.4.2 do not 
include the STAGGERED TEST BASIS requirement. The intent of a 
requirement for staggered testing is to increase reliability of the 
component/system being tested. A number of reviews/evaluations have been 
performed which have demonstrated that staggered testing has negligible impact 
on component reliability. As a result, it has been determined that staggered 
testing 1) is operationally difficult, 2) has negligible impact on component 
reliability, 3) is not as significant as initially thought, and 4) has no impact on 
failure frequency. Therefore, the CRAF staggered testing requirements have 
been deleted. Since the Frequency is not affected, i.e., both CTS and ITS 
require monthly testing for each subsystem, and staggered testing has a 
negligible impact on component reliability, this requirement has been deleted.  

L.3 The phrase "actual or," in reference to the actuation test signal in CTS 4.7.2.d.2, 
has been added to proposed SR 3.7.4.4, which verifies that each CRAF 
subsystem actuates on an actuation test signal. This allows satisfactory automatic 
CRAF System initiations for other than surveillance purposes to be used to fulfill 
the Surveillance Requirement. Operability is adequately demonstrated in either 
case since the CRAF subsystem itself cannot discriminate between "actual" or 
"test" signals.  

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 5



Insert New Specification 3.7.5 

Insert new Specification 3.7.5, "Control Room Area Ventilation Air Ej--fl Conditioning (AC) System," as shown in proposed ITS 3.7.5.



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.5 - CONTROL ROOM AREA VENTILATION 

AIR CONDITIONING (AC) SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M. 1 Proposed ITS 3.7.5 is a new Specification that defines requirements for 
OPERABILITY of the Control Room Area Ventilation Air Conditioning (AC) 
System. This system is comprised of two subsystems, each containing a Control 
Room AC subsystem and the Auxiliary Electric Equipment Room (AEER) AC 
subsystem. The Specification requires both sets of associated subsystems to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, and 
during OPDRVs. This change is based on ISTS 3.7.4. However, the ISTS 
SR 3.7.4.1 is not adopted. The LaSalle control room and AEER AC subsystems 
have air cooled condensers and refrigerant compressors. While an appropriate 
testing methodology has been developed for systems with water cooled chillers, 
the Nuclear HVAC Utilities Group (NHUG) has not yet developed a capacity 
verification test methodology for systems with air cooled condensers. Therefore, 
alternate testing is proposed similar to testing previously approved for ComEd's 
Zion Nuclear Power Station. This new Specification imposes additional 
restrictions upon plant operations adequate to ensure the OPERABILITY of 
components in the control room in a post-accident environment.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

None 

"Specific" 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

MAIN CONDENSER 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

L-o3,14. 16 3.n.2.2 The rtlease rate of the sun of the activities from the noble gases 
masured prior to the holdup line shall be limited to less than or equal to 
3.4 x 10s microcuries/secon.  

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONIONS 1, 2 and U)-. w iO Mo ;A5 4 tA% I#nt 

AMTON: o.it~rL~~) yt4 

With the release rate of the sum of the activities of the noble gases prior to 
MtheF holdup line exceeding 3.4 x 2D0 microcuries/second restore the release rate to within itsimit within 72 hours or be in at I t STARTUPLIth the o main steam _solation v klves closed within the next 

SURVEI LLANCEREQUIREMENTS iu4is .' [71 

ý 3,74,, . 44.-1.2.2.2 The release rate of the sum of the activities from noble gases • bribr to-,t~heho-lfdP71K%ý-Wha11 be determined to De within the limits of 
ýLpecification 3.11.2.2 at, the following frequencies~i perf;•ang V ipsot,~c' 
L&9a!yslszol a r~presefi.ive sipple ofgases tiken prior to ol- 11 Lft n.  

a. At least once per 31 days.  

•Ore't~~~~ ~ 01,en•oleG~ V';v~~yH tof" greater thanb~• after J 
factoring out increases due to changesn THERM4AL PPOWER I e n 
the nominal steady state fission gas releae from the primary or 1Li4 

LA .SALLF' - UNTI" 1 1/4 11-2 -...... .



-rTs 33.1o

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS I.1 
MAIN CONDENSER 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

Sch.cul~ o+ 30 v-*d4;n'2.  

Leo 3,16 3.11.2.2 The release rate of the sum of the activities from the noble gases Smeasured prior to the hold ine shall be limited to less than or equal to 
.3.4 x 10 microcuries/secon . 'C 
APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1,2 and ~td 

ACTION: p-4 4-,.t. 4 oGQ% ' (pE-) W 

/With the release rate of the sum of the activities of the noble gases prior to 
A W the holdup line exceeding 3.4 x 1 0 s microcuries/second restore the release 

\ rate to within its limit within 72 hours orlbe in at least STA_ with the 4ýcTtoI -- (uain ste am isolation valves closed Wirthin the next ours. L 

_To 6iiminse ur. 1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS A~Ip.pr ~ .. t 

4,11 2. 2.1•,The radtoltivity rate\of noble sses priorNI the hoN uplinej_._-71 
I 1hQ be-cot6inuously titored in iccordance th the . • - J 

4.11.2.2.2 The release rate of the sum of the activities from noble gases Sprioo to • nol iln snal i e aetermine to be W A thinte limits1 of 
Specification 3.11.2.2 at the followina frequencies by perf•ing •i• soto •c 1"lssk a rep ~se t to Wk.ro holf fiec 

a. At least once per 31 days.  

b. Within 4 hours following an increas , as n di o ab Lteo•lBre-treatftnt Noble\,Gas Act•iv• Moit),og e after 
Tacloring out increases due to changes In THERMAL POWER leve- in 
the nominal steady state fission gas release from the primary 
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Technical Specification (ISTS)).  

A.2 CTS 3.11.2.2 requires the radioactivity rate of noble gases downstream of the 
recombiner to be _< 340,000 microcuries/second. The accident analysis 
(UFSAR, Section 15.7) that this radioactivity rate is based on also assumes that 
the radioactivity rate is after a 30 minute decay period. Therefore, addition of 
the 30 minute decay period in the LCO, only provides clarification to the 
parameters in use, and as such, this change is considered administrative only.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M. 1 CTS 4.11.2.2.2.b requires verification that the release rate of noble gases prior 
to the holdup line is within limits within 4 hours following an increase of 
> 50%. The amount of increase is changed to include an increase equal to 50% 
in ITS SR 3.7.6.1. This is an inconsequential change that is considered more 
restrictive because technically it increases the range of releases to be considered.  
However, no additional performances of the Surveillance would be expected 
since the increase is insignificant.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The CTS 4.11.2.2.1 requirement to continuously monitor radioactivity rate of 
noble gases prior to the holdup line is proposed to be relocated to the Offsite 
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM). This relocated requirement is not necessary 
to be included in the Technical Specifications to assure that main condenser 
offgas activity rate is within limits. Proposed SR 3.7.6.1 provides adequate 
assurance the main condenser offgas activity rate is within limits. The ODCM 
currently contains requirements to provide this monitoring of the main condenser 
air ejector activity release rate. As such, the relocated requirement is not 
required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety. Changes to the ODCM will be controlled by the provisions of the 
ODCM Control Process described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE (continued) 

LA.2 The CTS 4.11.2.2.2 details defining the methods for performing this 
Surveillance, the location of the sample, and method for determining when an 
increase has occurred are proposed to be relocated to the Bases. These details 
are not necessary to ensure the main condenser offgas activity rate limits are 
maintained. The requirements of ITS 3.7.6 and SR 3.7.6.1 are adequate to 
ensure the main condenser offgas activity rate is maintained within limits. As 
such, the relocated details are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be 
controlled by the provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in 
Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

"Specific" 

L. 1 The Applicability of CTS LCO 3.11.2.2 is OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 
2, and 3. In the event the requirement of CTS LCO 3.11.2.2 is not met, the 
Action requires compliance be restored within 72 hours, or the plant placed in at 
least STARTUP (i.e., MODE 2) with the main steam isolation valves closed 
within the next 6 hours. Thus, the CTS actually permits operation in MODES 2 
and 3 to continue as long as the main steam isolation valves are closed. The 
Applicability is changed to MODE 1 and MODES 2 and 3 with any main steam 
line not isolated and the steam jet air ejector (SJAE) in operation in proposed ITS 
3.7.6. This proposed change is less restrictive, because the requirement will not 
be applicable in MODES 2 and 3 if the SJAE is not in operation regardless of the 
position of the main steam isolation valves. The main condenser offgas gross 
gamma activity limit is an initial condition of the main condenser offgas system 
failure event. The gross gamma activity rate is controlled to ensure that during 
the event, the calculated offsite doses will be well within the limits of 10 CFR 
100. With the main steam lines isolated or the SJAE not in operation, the offgas 
system is not being used to process the gross gamma activity; it is essentially 
maintained within the reactor coolant. Therefore, the event cannot occur. In 
addition, a new Required Action (ITS 3.7.6 Required Action B.2), which 
requires isolation of the air ejector has also been added consistent with this 
change to the Applicability.  

L.2 The default action of the CTS 3.11.2.2 Action requires the main steam isolation 
valves to be closed in 6 hours if the main condenser offgas activity release rate 
for noble gases is not restored to within its limit within the Completion Time of 
72 hours (ITS 3.7.6 Required Action A. 1). The proposed Completion Time 
(ITS 3.7.6 Required Actions B. 1 and B.2) to be outside the Applicability of the 
Specification has been extended from 6 hours to 12 hours. This proposed time is
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

L.2 required to shutdown and cooldown the unit from full power conditions and 
(cont'd) isolated the main steam isolation valves in an orderly manner and without 

challenging unit systems. This proposed time is considered reasonable based on 
operating experience and is consistent with the BWR ISTS, NUREG-1434, Rev.  
1. Allowing 12 hours to complete the Required Actions is an acceptable 
exchange in risk; the risk of an event occurring during the additional period 
provided to exit the Applicability, versus the potential risk of unit upset that 
could challenge safety systems resulting from a rapid shutdown.  

L.3 The CTS 3.11.2.2 Action requires the plant to be in at least STARTUP with the 
main steam isolation valves closed within 6 hours if the main condenser offgas 
activity is not restored to within limits within 72 hours. Alternative default 
Required Actions have been added to place the plant in a condition outside the 
Applicability of the Specification. ITS 3.7.6 Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2 
will require the plant to be in MODE 3 in 12 hours and MODE 4 in 36 hours.  
This change is less restrictive since it provides optional actions to be taken for 
placing the plant in a condition that is outside the Applicability. In addition, the 
time to place the plant in a condition outside the Applicability is 36 hours instead 
of 6 hours as currently required by the CTS 3.11.2.2 Action (see Discussion of 
Change L.2 for further changes to the 6 hour Completion Time). This 
Specification is not required in MODE 4 since the main steam is not being 
exhausted to the main condenser, therefore the assumptions of a Main Condenser 
Offgas System failure event will still be bounded by the current analyses.  
Therefore, the proposed Required Action to be in MODE 4 is acceptable since 
the assumptions of the accident analysis will be preserved. The proposed 
Completion Times are consistent with other Specifications which require the 
plant to be in MODE 3 then MODE 4. The Completion Times are acceptable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full 
power conditions in a orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  

L.4 CTS 4.11.2.2.2 requires the main condenser offgas activity to be periodically 
determined. Proposed ITS SR 3.7.6.1 requires the performance of this 
Surveillance at the same Frequency. however it is proposed to allow the 
Surveillance to not be performed until 31 days after any main steam line is not 
isolated and the SJAE is in operation. This determination is only meaningful 
with one or more main steam lines not isolated and the SJAE in operation. Only 
in this condition can radioactive gases be in the Main Condenser Offgas System 
at significant rates. The 31 day period is an acceptable time to establish 
conditions appropriate for data collection and evaluation and is considered 
acceptable given the availability of instrumentation to monitor the offgas activity 
release rate.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None
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PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.10 MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

LCO 3.1,
3.7.10 The main turbine bypass system shall be OPERABL•./j 
APPLICABILITY: TI L CO'KITII 1when THERMAL POWER is greater than 
or equal to 25% dofRATED THERMAL POWER .

MLI iUJU 

With the main turbine bypass system inoperable: 

1. If at least four bypass valves are capable of accepting steam 
flow per Surveillance 4.7.10.a: 

k-moj A ' a) Within 2 hours, either: 

1) Restore the system to OPERABLE status, or 

2) Increase the MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) Limiting 
L(t• )~ "Condition for Operation (LCO) to the main turbine bypass 

inoperable value per Specification 3.2.3.  

A rcaw eb) Otherwise, reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.  

Ac-rI-x A JC "f2. If less than four bypass valves are capable of accepting steam 
Arn-zztj A ~~flow per Surveillance47-1a 77 

a) Within 2 hours increase the MCPR LCO to the main turbine 

LC6 3- .(ypass inoperable value per Specification 3.2.3, and 
SWithNi the Nxt 12 'kurs !!stor6the syNem t OEAI-E_-- 

c) Otherwise, reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

4.7.10 The main turbine bypass system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least 
once per:

a. '7 days by cycling each turbine bypass valve through at least one 
complete cycle of full travel.
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PLANT SYSTEMS (Continued) 

3/4.7.10 MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

b. gmnh
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PLANT SYSTEMH 

3/4.7.10 MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 
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S3.7.10 The main turbine bypass system shall be OPERABLE. 0 LCO .  

APPI CABIL: ( TiL jCOTIO ,when THERMAL POWER is greater than 7_t 
or equal to 25% o A TE LW .  

ACTION: 

With the main turbine bypass system inoperable: 
l. Ifat least four bypass valves are capable of accepting steam 

flow per Surveillance 4.7.10.a: 

a) Within 2 hours, either: 

1) Restore the system to OPERABLE status, or 

2) Increase the MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) 
----- 3--.-- Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) to the main 

turbine bypass inoperable value per Specification 3.2.3.  

PýC-7=W B b) Otherwise, reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED 

THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.  

If less than four bypass valves are capable of accepting steam 
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LCO 5. bypass inoperable value per Specification 3.2.3, and 
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kcm 3 c) Otherwise, reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 25% of RATED 
THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS 

4.7.10 The main turbine bypass system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least 
once per: 

a. 7 days by cycling each turbine bypass valve through at least one 
complete cycle of full travel.  

b. gmonths by-
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Technical Specification (ISTS)).  

A.2 CTS 3.7.10 requires the Main Turbine Bypass System to be OPERABLE. The 
purpose of the Main Turbine Bypass System is to help ensure a MCPR Safety 
.Limit Violation will not occur due to a feedwater transient. Therefore, an 
additional LCO option has been added to CTS 3.7.10 to permit a MCPR penalty 
to be applied in lieu of maintaining the Main Turbine Bypass System 
OPERABLE. This is consistent with the current licensing basis as indicated in 
CTS 3.7.10, Actions 1,a)2) and 2.a). The MCPR penalty is specified in the 
COLR, similar to other MCPR penalties. This change in format is consistent 
with the BWR ISTS, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1.  

A.3 The Applicability of CTS 3.7.10 is "OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 when 
THERMAL POWER is 25 % or more of RATED THERMAL POWER." With 
THERMAL POWER >_ 25 % RTP, the unit will always be in MODE 1.  
Therefore, it is unnecessary to state in the Applicability of CTS 3.7.10 
(ITS 3.7.7).  

A.4 In the event less than four main turbine bypass valves are capable of accepting 
steam flow, Action 2.a) of CTS 3.7.10 requires the MINIMUM CRITICAL 
POWER RATIO to be increased to the main turbine bypass value per CTS 3.2.3 
within 2 hours. The option to restore the Main Turbine Bypass System to an 
OPERABLE status within 2 hours has been added in proposed ITS 3.7.7, Action 
A (i.e., satisfy the requirements of the LCO). This change is considered to be 
administrative since restoring compliance with the LCO (per CTS 3.0.2) is 
always an option, whether or not it is specifically stated in the Actions.  

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The details relating to methods of performing CTS 4.7. 10.b. 1, the main turbine 
bypass system functional test (e.g., simulated automatic actuation) are proposed 
to be relocated to the Bases. These proposed relocated details are not necessary 
to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Main Turbine Bypass System. The 
requirements of ITS 3.7.7 and SR 3.7.7.2 are adequate to ensure the Main 
Turbine Bypass System is maintained OPERABLE. As such, the relocated 
details are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the 
public health and safety. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the 
provisions of the proposed Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the 
ITS.  

LA.2 The CTS 4.7. 10.b.2 details of the actual TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 
RESPONSE TIME are proposed to be relocated to the Technical Requirements 
Manual (TRM). Testing of the response time is provided by a specific 
Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.7.7.3) and is an integral part of the 
OPERABILITY of the Main Turbine Bypass System. As such, the requirements 
of ITS 3.7.7 and SR 3.7.7.3 are adequate to ensure the Main Turbine Bypass 
System response times are maintained within limits and the Main Turbine Bypass 
System is maintained OPERABLE. As such, the relocated details are not 
required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety. The TRM will be incorporated by reference into the LaSalle 1 and 2 
UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the TRM will be controlled by the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

LD. 1 The Frequency for performing CTS 4.7. 10.b. 1, the system functional test and 
CTS 4.7. 10.b.2, the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME test 
(proposed SR 3.7.7.2 and 3.7.7.3), has been extended from 18 months to 24 
months. These SRs ensure that the Main Turbine Bypass System will function 
with the required response as assumed in the transient analysis such as the 
turbine generator load rejection and feedwater transients in order to mitigate the 
increase in reactor vessel pressure, which reduces the MCPR during the 
transient. The proposed change will allow these Surveillances to extend their 
Surveillance Frequencies from the current 18 month Surveillance Frequency 
(i.e., a maximum of 22.5 months accounting for the allowable grace period 
specified in current Specification 4.0.2 and proposed SR 3.0.2) to a 24 month 
Surveillance Frequency (i.e., a maximum of 30 months accounting for the 
allowable grace period specified in current Specification 4.0.2 and proposed 
Specification 3.0.2). This proposed change was evaluated in accordance with 
the guidance provided in NRC Generic Letter No. 91-04, "Changes in Technical 
Specification Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle,"
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LD. 1 dated April 2, 1991. Reviews of historical maintenance and surveillance data 
(cont'd) have shown that these tests normally pass their Surveillances at the current 

Frequency. An evaluation has been performed using this data, and it has been 
determined that the effect on safety due to the extended Surveillance Frequency 
will be small. The main turbine bypass logic which is being tested is part of the 
Main Turbine Control System which is in continuous operation at power. Most 
malfunctions anticipated during power operations that would impact the Main 
Turbine Bypass System performance would also impact the operation of the 
entire Main Turbine Control System, which in most cases would be readily 
apparent to plant operators. In addition the weekly test of the turbine bypass 
valves (SR 3.7.7.1) will also detect problems since the test uses a fast open 
signal for the last 10% of valve travel.  

Based on the above discussion, the impact of this change on system availability, 
if any, is minimal.  

In addition, the proposed 24 month Surveillance Frequencies, if performed at the 
maximum interval allowed by proposed SR 3.0.2 (30 months) do not invalidate 
any assumptions in the plant licensing basis.  

"Specific" 

L. 1 In the event less than four main turbine bypass valves are capable of accepting 
steam flow, Action 2.b) of CTS 3.7.10 requires the Main Turbine Bypass 
System to be restored to an OPERABLE status within 12 hours following 
completion of Action 2.a) of CTS 3.7.10. This requirement has not been 
retained in proposed ITS 3.7.7. Analyses have been performed assuming the 
Main Turbine Bypass System is out of service (i.e., all five bypass valves are 
inoperable). These analyses confirmed that continued plant operation with the 
Main Turbine Bypass System out of service was acceptable with the application 
of a specific cycle-dependent MCPR value, as specified in the COLR, for the 
inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System. Thus, requiring the Main Turbine 
Bypass System to be restored to an OPERABLE status following the application 
of the specific MCPR penalty imposes an unnecessary restraint upon operation.  
Additionally, this change is consistent with ISTS 3.7.6 of NUREG-1434, 
Revision 1.  

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None
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REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3/4.9.9 WATER LEVEL SPEN FUEL STORAGE POOL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

LCO 3.' 3.9.9 At least of water shall be maintained over the~tep of e.t--ye- ) 
u irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel storage pool racks.jRA, 

S _(PPLICAILIT: irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent f 

[Mtora-e pool.: ý *ý~t 

ACTION: went sAcen ?O- W'6 

NCTr-JA With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all 
movement of fuel assembliesa'nd re opations with load;Jinthe spent fuel 
storage pool area .and qan-oa 

The provisions of Specification .0. are notapplicable. LA.  

LA.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.9 The water level in the spent fuel storage pool shall be determined to 
be at least at Its minimum required depth at least once per 7 days.
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SURVEILLANCE REMUIRE4ENTS 

4.9.9 Tb. water level In the spent fuel storage pool shall be detarvined to 
bw at least at its minima rqui~red depth at least mnm per 7 days.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.8 - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

A. 1 In the conversion of the LaSalle 1 and 2 current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
to the proposed plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain 
wording preferences or conventions are adopted that do not result in technical 
changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial changes, reformatting, and 
revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the BWR 
Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1 (i.e., the Improved 
Technical Specification (ISTS)).  

A.2 CTS 3.9.9, which requires the spent fuel pool water level to be within limit, has 
an Applicability of "whenever irradiated fuel assemblies are in the spent fuel 
storage pool." However, the CTS 3.9.9 Action only requires suspension of fuel 
movement and crane operations with loads. (In addition, the relocation of crane 
operations with loads is specifically discussed in Discussion of Change LA. 1 
below). Thus, the spent fuel pool water level is not required to be maintained 
within the limit as long as fuel movement is suspended. With fuel movement 
suspended, fuel pool level can be outside the limits for an unlimited amount of 
time. The Applicability of ITS 3.7.8 is limited to circumstances when irradiated 
fuel assemblies are being moved in the spent fuel storage pool or when new fuel 
is being moved in the spent fuel storage pool with irradiated fuel assemblies in 
the spent fuel storage pool. This is acceptable since the purpose of ITS 3.7.8 is 
to ensure sufficient water is above the irradiated fuel assemblies to meet the 
assumptions of a fuel handling accident. With no fuel being handled, a fuel 
handling accident cannot occur. Therefore, since CTS 3.9.9 already allows 
continued operation with the spent fuel pool water level not within the limit 
(provided fuel handling is suspended), this change is considered administrative.  

A.3 CTS 3.9.9 requires that 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the "top of 
active fuel" in irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel pool storage 
racks. Proposed ITS 3.7.8 provides an equivalent requirement, that is stated in 
terms of the depth of water that shall be maintained over the "irradiated fuel 
assemblies" seated in the spent fuel pool storage racks. While the CTS 
requirement establishes the top of active fuel as the reference point for measuring 
spent fuel pool depth, the ITS requirement uses the top of the fuel 
bundle - which is located at the top of the fuel bundle bail handle. Maintaining 
21 ft 4 inches of water over the "irradiated fuel assemblies" seated in the spent 
fuel pool storage racks is equivalent to maintaining 23 feet of water over the "top 
of active fuel" in irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel pool storage 
racks. Consequently, the spent fuel pool water level LCO of proposed ITS 3.7.8 
has been revised to require 21 ft 4 inches of water above the irradiated fuel 
assemblies seated in the spent fuel pool storage racks. Since the depth of water 
that must be maintained over the top of irradiated fuel has not changed, this 
change is considered administrative.
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: 3.7.8 - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

"Generic" 

LA. 1 The CTS 3.9.9 Action requires suspension of crane operations with loads when 
the spent fuel storage pool water level is not within the limit. The requirement is 
proposed to be relocated to the UFSAR since the movement of loads other than 
fuel assemblies is administratively controlled based on the heavy loads analysis.  
The bounding design basis fuel handling accident assumes an irradiated fuel 
assembly is dropped onto an array of irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the 
RPV. The movement of other loads over irradiated fuel assemblies is 
administratively controlled based on available analysis for the individual load.  
The load analysis methodology and crane operation which dictate the controls are 
described in UFSAR, Sections 9.1.2.1.2, 9.1.2.1.3, and 9.1.4. As such, the 
relocated requirement is not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Changes to the UFSAR will be 
controlled by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

LA.2 Details of the methods for performing the CTS 3.9.9 Action (after placing the 
fuel assemblies in a safe condition) are proposed to be relocated to the Bases.  
The allowance to place fuel assemblies in a safe condition prior to suspending 
fuel movement is not necessary for assuring, in the case of spent fuel water level 
not within limits, actions are taken to preclude a spent fuel handling accident 
from occurring. ITS 3.7.8 Required Action A. 1 is adequate to preclude a spent 
fuel handling accident from occurring. As such, the relocated details are not 
required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety. Changes to the Bases will be controlled by the provisions of the proposed 
Bases Control Program described in Chapter 5 of the ITS.  

"Specific" 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None
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4.7..4.1irm - Each ealed source shal be tested for leak e 

and/or con mination by: 

a. The licensee, or 

b. Other ersons specifically au orized by the Co *ssion or an 

The test method sha have a detection sens tivity of at least .005 
microcuries per test ple.  

.7.4.2 eTt Freuenci - Each category of se led sources, exclu ing startup 
s rces and fission detec rs previously subject to core flux, sh 1 be 
tes d at the frequency de ribed below.  

Sources in use - At least once per six mon s for all sealed urces 
containing radloacti material: 

With a half-life 9 eater than 30 days, ex luding Hydrogen 3, 
and 

2. n any form other than as.  

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 7-9 Amen ent No. 78
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within the onthed siAmts e sucste 

vi r a certificate icatlng the last t date shall be 

C. Steru Oawves end fission tectors - Each se ed startup source.  
and fi "dtector sal-tos iwithin 31 s prior to being 

subjected, carfls tur or I lied in the core following repair 

.7.4.3 Reots A shall be p and submitted to- Comission, an a nn ual bai If se source or fissio detector leakage to reveal 
resence of greater or equal to 0.00 c iocres of remoy I a

?ate q-.f1LA SALEI - UNrlTI 2 V/4 7-20



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS: 3/4.7.4 - SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS

R. 1 CTS 3/4.7.4, which provides requirements for sealed source contamination, does 
not identify a parameter which is an initial condition assumption for a DBA or 
transient, does not identify a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary, does not provide any mitigation of a design basis 
event, and is not a structure, system, or component which operating experience 
or PRA has shown to be significant to public health and safety. Therefore, the 
requirements specified in CTS 3/4.7.4 did not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement 
Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of 
Selection Criteria to the LaSalle 1 and 2 Technical Specifications and will be 
relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). The TRM will be 
incorporated by reference into the LaSalle 1 and 2 UFSAR at ITS 
implementation. Changes to the TRM will be controlled by the provisions of 10 
CFR 50.59.  

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



or�s
PLANT SYSTE 

\3.7.7 AREA TEMPERATURE ONITORING 

LIMI\T, CONDITION FOR OPENRAT)N

3.7.7 The t erature of each area f Unit 1 and Unit 2 own in Table 3.7.7-1 
shall be maint *ned within the limits ndicated in Table 3. 7-1.  

APPLICABILITY: Wh ever the equipment i an affected area is uired to be 
OPERABLE.  

ACTION: 

ith one or more areas exc ding the temperature imitCs) shown in Tabl 3.7.7-1: 

a. For more than 8 hou , in lieu of any Lice ee Event Report, pre e 
and submit a Special port to the Commissio pursuant to Speci
fication 6.6.C within t next 30 days provid a record of the 
mount by which and the ulative time the ter rature in the 

fected area exceeded its imit and an analysis demonstrate the 
co inued OPERABILITY of the, ffected equipment.  

b. By mor than 30F, in addition the Special Report r uired above, 
within ours either restore the rea to within its temn rature 
limit or clare the equipment in affectedarea inope ble.  

\ URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT

4.7.7 he temperature 
shall b etermined to

in 
be

each the above required are shown in Table 3.7. 1 
within s limit at least once pr 24 hours.

LA SALLE - UNIT I 3/4 7-24 Amendment No. 23
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'WLE 3.7.7

up Mgý%TURE MMON RrNG 

.AREA TE914wp RE LI (*Fj 
k. Unit 2 Area. am" monitorim 

L Control Room 50-104 

Auxiliary Electric ipment Room 04 

3. Diesel aeftratoi Rom 

4. tchgear Room- W104 

S. Wes, UKS-;. RHR & MC Room 50-150 

L Primmary i 

W150 

b. Befleath Pressure Vessel 185 

B. Unit I An ti Moni torf no R*oui red Fov, nit 2 

Auxiliary Vectr c. ipent. Now w 

L Diesel Gerwrator IA 

3.- 1) ision L and 2 Wt&qsar W104 
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS: 3/4.7.7 - AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

R. 1 CTS 3/4.7.7 provides requirements for area temperature monitoring. This 
Specification does not identify a parameter which is an initial condition 
assumption for a DBA or transient, does not identify a significant abnormal 
degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, does not provide any 
mitigation of a design basis event, and is not a structure, system, or component 
which operating experience or PRA has shown to be significant to public health 
and safety. Therefore, the requirements specified in CTS 3/4.7.7 did not satisfy 
the NRC Policy Statement Technical Specification screening criteria as 
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the LaSalle 1 and 2 
Technical Specifications, and will be relocated to the Technical Requirements 
Manual (TRM). The TRM will be incorporated by reference into the LaSalle 1 
and 2 UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the TRM will be controlled 
by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1
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FOR OPI

to t~he requi.T ment of Specifica ions 47.8. 1 and 4. 8.2.  

APPLICABILITY: t all times.  

ACTION: 

With the settlement o any Class 1 struct e not verified to within the allowable final settlel nt value as requir , submit a Special port in 
cordance with Specific ion 6.6.C: 

a. By telephone with 24 hours,

b. Confirmed by telegra , mailgram or facs ile transmission no later than the first workin day following the ent, and 
c. writing within 14 day followin9 the event outlining the acti ta n, the cause of the in erability. and the ans and schedule fo 

res ring the system to OPE BLE status.  

SURVEI.LLA.NCE REQUI MENTS 

.7.8.1 The total set ement of each Class I tructure and the di erential ttlement between Clas 1 structures shall be termined to the nea st 0. foot by measurement d calculation: 

At least once per days: 

1. During the first months of unit opera *on, 

2. Until observed sett ment has stabilized,* nd 

3. henever previously st ilized* settlement ex eds 0.01 feet 
c .e the previous readi 

b. At least ce per 6 months.  

7.8.2 A Special Rep t shall be prepared a submitted to the Com ission at I st once per 6 months ntil settlement of Cl s 1 structures has st ilized.  The eport shall include ttlement and differen ial settlement plots rsus time nd a com~parison nnf a ',:wable and ictual set er'ent.

LA SALLE - UNIT 1
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CTS 34.

3•7.8 The -ut-•al inteigrity f Class 1 structu4 shall be verifitedursw 
to the requl of Specificat ns 4.7.8.1 and 4. 8.2.  

APPLICASILITY: all times.  

ACTION: 

With the settleet of Class. 1 structu not verified to be within the 
allowable final sattl value as. required, submit a Special R art in 

ordance with Specifi n 6.6.C: 

a. By telephone withi 4hours, 

b. Confirmed by telegrap mailgram or facsim e transmission no-I or 
than the first working following tfe eve , and 

c. writing within 4 days Ilowing the event, tlining the action I, the-cause of 1the i ilit~y and tha el nd schedule fo: ft " ng the System to OP statu.  

4.7.8.1 The tota~l set of each class I s eand the dt ffe f~nti a settlement between Class structures shall be de rmined to the neao s 

01. foot by measurement calculation: 

a. At least, once per day: 

1. Until observed so lement has stabilized, d 

Wh.Wenever preiously Ilizel d settlement ex 0.01 foot 
since the previous fwr.  

b. Al, 1" once Per- 6 months.  

4.7.8.2: A Specie Repprt shall be prepared submitted to the ission al 
least once per 6 so hs until settlement of C s 1 structures has s ilized.  
The report shall inc settlement and diffe ial settlement plots rsus 

reand a coaTrison allowale and actual s ent..  

L SALL - UNIT 2 3/4 7-27 •S a•
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS: 3/4.7.8 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF CLASS 1 STRUCTURES 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

None

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

R. 1 CTS 3/4.7.8 provides requirements for structural integrity requirements for 
Class I structures. This Specification does not identify a parameter which is an 
initial condition assumption for a DBA or transient, does not identify a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, does 
not provide any mitigation of a design basis event, and is not a structure, system, 
or component which operating experience or PRA has shown to be significant to 
public health and safety. Therefore, the requirements specified in CTS 3/4.7.8 
did not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement Technical Specification screening 
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the LaSalle 1 
and 2 Technical Specifications, and will be relocated to the Technical 
Requirements Manual (TRM). The TRM will be incorporated by reference into 
the LaSalle 1 and 2 UFSAR at ITS implementation. Changes to the TRM will 
be controlled by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



TS3/4.1 -e

CONDITIONS

ACTlbN: '
With one or more snubb ~s inoperable, on an ystem, within 72 hour or restore the inoperabl snubber(s) to OPERA E status and perform engineering evaluation pe Specification 4.7.9g. on the attached car •clare the attached system noperable and follow the appropriate A( "st'bement for that system.

is specification, "typý 
-sign and manufacturer,

Snubbers are cate rized as inaccessible or ccessible during reactor operation. ach of these categories inaccessible and accessible) may be in ected independently acc ding to the schedull determined by Table 4. 9-1. The visual inspect n interval for ch type of snubber sha be determined based upo the criteria p vided in Table 4.7.9-1 d the first inspection terval et ined using this crite a shall be based upon th previous inspe ion interval as establ hed by the requirements effect before- U7ndment 91.  

. Visual I in A 
Visalinpe os sal vriy (ha the snubber has no visl inictinsof mae r mpird PRAI LITY, (2) attachmentst " the foundation a potn tut re a functional, and 

LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 7-27 
Amendment No. 91



(3) fasteners or the attachmlent f the snubber to th component and 
-,to the snubber nchorage are functional. Snubbers whic appearr •inopefal asa•uto ual ins ections shall be cl sified as •nacceptable and be reclassified •1ceptable for the pu kose of e ltabltshtng the ne, vtsual inspectton'*nterva-1, provided •at (A •the cause o; the eJection is clearl ~stablished and rem ied ffor •hat particular sn ~ber and for other •ubbers irrespective of ,Aype •!at may be generic. ly susceptible; an (2) the affectedsnubber is functionally t tted in the as-foun ~ondition and d~etermin. OPERABLE per Spe tficatiton 4.7.9f. I] snubbers found • 
connected •o an inoperable c on hydraulic fluid eservoir shall be cone s acpal o e mnn he nex(t i ection inera " eve n vlutnsalb performe and documented 

Sdeclared inopera eand the ACT'ION r uirements shall be t..  
d. Transient Event ,ns ictn 

•n inspection shall be erformned of all hyalic and mechanical• 
s qbbers attachdt e oio ytm h hv xeri'enced' un .pected, potentially d aging transients a: edetl•ermiedcfrom a 
revibt of operainldt n iulis;c'no h syst'ems withi 6 monthsfloig u a vn. nadin ostsyng the v Is inspcinacpa rieifedmfmtion ofJ" mechanic~l snubessalb efduiga eson'e of"th'e I 

s)nubber thr°ou its full1 range -of t vel:......,-. ....  

Atlatoc e otsdrn sto , a representative mple 

I>•• ec yeof snubbers shall bi;etduigoeot flownsapep s 
he sampl pln hal elcedprortoest .per odn c not becagddrntets eid heeRCnnRegional ts 

prsiso: est peidahllbelmnt 

1) At re seta1%fthe totaple of. each type 'of.snubber shall be f• ~nt onally test~ed: eiter h-placeForinaencb•r~ha.est. For 

eac sAL -e ofI a type that es otndm t e nt No . 91 es



NT.SYSTE• S '- •• •.• 

SURýVELNCE REQUIREMENTS (Co inued) " 

total number of snubbe s of a type found not eting the acceptance 
requirements of Specifi tion 4.7.9f. The cumu ative number of 
nubbers of a type teste is denoted by "N". At he end of each 

d 's testing, the new val s of "N" and "C" (previous day's 
to •1 plus current day's in ments) shall be plott on Figure 4.7-1.  
If a any time the point plot d falls in the "Reject' region, 
all s bbers of that type may be functionally tested. f at 
any ti the point plotted falls\in the "Accept" region, testing 
of snubb s of that type may be terminated. When the poiut plotted 
lies in t "Continue Testing" regfbp, additional snubbers f 
that type m be terminated. When th point plotted lies in 
the "Continu 'Testing" region, additional snubbers of that t 
shall be teste until the point falls th the "Accept" region or 
the "Reject" re on, or all the snubbers \f that type have been 
tested. Testing quipment failure during tnctional testing 
may invalidate tha day's testing and allowhat day's testing 
to resume anew at a ater time provided all sI bbers tested with 
the failed equipment uring the day of equipme failure are ; •~~etested; or \J 

3) initial representati sample of 55 snubbers s 11 be func
ti ally tested. For eac :snubber type which does t meet the 
fun ional test acceptance riteria, another sample at least 
one-h• f the size of the ini al sample shall be teste until 
the to I number tested is eq 1 to the initial sample ze 
multipli d by the factor, 1 + , where "C" is the numbe of 
snubbers und which do not meet he functional test accep nce 
criteria, he results from this s le plan shall be plott 
us n An : pt" line which follow the equation N = 55(1 + 2).  
Each snubber int should be plotted s soon as the snubber is 
tested. If the oLnt plotted falls on r below the "Accept" lin 
testing of that e of snubber may be rminated. If the point 
plotted falls abov the "Accept" line, to ting must continue until 
the point falls in e "Accept" region or 1 the snubbers of that 
type have been taste 

The resentative sample se cted for the function testing sample 
plans sall be randomly sel ec from the-snubbers o each type and 
reviewed efore beginning the t ting. The review sha 1 ensure, as 
far as pr ticable, that they are rpresentative of the, arious config

ur tion, rating environments, nge of size, and capa ity of snubbers 
of each tye. Snubbers placed in t same location as snu ers which 
failed th e po us functional test s 11 be retested at the time of 
the next functi al test but shall not e included in the s es plan.  
If during the fun tional testing, Zdi al sampling is Trequ- d due 
to failure of only ne type of snubber, t functional test reu ts 
shall be rreviewwed at tht time to determine if additional samples 
hould be limited to e type of snubber whi has failed the func
anal testing.  

LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 7-29 Amendment No. 1.8 
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f. sn e Functional cti 

e snubber functoIts hl e ht 

1) Activation (restr ining action) is hieved within the 
ecified range in oth tension and c pression; 

2) Sn ber bleed, or rel se rate where re ired, is present in 
both ension and compr sion, within the ecified range; 

3) Where quired, the force equired to initia e or maintain 
motion o the snubber is w hin the specified ange in both ~~~direction of travel ; and k._ 

4) For snubbers pecifically requi d not to displace under 
continuous lo , the ability of e snubber to with tand load 

sting methods may be sed to measure pa meters indirectly r parameters other than th ne specified if t eresults can b 
cor lated to the specifi parameters throu established meth s.  

g. Functi nal Test Failure Anal is 

An engin ring evaluation shall e made of each falure to meet the 
functional test acceptance crite *a to determine th cause of the 
failure TI results of this eva ation shall be u if applicable, 
in selecting ubbers to be tested an effort to rmine the 
OPERABILITY of ther snubbers irresp tive of type whic may be subject to the failure moders 

For the snubbers nd inoperable, an en neering evaluatio shall 
be performed on the mponents to which th inoperable snubbe s are 
ttached. The purpos -of this engineering aluation shall be o 
termine if the compo nts to which the inop rable snubbers ar 

a che were adversely ffectd by the moper ility of the snub rs 
in der to ensure that component remains c able of meeting t 
desi ed service.  

If any ubber selected for I ctional testing eithe fails to lock 
up or fa s to move, i.e., fro in place, the cause ill be 
evaluated , if caused by manun cturer or design defl iency, all 
snubbers of he same type subject o the same defect sh I be 
functionally ested. This testing quirement shall be i ependent 
of the requir nts stated in Specif ation 4.7.9e. for sn bers not 
meeting the f i 1nal test acceptanc criteria.  

h. Functional Testin f Repaired and Repla d Snubbqrs 

nubbers which fail t visual inspectiOn o, the functional test 
ceptance criteria repaired or rep ced. Replacement 

LA SALLE - U IT 1 3/4 7-30 Amendment No. 18.  
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h. Ftional Testing of Repread and Replaced Subs(Continued)\ 

snubb s and snubbers which h e repairs which might fect the 
functiona1 test resultsshall b tsted to meet the fu ional test 
crtraeoeinstallation in hunit. Mechanical sn Iters shall 
have mtt ceptance criteria su equent to their most c~ent ) 
service, and She freedom-of-motion te's must have been perfo qed within• 
3. months befo bing installed inthe nit.  

i. ~~~~evc SnberSrifei rg 

Teservcelife ofprins , n mherchanical s:brts shallbe te sh~ 
•ed and estbihdasd ngnrngnfrtonn Speclmoiatio•Bsrvc fed to ensuet beic lieisntceeded b~n pro en tween• : 

aatos seals, spins in PRA. h~a piialplacmts s hal be dtr 
mened and hes b doi nt t o sh l ea c r a c 

m dan sabihd ae ngieei ne infomto wd ha / 
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CTS 34-4,

The next visual inspection interval o a snubber populat n or category size sh I be determined based pon the previous spection 
r 
e 
s 

L 

e0 
u 

p t 

interval and the n mber of unacceptable s ubbers found durin that 
i 

y 

i bl e 

interval. Snubbers y be categorized, ba d upon their 
0 t at n or 

a ely 0 joj n I v wever 

i Js s pect i on as 
acc 

s s 

c Uri n that 

u a j s up j to 

ccessibility during ower operation, as acc ssible or inaccess le.  r 
inaccess 

le 

ese categories may examined separately o jointly. However, 
ir t is t f _ N \0 

d 

u 
th licensee must make d document that decis n before any that dec n be 0 an ins ction and shall use at decision as thee bba *s upon which to k t at c go dete 'ne the next inspec n interval for that c eegory.  
Interpol ion between populat n or category si es a the number of e snubbers is permi ble. Use the z:xs unaccepta i next 1 0 integer f ' or the va e of the limit for C umns A, B, or C if th i i nteger includes a f ctional value of un ceptable snubbers a termined by interpolat n.

I .04 1o



/ERVISUAL I )N EVL .C(Continued) 

Note 3: If the number of unac ;ptable snubbers is e al to or less than the 
umber in Column A, the(ext inspection inter1 may be twice the 

p .ipus interval but no reater than 48 month 

Note 4: If t number of unacceptabl snubbers is equal to less than the number 'n Column B but greater han the number *in Co n A, the next j4ispecti interval shall be the ame as the previous 1 terval.  
Note/5: 'If the numbe of unacceptable snubb s is equal to or grea r than the number In olumn C, the next insp tion interval shall b twothirds of the p vious Interval. Howev , if the number of unacceptable snub rs is less than the nu er in Column C but greater than the n er in Column B, the ne tinterval shall be reduced proportional by interpolation, tha is, the previous interval shall be redu d by a factor that is e-third of the ratio of the difference betwee the number of unaccept le snubbers found during the previous inter and the number in Col n B to the 

ifference in the numbers i Columns B and C.  

LNote 6: UNThe 1 3/ 7- 2 are applicable fo. 91 S~~insp ,tion intervals up to and in uding 48 months. • 

LA SALLE -UNIT 1 3/4 7-32 b Amendment No. 91
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CONDITIONS.  

ACTIbN:

With one or more snub s inoperable, on any ystem, within 72 h rs replace qr restore the inoperab-ý snubber(s) to OPERA E status and perfo v an 
e gineering evaluation pe •Specification 4.7.9g. on the attached coib~onent or 
de Lare the attached system noperable and follo he appropriate AClonhN stat ent for that system.

As used inLthis specification, ty of snubber" shall m n snubbers of the sn and manufacturer, rrespective of capac y.  

b. V. 1 e b o 

rzed as inaccesd 

reactor operation. •ach of these categories (inaccessible and 
accessible) may be in oected Independently 

ac rding to the schedl 

Snubersarecat izd asinacesibl o ccessible during r \ determined by Table 4. %9-1. The visual inspec ion interval for 

reach type of snubber sha be determined based u n the criteria 
bl 4theschdule 

deeovided in Table 4.7.9-1.d the first inspection interval 
~de rmined using this crite 4a shall be based upon •e previous 

in to nterval as established by the requirement in effect 

foramendmet 

75 

Visualh tnpe iofsnsb shal verifdetha ) the snubber has novtble 

indications oTamage or79- Iard the f irs t Y (2)pe attachments o the foundato u s upring thsastructure base functonal andevou 

LA SALLE 
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SUNEILLANCE~T REQIR T,(onined 

.(3) fasteners or the attaclment f the snubber t'bthe component and• 

inoperable as a suit of visual in ections shall b4classified as 
nacceptable and y be reclassified cceptable~for t Ipurphose of 
e tablishing the ne visual inspectid interval, proi d t 
(A the cause of the ejection is clear established an remedied 
for hat particular sn ber and for :oth e snubbers irrespe tive of 
'type at may be gen~eri ily susceptible; d (2) the affec d 
snubbe is functionally sted in the as-fo d condition and 
determin d OPERABLE per Sp ification 4.7.9f. All snubbers fo d 
connected o an inoperable mmon hydraulic fl d reservoir sha be 
counted as nacceptable for d ermining the next inspection 
interval. review and evalua on shall be perfo ed and documente 
to justify co inued operation h an unacceptable snubber. If 
continued oper f ion cannot be Jyus fed, the snubber hall be 
declared inopera e and the ACThION quirements shall e met 

d ri~ Fi .4nt-. "ns 

An inspection shall b performed of all h ralic and mechan al 
snux ers attached to se tions of systems t t have experience 
unex cted, potentially maging transients s determined from 
review f operational data and a visual inspe ion of the syste 
within months following s h an event. In a ition to satisfy 
the visua inspection accept ce criteria, freed -of-motion of mechanical nubbers shall be v ified sn tl t onIfh 
following: 1) manually induce snubbeur':movement; (2) evaluaion 
of in-place s bber piston settin ; or (3) stroking e mechanical 
snubber throug its full range of avel.  

e. FunctionalTet 

t least onc per 18 onths during shut wa representati sample 
snubbers shall be sted using one of e following sample lans.  

Th sample plan shall selected prior to he test period and 
can t be changed du~ring -he test period. NRC Regional 
Admin'strator shall bentfed in writing of he sample plan 
sellect prior to the test niod or the sample lan used in the 
prior tt period shall be i lemented: 

1) At le t 10% of the total each type of snub r shall be 
functio ally tested either i -place or in a ben test. For 
each snu en of a type that d s not meet the fun tional test 
acceptance criteria of Specific tion 4.7.9f., an a itional 10% 
of that typ of snubber shall be unctionally teste until no 
more failure are found or until a1 snubbers of that type have 
been functiona ly tested; or 

2 A representative pie of each type o 'snubber shall be nc
tionally tested, i accordance with Fig, e,4.7-1. *C is e

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 7-29 Amendment No. 75 
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CT 314, 1 
SYSTEMS 

Suý;EIL=LAPCE REQUIREM (Continued) 

a. Functional Tests atinued) 
total, number a nubbers of a type und not meeting the COP
tance requi of Specification 7.9f. The cuieulati 
MWbW of snubbers a type test" I S atedby "NO. At a 

of each day' s Ing, the new valu of "No and *CV" (P(p 
day's total plu current day's in nts) shall be 

PI an Figure 4.7- If at any time point platted 
fal I in the "Reject" on, all snubbers a that type may be 
f I ly tested. If any time the point lotted falls in 
the regl on, testl f snubbers of the type may be 
torml When the point p tted lies in the 0 ntinue 
Testl roe on, additional s rs of that type s Il.be 
tested'unti the point' falls- in-- "Accept' region the 
*Rojecto regi . or all the S of that type have seft 
testo& Testi oWipment failu ng functional nq 
OW invalidate day's testiz I I ow that diW I to I ng 
to resume anow at later time p"nvi I I snubbers too 
with the failed during the day f *Wipment allu 
ere retested; or

31 An initial representat or sampl* of 55 sn shal7-b**func
ionaTly- twto& Fov- snubber- type which S not meet the 

anal test criteria, another s Is of at least 
hall' the size of the in ial sample shall be ted unti I 

the I mmiber tested I s I to the initial S I* size 
multi led by the factor, L * 2, where OCO is the or of 
S found which do not am the functional test tance 
critert The results from this le plan shall be p tted 
using w line which foil the equation N 55 r point should be lotted as $Go" C/2). Each n the 
snubbe. I S If the point plo falls on or below 
oAccept` I I no, ting of that type of r may be tormina d.  
It the point-PI falls above the V line, testing Gus 

-;cont MW unti I I nt fal IS r in the to region or a] I the 
soubben of that have bow tested.  

tive sample s ected for the function test sampl:nd SMIT be W from the snubbers o each type 
revi before boo mi ng the ting. The review she ensure, as 
far as cable, that they a representative of the rious con
figurati .operating envi range of size, ad acity of 
snubbers each type. 5 rs p I n the same locati as 
snubbers whi failed the p ious onal test shall be tested 
at the time. the next functional to but shall not be incl in 
the Sample plan. If during the functio I taMing, additional lin 
is re"Ired due failure of only one a of snubber, the fun 
tional test resul shall be reviewed at t tin to determine I 
additional saWles uld be limited to the of snubber whicn 

fal I ad the 

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 V4 7-30 16



f. Fu ctvaiona (rest ) 1npt ng~c rteian s lvdwitiiteue 

2) r bleed, or re mae rate where ired, is present in 

inotlo of the snubber Is thin the specifi range I n both 

Contin oad, the ability o ti snubber to wi stand load 

parametrs other those specified if So results can 
correlated to the fiod parmetars th established s ods.  

An neaoring evaluation s 11 be mad@ of each hlur to met the f=t I test acceptance tra to determine cause of the 
failure. Th. results of this aluatlon shall be u , if applicable 

For the sn found inoperable, an neering evaluatlo shall 

dei ilAhe o w ich th 7.eE rabo snub3ers nat 

lock. o fil o . m ove, 11.•_•. ,'• frze in lae,.+m .a•+.•il be\ 
1ova l tand, if cused•l11 by ftulerml Ior desPJig funcy,'lp a•ll.  

.th~u e - owl in f4 ion 4.79o for sn \ot
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(Continued) 

Note 3: f the number of unaccept le snubbers is equal to less than the n ber in Column A, the nex inspection interval may twice the pre us interval but not gre r than 48 months.  

Note 4: If the bnber of unacceptable snu rs is equal to or less an the number in lumn B but greater than e number in Column A, t next iispection I erval shall be the same the previous interval.  
e;5: !If the number of acceptable snubbers is e al to or greater than the number in Colu C, the next inspection erval shall be twothirds of the previou interval. However, if number of unacceptable snubbers i less than the number in lumn C but eater than the number i Column B, the next inter 1-shall be re ced proportionally by I rpolation, that is, the evious inte al shall be reduced by actor that is one-third the ratio of the fference between the mu er of unacceptable snubb s found during th previous interval and t number in Column B to t 

difference the numbers in Columns and C.  
e 6: The provisions Specification 4.0. are plicable for all inspection interva up to and including 4 onths.  

LA il

LA SALLE - UNIT 2
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
CTS: 3/4.7.9 - SNUBBERS 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

None 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

LA. 1 The CTS 3/4.7.9 Snubber inspection and testing requirements will be part of the 
LaSalle 1 and 2 Snubber Program and are being relocated from the TS to the 
Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). The requirement to perform snubber 
inspections is specified in 10 CFR 50.55a and the requirement to perform 
snubber inspections and testing is specified in ASME Section XI. Therefore, 
both LaSalle 1 and 2 commitments and NRC Regulations or generic guidance 
will contain the necessary programmatic requirements for the Snubber Program 
without repeating them in the ITS. Therefore, the relocated requirements are not 
required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and 
safety. The TRM will be incorporated by reference into the LaSalle 1 and 2 
UFSAR at ITS Implementation. Snubber inspections and testing will continue 
to be performed in accordance with the CTS 3/4.7.9 requirements. Changes to 
the TRM will be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. With the removal of operability 
requirements from the TS, snubber operability requirements will be determined 
in accordance with TS system operability requirements.  

"Specific" 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEM BASES 

The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section (pages B 3/4 7-1 through 
B 3/4 7-5 and B 3/4 11-1) have been completely replaced by revised Bases that reflect the 
format and applicable content of the LaSalle 1 and 2 ITS Section 3.7, consistent with the BWR 
ISTS, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1. The revised Bases are as shown in the LaSalle 1 and 2 ITS 
Bases.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



£nwe-t _', r 3.7. 1ý

El RHRSW System 
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System

<LCO 3.7I. >

<A�p\ 3J1A> 

�

LCO 3.7.1 Two RHRSW subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RHRSW pump A.1 Rest e RHRSW pump to dy noperabl e. OPERtus.  

B. One SW pump in each 1 Restore one RSW 7 days 
.status.  

One RHRSW subs ste ---------NOTE --------
inoperable or aso Enter applicable 

11,ther han Conditions and 
\C diti A Required Actions of ' LCO 3.4.V- 'Restdualz 

Heat Removal (RHR) 
Shutdown Cooling 
System-Hot 
Shutdown," for [RHR 
shutdown coofin•j 
made inoperable by 
RHRSW System.  

Restore RHRSW ___ 

subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.  

(continued)

3.7-1 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Li].
RHRSW System 

3.7.1

/3,7.1.1 A4c' 
\ý .1A r-4 b

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.1.1 Verify each RHRSW manual, power operated, 31 days 
and automatic valve in the flow path, that 
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured 
in position, is in the correct position or 
can be aligned to the correct position.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

BwV-4 3-71 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

1. A new Specification has been added, ITS 3.7.1, for the RHRSW System. This 
Specification is from the BWRP4 ISTS (NUREG-1433, ISTS 3.7.1), because the 
LaSalle 1 and 2 design is similar to the BWR/4 design with regard to the RHRSW 
System. Therefore, the BWRP4 ISTS is used and any deviations from the BWR/4 ISTS 
are discussed below.  

2. The Actions of ISTS 3.7.1 have been revised to be consistent with the actions provided 
in the LaSalle 1 and 2 CTS. Subsequent Actions are renumbered, as required.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 

been provided.  

5. Typographical error corrected.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ISTS: 3.7.2 - HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY (HPCS) 

SERVICE WATER SYSTEM (SWS) 

I1. This Specification has been deleted since LaSalle 1 and 2 do not have a HPCS SWS.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1
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<Leo 3,7,1,> Insert LCO 

The following DGCW subsystems shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Three unit DGCW subsystems; and 

b. The opposite unit Division 2 DGCW subsystem.

Insert Page 3.7-7
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434 REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

1. A new Specification has been added, ITS 3.7.2, for the DGCW System. This 
Specification is from the BWR/4 ISTS (NUREG-1433, ISTS 3.7.3), because the 
LaSalle 1 and 2 design is similar to the BWR/4 design with regard to the DGCW 
System. Therefore, the BWR/4 ISTS is used and any deviations from the BWR/4 ISTS 
are discussed below.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. As a result of changes made to reflect the plant design (i.e., the DGCW System 
supports OPERABILITY of diesel generators and ECCS components), the Applicability 
has been revised to be consistent with the diesel generator Applicability of ITS 3.8.1, 
"AC Sources - Operating," and ITS 3.5.1, "Emergency Core Cooling Systems 
(ECCS) - Operating." 

5. An ACTIONS Note has been added to ISTS 3.7.3 (ITS 3.7.2) to allow separate 
Condition entry for each inoperable DGCW subsystem consistent with the intent of the 
existing CTS 3.7.1.2 Action for one or more inoperable DGCW subsystems. The CTS 
3.7.1.2 Action requires the associated diesel generator to be declared inoperable and 
the applicable Actions of CTS 3.8.1.1, "A.C. Sources - Operating," or CTS 3.8.1.2, 
"A.C. Sources - Shutdown," to be taken. This change is intended to ensure that each 
occurrence of an inoperable DGCW subsystem be assessed in accordance with the 
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.1 for its impact on the DG 
System's capability to function as an AC power source. This is consistent with Current 
Licensing Basis.  

6. The ISTS 3.7.3 (ITS 3.7.2) Required Action Note and Required Actions A. 1, A.2, and 
A.3 and their associated Completion Times have been deleted since they are not 
applicable to LaSalle 1 and 2. Required Action A. 1 requires an alternative cooling 
water supply to be aligned to a DG with its normal cooling water supply inoperable.  
Required Actions A.2 and A.3 require periodic verification of the alternative cooling 
water supply alignment and restoration of the normal cooling water supply within 60 
days. The Required Action Note provides an exception to LCO 3.0.4 such that MODE 
changes are allowed with the alternate cooling water supply aligned to a DG. The 
LaSalle 1 and 2 design does not afford the capability of aligning a qualified alternative 
cooling water source to the DGs in the event one or more DGCW subsystems are 
inoperable. For LaSalle 1 and 2, when one or more DGCW subsystems are inoperable, 
CTS 3.7.1.2 requires the associated DG to be declared inoperable and the applicable

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434 REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

6. (continued) 

Actions of Specifications 3.8.1, "A.C. Sources - Operating," to be taken. Thus, since 
the current design and Technical Specification requirements do not provide for an 
alternative cooling water source to a DGCW subsystem, the ISTS 3.7.3 (ITS 3.7.2) 
requirements relative to the alternative cooling water source have been deleted. In 
addition, ISTS 3.7.3 (ITS 3.7.2) Condition B has been deleted and Required Action 
B. 1 and the associated Completion Time have been moved and renumbered as A. 1 in 
order to provide appropriate direction within the ITS format for declaring supported 
equipment inoperable when one or more DGCW subsystems are inoperable consistent 
with the existing requirements as modified by Discussion of Change M. 1 for ITS 3.7.2.

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



<Lco •3.1 1.

<Appi 3,.1.3 APPLICABILITY: MODES I., 2, .and 3.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

O0ne or mo cooling A.1. store c ling tow 7 days 
rs toe f n n(s) to u ERABLE €o~l trg towe•a . ... us.'

A
(continued) 

lorC64A1 C.SC� ��nd 
- � +: 

'I 

4vv� .e.Ie�u�4vv�

4o OPMA Bi
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WJ ste .a

ACTIONS -(continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

8 One [SSV] subsys . NOTES 
inoperable [for• 1. Enter applicable\ 
easons other than onditions and 
ndition A]. quired Actions 

-of CO 3.8.1, 
-of"AC ources
Opera ing," for 
diesel enerator 
made in erable 
-by [S;;.~ 

2. Enter appli ble 
Conditions an 
-Required Actio 
of.LCO 3.4.9, 
OResidual Heat 

emoval (RHR) 
utdown Cooling 

- S 5tern-Hot 
Shu own," for 
[RHR hutdown 
coolin made 
inoper e by 
[SSW].  

Restore [SSW] 72 hours 
subsystem to OPERLE 

( ntatus.  

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION

L-4. Required Action and 
associated Completion 

SlJeof Condition A L fi3not met. .. .

th [SSW] ubsyste 
in erable or 
rea ns othe than 
Cond Ion A].  

t i ioperable 

for reasons other 
than Condition A.

REQUIRED-ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Be in MODE 3.  

•-2 Be in MODE 4.

______________ I I

,�, .3.  

K&�i. (.3.

<cr5>ý

<S.1.3 - -I

12 hours 

36 hours

mbn SV;t- 4UHSL 
J. / t.a) ý? 01

I

A
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

1. NUREG-1434, Rev. 1, ISTS 3.7.1 and ISTS 3.7.2 have been divided and revised into 
three different Specifications to reflect the LaSalle design. The "Service Water 
System" at LaSalle consists of two completely separate systems - the Residual Heat 
Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System and the Diesel Generator Cooling Water 
(DGCW) System - both of which draw cooling water from the Ultimate Heat Sink 
(UHS). Therefore, proposed ITS 3.7.1 (proposed using ISTS 3.7.1 from NUREG
1433, Rev. 1 (BWR/4 ISTS)) now represents the requirements for the RHRSW System; 
proposed ITS 3.7.2 (proposed using ISTS 3.7.3 from the BWR/4 ISTS) now represents 
the requirements for the DGCW System; and a new ITS 3.7.3, "Ultimate Heat Sink 
(UHS)," is proposed (using ISTS 3.7.1 from NUREG-1434, Rev. 1) to address the 
requirements for the cooling water source for the systems covered by proposed ITS 
3.7.1 and ITS 3.7.2. Subsequent Specifications and requirements have been 
renumbered to reflect the addition of the new Specification.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect plant specific nomenclature, number, references, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



System

<A~pl 12

MEX

3.7 PLANT SYSTEM(D) hro F,1'.' iRF 
3.7.1D Jontrol Room~l@s -M-( System

LCO 3.7Z 

APPLICABILITY

Two r% subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

Y: MODES 1,.2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

I.! t•secondary containment*, 1'{ 
During -CDRE[LTRATIONS, 
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor 

vessel (OPDRVs).

M3. cAL,>

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One (M subsystem A.1 Restore 7 days 
inoperaIbl e. ubsystem oPERABL 

-status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A A 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/953.7-7BWR/6 STS



ACTIONS (continuedl

<Doc A-3)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

S C. Required Action and ------- NOTE -----
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
Time of Condition A 
not met-during 
movement of irradiated C.ET 
fuel emblies in the Pl te in toxic as .u -secondary prot ion mode 

(contalnment5,ý% during automt transfer 
CORE ALTERATIONS, or to toxic s 
*during OPDRVs. -protection [;!de is •inoper le.' 

Place OPERABLE mmediately 

C.2.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 

contatiment3:.  

C.2.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

C.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
.suspend OPDRVs.  

D. Two t subsyste 0.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, or 3.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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CA.AFe

2~ AA- b 
Ac+ C_.  

<41..>

CONDITION REQUIRED-ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. Two sub--sOTE----OT 
inoperable during LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 

IV r[]K _WI) secondary E.I Suspend movement of Immediately 
.0oncn ntM during irradiated fuel 

CORE ALTERATIONS, or assemblies in the 
-during OPDRVs. 1 ? • secondary • 

c€ontai mentl(.  

E.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

E.3. Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend OPDRVs.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7J4. Operate each CiEL subsystem for* 10 
continuous hours with the heaters operatinhl; 

(ftr or • Stems X 1 5O1 ea ze \ 
U R minut. s].

.9

'K .ISF 7,7A.Z
Perform required Yfilter testing in~r
accordance th the- entilation Filter .  
Testing Program (VFTP)*. )

In accordance 
with the *VFTPJC

mc.•ttLt -+W " \VR continued) 
, " ' - •. 411A.

Rev 1, 04/07/95BW'R/6 STS 3.7-9



• System 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) ' 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

<,.2A SR 3.@4 Verify each subsystem actuates on an ~months 
% /actual or simulated initiation signal.  

3.7f Verify -each subsystem canmaintain n -. "ths CF /Na nnadtive oressure of :t inches_water IN,,.....

Rev 1, 04/07195BklR/6 STS 3.7-10



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

1. The Specification has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific 
changes to ISTS Section 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. The bracketed requirement has been deleted because is it not applicable to LaSalle 1 
and 2.  

4. An additional Surveillance Requirement, to operate the CRAF subsystems with flow 
through the recirculation filters once per 31 days, has been added consistent with the 
current licensing basis. Subsequent, SRs have been renumbered.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



System

tA>

<too Mi

[DtControl Room ACI 

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.& )[Control Room Zir Conditioning (ACM1 System 

LCO %3.7 Two •contro1 roo AC4 subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

S�J x secondary containment2, 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During operations with a&potential for draining the reactor 

vessel (OPDRVs)..  

ACTIONS " 

CONDITION . REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One qcontrol room cA A.I ,Restore icontrol room 30 days 
subsystem inoperable. OEAC subsystem to 

'OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and L.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Associated Comletion 
Time of Condition A AN 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
or 3. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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tontrol Roomni W System 

G 
3.7.1to

"- \ 

<bo C_\

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COfPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and NOTE-----------
associated Completion LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of irradiated C.1 Place OPERABLE Immediately 
fuel assemblies in the 4*ntrol room AC* In F•• ]lalr.dkrv secondary subsystem i n 

"- containment, during operation.  
CORE ALTERATIONS, or ve- 0 
during OPDRVs. BR 

C.2.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
ffr 1ra s 

secondary 
containment*.  

C.2.2 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

hND 

C.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend OPORVs.  

0. Two 4ontrol room ACt D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
subsystems inoperable
in NODE 1, 2, or 3.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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,gontrol Room C System

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION

-. T
REQUIRED ACTION

___ 
I

(37 ý I.E. Two Icontro, AAo~' 
subsystems inoperab-e 
during movement pf 

Doc• MA •.irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 

j E secondary 
-- .contai~nmn, during 

CORE ALTERATIONS, or.  
during OPDRVs.

H

NOTE----
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

E.I 

AND 

E.2 

E.3

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 

•containmentq.  

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

'Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately 

Imediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 7.7. 4.1 rify each; ntrol roam C.] subst 7 ias [IJ on 
he capatbily to remov the assumed eat 

load.  
woPX

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/6 STS
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<c,'jib
INSERT

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.5.1 Monitor control room and auxiliary electric 
equipment room temperatures.

SR 3.7.5.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power are available to the 
control room area ventilation AC 
subsystems.

SURVILLACE RQUIRMENT

1�

12 hours

I.

7 days

J. ___________________________

Insert Page 3.7-13
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.5 - CONTROL ROOM AREA VENTILATION 

AIR CONDITIONING (AC) SYSTEM 

1. This Specification has been renumbered to accommodate other plant specific changes to 
ISTS Section 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. ISTS SR 3.7.4.1, which requires verification that each control room AC subsystem has 
the capability to remove the assumed heat load, is not adopted. The LaSalle 1 and 2 
control room and AEER AC subsystems have air cooled condensers and refrigerant 
compressors. While an appropriate testing methodology has been developed for 
systems with water cooled chillers, the Nuclear HVAC Utilities Group (NHUG) has 
not yet developed a capacity verification test methodology for systems with air cooled 
condensers. Therefore, alternate testing is proposed similar to testing previously 
approved for ComEd's Zion Nuclear Power Station.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



Main Condenser Offgas 3.7
3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

O3.7.0Main 

LCD 3.&

Condenser Offgas 

The gross gamma activity rate of the noble gases measured 
rtFe offsas recomin'e eMue, shall be - [ i/seconi 
Ufter decay of 30 minutesv. Lý,

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, 
MODES 2 and 3 with 

steam jet air
anyI(main steam line not isolated and* 
ejector (SJAE) in operation.

ACTIONS

<ImL~..2 AcA>

-CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

-A. Gross gamma activity A.I Restore gross gamma 72 hours 
rate of the noble activity rate of the 
gases not within noble gases to within 
limit. limit.

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

1.2 

OR 

BS.3.1

Isolate all main 
steam lines.  

Isolate SJAE.  

Be in MODE 3.

B.3.2 Be in MODE 4.

I I

12 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours 

36 hours

�(

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Main Condenser

<C-T S>
SU RV EILLAJUit K tUU 1IK~L nfI .

SURVEILLANCE

<4_11,.1-1) SR 3.711.1 S. . . . . ...- NOTE
Not required to be performed until 31 days 
after any *ain steam line not isolated 
and SJAE in operation.

Verify the gross 2puj activity rate of the 
noble gases 1s5 • 1 H i/second 4-after 
decay of 30 minutes4, 

; :. •. 3A coo

i

b

FREQUENCY

31 days 

AND 

Once within 
4 hours after a 
a 50% increase 
in-the nominal 
steady state 
fission gas 
release after 
factoring out 
increases due 
to changes in 
THERMAL. POWER 
level

Rev 1, 04/07/953.7-15BMM/6 STS
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

1. The Specification has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific 
changes to ISTS Section 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



Main Turbine Bypass System 
3.7%

.00 

<LL 3 1.0vAc+

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7 Main Turbine Bypass System 

,LCO 3.7ý The Main Turbine

Ac.-,2r-) 

1l. ,loA c-

Ac-A 
A4

'3

Bypass System shall be OPERABLE.

/LCO 3.2.2, 'MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR), limits for\ 
". an inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System, as specified in 

Lhe 4COLRP, are made appl i cable.

APPLICABILITY: THERMAL POWER k 25% RTP.

AiTTflhI

*TST-113" c"o..e-S q

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. )tRequirement -of the A.1 4•attsfy the 2 hours 

LCO not metor14 inN requirements of the 
Irbi) _yes Stem L r rtore a n lifteuawb •e By ss SJteml 

l1~~~~ ~~ OPpra e.](tO LE rt atu•] 

B. Required Action and 9.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 4 hours 
associated Completion to < 25% RTP.  
Time not met.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7~11 Verify one complete cycle of each main 
turbine bypass valve.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/6 STS
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<4.1. to.  

.(o.

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Main Turbine Bypass System 

3. 7~ 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)' 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7 . Perform a system functional test. ,S mnths 

SR 3 .7.&j3 Verify the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE jmonths 
Te TIME is within limits.

3.7-178•R/6 STS



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

1. The Specification has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific 
changes to ISTS Section 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. Plant specific design and configuration requires that these valves be tested more often 
than the monthly ISTS requirement to ensure the reliability of these valves. The CTS 
4.7. 10.a frequency of weekly is retained.  

4. TSTF-319 revised the Main Turbine Bypass System LCO (ISTS LCO 3.7.6) to require 
adjusting APLHGR limits, in addition to the ISTS LCO 3.7.6 requirement to adjust 
MCPR limits, when the Main Turbine Bypass System is inoperable. The plant-specific 
turbine bypass out-of-service analysis does not require adjustment of APLHGR or 
LHGR limits when the Main Turbine Bypass System is inoperable. Therefore, the 
change from TSTF-319 is not adopted.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



Fuel Pool Water Level 
3.74C

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

LO 3c S-1>

<A P91 3..19>

. Sc6r>z

<L&.Clq9

3.7.t+ Fuel Po Water Level 

LO 37 2.The fuel pool water level shall be a over the top of 

irraTh edf uelacgeliesSgate i the spent fuel storage 

pool jd uppe6contal nt f 1 star e 00o racks.  LLI 

APPLICABILITY: During movemeonT radiated fuel assemb es in the 
• -- •socte~ldlf uel storage pool@-r / t rov*. one.) ke 

ACTIONS a ' -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME •+ poai.

A. ~e'l pool water level A.1--------- NOTE---
not within limit. LCO 3.0.3 is not 

applicable.  

5P- Suspend movement of Immediately +L•J-fuel 
ssemblies in, the •soc lte ueue 

storage poo01 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.77.X.----er the fueZypool water level is 
• K z • over the top of irradiated fuel 

-aassem es seated in the storage racks.

7 days

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWR/6 STS
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS: 3.7.8 - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL 

1. The Specification has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific 

changes to ISTS Section 3.7.  

2. The proper LaSalle Units 1 and 2 plant specific nomenclature/value has been provided.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. The Applicability has been changed to be consistent with current licensing bases, as it 
relates to fuel handling. In addition, it is consistent with the Applicability of 
ISTS 3.9.7, which specifies a water level requirement when moving new fuel over 
irradiated fuel. Also, the word "irradiated" has been deleted from Required Action 
A. 1.. This change was necessary because the proposed Applicability includes 
movement of both irradiated and new fuel assemblies and suspension of movement of 
both types of fuel assemblies is required to put the plant in a condition that is outside 
the Applicability.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1
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C, RHRSW System B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.1 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RHRSW System is designed to provide cooling water for 

the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System heat exchangers, 

required for a safe reactor shutdown following a Design 

jJS- ,I Basis Accident (DBA) or transient.' The RHRSW System is 

'BKGO -A operated whenever the RHR heat exchangers are required to 

operate in the shutdown cooling mode or in the suppression 

6L+616er pool coolin or spray mode of the RHR System.  

VVj:o 1A••;i aThe RHRSW System consists of two independent and redundant 

lw- 1f•.I86'VMA. su systems. Each subsystem is made up of two 
00 -pump , a suction source, valves, piping, heat 

a ger, and associated instrumentation. Either of the 

0 _, two subsystems is capable of providing the required cooling 
ccapacity withTM) pumpFoperating to maintain safe shutdown 
conditions. The two subsystems are separated from each 

Sother noMB Wy c1oe: movor oegated yross pie va Tes so, 

that failure of one subsystem will not affect the 

OPERABILITY of the other subsystem. The RHRSW System is 

designed with sufficient redundancy so that no single active 

component failure can prevent it from achieving its design 

function. The RHRSW System is described in the FSAR, 

S•_. • •oingwaer is T•mped byteRýIWpmp rdthe • 

[A amaha River] th ugh the tube ide of the RH heat 
•3,,i ~b'LJexch gers, and disch rges to the [ýk•rculating wat'* flume].  

• • A mini •m flow line fr~w the pump dis arge to- he tq1takeI 

structu prevents the p p from overhe ting when pum ing 
•a~~ainst_ I'lsddtcaa valv. / .  

The system is initiated pan a y rom e control room. If IJ1UT 

operating during a loss of coo n an- (CA , the 6 Z , 
sys em is au ca y t to allow the diesel C_ 

"generators to automatical y power only that equipment 
necessary to reflood the core. The system can be manually 
started ny tmuafter the LOC"rmanuk 
tarte any timthe LO sign~ is miually verridan o_0

(continued)

BWR/4 STS 
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Insert B 3.7.1 BKGD-A

The RHRSW System also provides cooling water to the RHR pump seal coolers 
which are required for RHR pump operation during the shutdown cooling mode in 
MODE 3.  

Insert B 3.7.1 BKGD-B 

The RHRSW and the Diesel Generator Cooling Water subsystems are subsystems to 
the Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) - Equipment Cooling Water System 
(ECWS). The CSCS - ECWS consists of three independent piping subsystems 
corresponding to essential electrical power supply Divisions 1, 2, and 3. The 
CSCS - ECWS subsystems take suction from the service water tunnel located in 
the Lake Screen House. The RHRSW subsystems are manually initiated. Cooling 
water is then pumped from the service water tunnel by the RHRSW pumps to the 
supported system and components (RHR heat exchangers and RHR pump seal 
coolers). After removing heat from its supported systems and components, the 
water from the RHRSW subsystem is discharged to the CSCS Pond (i.e., the 
Ultimate Heat Sink) through a discharge line that is common to the 
corresponding divisional discharge from the other unit. The discharge line 
terminates in the discharge structure at an elevation above the normal CSCS 
Pond level.  

Insert B 3.7.1 BKGD-C 

In addition, the Division 2 RHRSW subsystem may be initiated manually from the 
remote shutdown panel in the auxiliary electric equipment room.

Insert Page B 3.7-1



T~~r 30w.4 Z7STS 83.7.1 

I(nAeae'
RHRSW System B 3.7.1

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The RHRSW System removes heat from the suppression pool to 

SAFETY ANALYSES limit the suppression pool temperature and primary 

containment pressure following a LOCA. This ensures that 

the primary containment can perform its function of limiting 

the release of radioactive materials to the environment 

following a LOCA. The ability of the RHRSW System to 

LL suport long term coolin of th reactor or primary. J& 
Montalnmen; is is~cussed in theWSAR, Chapters )[ and *15*c 

(Refs. 2 and 3, respectively). These analyses explicitly 

assume that the RHRSW System will provide adequate cooling 

support to the equipment required for safe shutdown. These 

analyses include the evaluation of the long term primary 
containment response after a design basis LOCA.  

The safety analyses for long term cooling were performed for 

various combinations of RHR System failures. The worst case 

single failure that would affect the performance of the 
RHRSW System is any failure that would disable one.suystem 

•] ,2,2,3,1 of the RHRSW System. As discussed in theFs-AR., i 

Section I. 1 (Ref. 4) for these analyses, manual 
initiation of the OPERABLE RHRSW subsystem and the M 
associated RHR System is assumed to occur *1O minutes after 

a DBA The RHRSW flow assumed in the analyses is • gpm 

ITi wlth two pumps operating in one loop. In this 
cas"eaTIhe maximum suppression chamber water temperature and 

•.ao pressure are . F and ! s!g, respectively, well 
obelow the design tempertaurend maximum, 

Sa pressure of s- i3 

1 z ~to~,(~y)(~). The RiIRSW S stem satisfies riterion 34 of e 0

LCO Two RHRSW subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to provide 
the required redundancy to ensure that the system functions 
to remove post accident heat loads, assuming the worst case 

single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of 
offsite power.  

An RHRSW subsystem is considered OPERABLE when: 

a. Two pumps are OPERABLE; and

(continued)

I
Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.7-2BWR/4 STS
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RHRSW System 

B 3.7.1

BASES

LCO b. An OPERAB flow path is capable of taking suction 

(continued) from the 1 e ru u and transferring the water 
to the RHR heat exchan e a ed flo (ýý ' 1 th@ H e t 

• -I/Iditionally, he c ss tie valv s (which low 
S TY of to be onnected) mu be clos so 

)tha ,failure of e subsyst will not a ect the / 
0 DOAFAWIYof t other subs stems. \

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RHRSW System is required to be 
OPERABLE to support the OPERABILITY of the RHR System for 
primary containment cooling (LCO 3.6.2.3, *Residual Heat 
Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Cooling," and LCO 3.6.2.4, 

Res Heat Removal (RHR) Suppression Pool Spray") and 
El (ý) decay heat removal (LCO 3.4 * Residual Heat Removal (RHR) 

Shutdown Cooling System-Hot Shutdown"). The Applicability 
is therefore consistent with the requirements of these 
systems.

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the RHRSW R• 
System are determined by the systems it supports_, --. ,

.ACTIONS

(continued)

BASES

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.7-3BWR/4 STS



Insert B 3.7.1-APP

and therefore, the requirements are not the same for all facets of operation 
in MODES 4 and 5. Thus, the LCOs of the RHR Shutdown Cooling System (LCO 

3.4.10, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling System-Cold Shutdown," 

LCO 3.9.8, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-High Water Level," and LCO 3.9.9, 

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR)--Low Water Level"), which require portions of 
the RHRSW System to be OPERABLE, will govern RHRSW System operation in MODES 4 
and 5

Insert Page B 3.7-3



RHRSW System 
B 3.7.1

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

with o' 'RHRSW pump operable in eac subsystem, if 

P 

H 

um 
v 

1 ystem, and e e 
rm 

dn 
Y 

ey a 
0 

ad1di onal failure occur in the RHJW5 S, two dtad a R / a 
n;g the 

normall 
0 

OP LE pumps a aligned by closed E 
rexer 

Y, 
os 

g city f 10 - cl 

oss tie valv then the OPERABLE p s.and flow 

t 

.  
paths provid adequate heat capacity lowing a 

i not um con 

f 
BLE p s and 

design-bas' LOCA. Howeveýrýrcapovabil y for is alignment 

umed in long ter 
containment rr onse analysis 

paths prov 
it a f wl ng 

j 1 

ih 
des -gn as ap - al I n T 

not 
en es and an dditional singl failure in the RSW System co d 

an ysis. Ther for contin i 0 i s p rm i t 
redu the syst:m cap ;91t! below that sumed in the fety 

I 
0;:d gper ion is permit 

d only 
r a limited ti One in ra pump is requi d to be 

restored to OPE LE statu: . The day 
Compl et ion T i s wil"'I"odays;le SW pump 

o I t* T* for restoring - in perýa 

dr6ineering 
jud e t, 

und 
OPERABLE sta s is based on i i 

\,considering the level of re undancy provided.  

t 

e

Required Action 1 isintended to handle the inoperah±]Jty 
of one RHRSW subsystem Cor asonthepthan Wndit" h.  
The Completion Time of 7 days is allowed to restore the 
RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status. With the unit in this 
condition, the remaining OPERABLE RHRSW subsystem is 
adequate to perform the RHRSW heat removal function.  
However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single 
failure in the OPERABLE RHRSW subsystem could result in loss 
of RHRSW function. The Completion Time is based on the 
redundant RHRSW capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE 
subsystem and the low probability of an event occurring 
requiring RHRSW during this peri-od. 9 

The Required Action is modified by a Not icating that 
the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.44Voe entered and 
Required Actions taken if the inoperable RHRSW subsystem 
results in inoperable JRIR shutdown coolingo. This is an 
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are 
taken for these components.

WWith mURHRSW subsystems inoperable 4ýa • n tht 

(e.g., both subsystems with inoperable low( 

(continued)

SvJL/4 7ýc.Tc., -7.1

(D-

ý e-n

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.7-4BWR/4 STS
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RHRSW System 

B 3.7.1

BASES

ACTIONS * (continued)

paths, or one subsystem with an inoperable pump and one 
subsystem with an inoperable flow path), the RHRSW System is 
not capable of performing its intended function. At least 
one subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 
8 hours. The 8 hour Completion Time for restoring one RHRSW 
subsystem to OPERABLE status, is based on the Completion 
Times provided for the RHR suppression pool cooling and 
spray functions. 6-

The Required Action is modified by a Note-indicating that 
the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.4 be entered and 
Required Actions taken if the inoperable RHRSW subsystem 
results in inoperable )RHR shutdown coolingi. This is an 
exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are 
taken for these components.

)7W
L

f thfR] RSW subsystems canr be not jetored t P;ERAýB 4.- 4 
- alfs within tM acnriatd CopletA6fnTime, eu must 

be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does no apply. To 
. - achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 

MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The 
A allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 

k._A • ./experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for each manual, power 
operated, and automatic valve in each RHRSW subsystem flow 
path provides assurance that the proper flow paths will 
exist for RHRSW operation. This SR does not apply to valves 
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, 
since these valves are verified to be in the correct 
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. A valve is 
also allowed to be in the nonaccident position, and yet 
considered in the correct position, provided it can be 
realigned to its accident position. This is acceptable 
because the RHRSW System is a manually initiated system.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RHRSW System 

B 3.7.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR does not require any testing or valve manipulation; 
rather, it involves verification that those valves capable 
of being mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR 
does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently 
misaligned, such as check valves.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

REFERENCES 1. ,FSAR, Section*9.21e al 

N a.1 I . FSAR, Chapter 46ý 

k3. FSAR, Chapter *154.M 

4. FSAR, Section

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

1. A new Specification has been added, ITS 3.7.1 for the RHRSW System. This system 
is similar to, but not identical to, the RHRSW discussed in ISTS 3.7.1 of 
NUREG-1433, Revision 1. Thus, the Bases for proposed ITS 3.7.1 are based on ISTS 
3.7.1 of NUREG-1433, Revision 1. The deviations from the BWR/4 ISTS are 
discussed below.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis design.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. The Applicability Section of the Bases has been revised to add clarification regarding 
OPERABILITY requirements regarding the RHRSW System during MODES 4 and 5, 
since the proposed TS does not have an LCO for the RHRSW System in these 
MODES.  

5. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specification.  

6. Editorial change made to enhance clarity or to be consistent with similar statements in 
other places in the Bases.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



B 3.7.2 E 

Is fli aliT CVCTFNI

The HPCS SMS s sfies Criterion 3 of the NRCPlicy 

statement.

The HPCSSIIS isrequl to beOPERABLE to ensure t t the

HPCS System will operlate required. An OPERABLE HPt S'WiS 

(continu)

R6STS B 3.7-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95

B 3.7. High Pressure Core Spray PCS) Service Water System WS) 

BASES 

iBACKROUND Tlhe HPC5 StG is dlesigned o provide cooli~ng" watefo r he 

val of heat from compo nts of the Division 3 HPCS 

The PCS SWS consists of the Ul imate Heat Sink (UHS) 
Basin , one cooling water heade (subsystem C of the 

Stad Service Water (SSW) Syst -and the associated 
Spums, ping, and valves. The UHS s also considered part 

of the S System (LCO 3.7.1, O[Stany Service Water (SSW)j 
System Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)] 

Cooling wates Is pumped from a VHS water ource by the HPCS 
service water to the essential components through the 
HPCS service wa r supply header. After removing heat from 
the components, t water is discharged to the cooling 
towers, where the at is rejected through direct contact.  

J \ vtwth ambient air. \\ 

The HPCS SMS specifica supplies cooling water t the 
Division 3 HPCS diesel g erator Jacket water coole and 
HPCS pump room cooler. Th HPCS SlIS pump is sized su that 
it will provide adequate I water to the equipment 
required for safe shutdown. ollowing a Design Basis 

ident or transient, the H SMS will operate 

FSA, Section [9.2.2] (Ref.  

APPLICABLE The abity of the HPCS SW to provide dequate cooling to 
Err ANALYSES the H stem is an implicit assumpti for safety 

analyses e luated in the FSAR, Chapters 6] and [15] 
(Refs. 2 , respectively).



consists an OPERA 
OPERABLE I flow pa 
associated S3 ourci 
appropriate ufItequ 

The OPERABILITY ti 
However, the A 
'foes not affect the 
1 ited heat removal

RABLE pump; and an " 
taking suction from I 
qnQ the water to the

SWS is required to e 
of the HPCS System nce it 
use MODES.

irements of the 
HPCS System.

&1 
When the HPCS SS is l 
System to perform its I1 

\Therefore, if the #PCSI 
izst be declared inoperal 
LOQ 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operatl

This SR e Isures that adequate coolng can be maintained.  
With the w :ater source below the minimum level, the HPCK 
SWS must be eclared inoperable. 1h 24 hour Frequency Is 
based on oper ting experience related 0o trendhing of the 
parameter vani ions during the applic. e MODES...  

jerifytng the correct lignment for each manual power 
berated, and automatic alve in the HPCS servic water flow 
pak provides assurance at the proper flow paths ill 
exi for HPCS service wat operation. This SR do not

Rev 1,- 04/07/95"8 3.7-9BWR/6 STS



-inued)

apply to valves at are locked, sea , or otherwise 
secured in positlo since these valve are verified to be\ 
in correct position Jor to locking, se ing, or securing.  

valve is elso all�o be in the nonacc nt position 
d y e t c o n s ide r e d in t� c o r r e c t p o s i t i one pvd 

e d it.c an 

be qutomtically realignd aits accident posi 0on wihn th u r d t m . T i R o s n trequ i re an st ing or 

valve niflpulation; rather, I• involves verificatlo nthat 

those v yves capable of potentt lly being mispositton• are 

in the cosrect act o T i S doe not apply to va nas 

t h at c a nn o b e i na d v e r t e n t l y 
risel ad , s u c h as c h e c k 

valves. 

1 n t

'This SR is ied by a Note indicatinj\that isol 
t 

a 

s 
the [HPCS SMS] tem to components or sy ems ma) 
those components systems inoperable , bu oes f th 

v 
the OPERABILITY of he [HPCS SWSJ System. sud 

tem 
ut cas f 

is s 1 OP 

PCs SMS] pumps, ves, and piping are OPE E, in' %0P,:,cE1, 

ed 

b nch connection of he main header is isolat 
JH SMS] System i., s 11 OPERABLE.  

WS. 

jes 

'o 
po' The 31 ay Frequency is ead I on engineering judgi s isILI 

Consisti with the procedu I controls governing 
he 

n t 

ures corre U opmeration, ensures corre valve positions.  imws,0s M W11th f

Ives of the HPCS SWS 
or emergency 
vely to the safety 

rei t. This is 
W1 initiation 
:ST in'4R3.3.5.1.5 
ststing the safety
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ISTS BASES: 3.7.2 - HIGH PRESSURE CORE SPRAY (HPCS) 

SERVICE WATER SYSTEM (SWS) 

1. The Bases has been deleted since the Specification has been deleted.

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 6.  

B 3.7.VEDieseljGenerator 

BASES

Water (6) System

The ability of the Qýý System to provideadequate cooling to the D•)]jis an. licit assumption for the 

"s-aretY aolyc pwL•Led in•FSAR, Chapters 4fi and 415]r 
(Refs. 2 and 3, respectively). The ability to provide 
onsite emergency AC power is dependent ton the ability of the 

H System to cool the b•fM.tt

* TRV.3 -60A~~4 -it~, 4.

4
fr�A.. l�Cc� SeLA�..

Q6 System

r41



Insert B 3.7.2 BKGD

The DGCW System consists of three independent cooling water headers (Divisions 
1, 2, and 3), and their associated pumps, valves, and instrumentation. The 
pump and header for the Division 1 DGCW subsystem is common to both units (and 
supplies cooling to equipment on both units). The other divisions have 
independent pumps and suction headers.  

The following combinations of DGCW pumps are sized to provide sufficient 
cooling capacity to support the required safety related systems during safe 
shutdown of the unit following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA): 

a. The unit Division 1 and 2 DGCW pumps; 

b. The unit Division 1 and 3 DGCW pumps and opposite unit's 
Division 2 DGCW pump; or 

c. The unit Division 2 and 3 DGCW pumps.  

The unit Division 1 DGCW subsystem services its associated Diesel Generator 
(DG) and ECCS cubicle area coolers, and the LPCS pump motor cooler. The unit 
Division 2 DGCW subsystem services its associated DG and ECCS cubicle area 
cooler. The unit Division 3 DGCW subsystem services the High Pressure Core 
Spray (HPCS) DG and its associated ECCS cubicle area cooler. The opposite 
unit Division 2 DGCW subsystem services its associated DG for support of 
systems required by both units.  

The DGCW and the Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) subsystems are 
subsystems to the Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) - Equipment Cooling Water 
System (ECWS). The CSCS - ECWS consists of three independent piping 
subsystems corresponding to essential electrical power supply Divisions 1, 2.  
and 3. The CSCS - ECWS subsystems take a suction from the service water 
tunnel located in the Lake Screen House. Each DGCW pump auto-starts upon 
receipt of a diesel generator (DG) start signal when power is available to the 
pump's electrical bus or on start of ECCS cubicle area coolers. The Division 
1 DGCW pump also auto-starts upon receipt of a start signal for the LPCS pump.  
Cooling water is then pumped from the service water tunnel by the DGCW pumps 
to the supported systems and components (i.e., the DGs, LPCS pump motor 
cooler, and the ECCS cubicle area coolers). After removing heat from these 
systems and components, the water from the DGCW subsystem is discharged to the 
CSCS pond (i.e., the Ultimate Heat Sink) through a discharge line that is 
common to the corresponding divisional discharge from the other unit. The 
discharge line terminates in the discharge structure at an elevation above the 
normal CSCS Pond level.  

Insert B 3.7.2 LCO 

The unit's Division 1, 2, and 3. and the opposite unit's Division 2 DGCW 
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the effective operation of 
the DGs, the LPCS pump motor, and the ECCS equipment supported by the ECCS 
cubicle area coolers during a DBA or transient.

Insert Page B 3.7-14
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY h-reqauements tr OPERABI TY of the D [iB] SSW SOtem fare gov ned Iyin re u r~ ' P R B L~ of the DG )0 
G(CO •.8.1, 'A , GSources--, erating," j Fd LCO 3.8.2, 'A C • 
•our es- Shut own") r- -- .  

ACTIONS .,A.Z and A.3#Jý 
The Re 'red Action, are modified by a Note indidcating that 
the Je 3.0.4 does/hot apply. As a result, a MODE change is 

al wed when the.glR [iB] SSW System is inoperable, ovided ihe DG [1B] hastn adequate cooling water supply fom the 

If the DG 1B] SSWV System j-S inoperable, t eOPERABILITY of, 

the DG •] Is affected fdie to loss of i cooling•:source 
howev , the capability'exists to provj e cooling to DG B] from/the PSW System f Unit [1]. Co ~tinued operation/i 
allowd for 60 day if the OPERABII ¥Y of a Unit I /1 System, with res olct to its capab/i ity to provide ooling to the DG [18], cjl be verified. •iis is accompli hed by allignin~g hcoo Hng water to DG •vB] from the Un' I PSW System 
within 8 hors and verifyingthis lineup on every 31 days.  
The 8 hou Completion T is based on th time required toz 
reasona y complete the equired Action and the low 
proba ity of an event occurring req ring DG [1B] duri g 
this 'eriod. The 31 ay verificati of the Unit [1] SW 
lineup to the DG [1C is consistent with the PSW va e 
lineup SRs. TheP6 day Completon Time to restor the 
DG [IB] SSW Sys 4m to OPERABLE/status allows su icient me 
to repair the system, yet prevents indefinitee peratio with 

l-,iing water provided froud the Unit [1] PSW•-ystem.



Insert APPL

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the DGCW subsystems are required to support the 
OPERABILITY of equipment serviced by the DGCW subsystems and required to be 
OPERABLE in these MODES.  

In MODES 4 and 5, the OPERABILITY requirements of the DGCW subsystems are 
determined by the systems they support. Therefore, the requirements are not 
the same for all facets of operation in MODES 4 and 5. Thus, the LCOs of the 
systems supported by the DGCW subsystems will govern DGCW System OPERABILITY 
requirements in MODES 4 and 5.  

Insert ACTIONS 

The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that separate Condition 
entry is allowed for each DGCW subsystem. This is acceptable, since the 
Required Actions for the Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions 
for each inoperable DGCW subsystem. Complying with the Required Actions for 
one inoperable DGCW subsystem may allow for continued operation, and 
subsequent inoperable DGCW subsystem(s) are governed by separate Condition 
entry and application of associated Required Actions.

Insert Page B 3.7-15



[_ _SSSystem 
B3.

BASES

ACTIONS (L.(cont" ued) 
\not reored to OPERAB status with* 60 days, OG [lB must 

be dimeately decl d inoperable

URVEILLANCE SRefac re5 t~ 6CJ '' " A 
~EQUIRENENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for anuall power operated, 
1 and automatic valves in b flow path 

p ~vides assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for 
- Syst.e operation. This SR does not apply to 

valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position since these valves were verified to be in the 
correct position prior'to locking, sealing, or securing. A 
valve is also allowed to be in the nonaccident position, and 
yet be considered in the correct position provided it can be 
automatically realigned to its accident position, within the 
required time. This SR does not require any testing or 
valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that 
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the 
correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that 
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. 

This SR ensures rhat pump will 
automatically st rt to provide required cooling to the _ 
h hen the GI-l starts and the respective bus is 

enemize 

Operating experience has shown that ese components usually 
pass the SR when performed at the month Frequency, 
which is based at the refueling cyc e. Therefore, this 
Frequency is concluded to be acceptabl from a reliability 
standpoint.  

GAS& e..'ScureS 1-ke- DY,-CV fLu 
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BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. (jSAR, Section *l 

) 2. O AR, Chapter j6] 

3. QqIkAR, Chapter 'ISJ

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

1. A new Specification has been added, ITS 3.7.2, for the DGCW System. This system 
is similar to, but not identical to, the Diesel Generator Standby Service Water System 
discussed in ISTS 3.7.3 of NUREG-1433, Revision 1. Thus, the Bases for proposed 
ITS 3.7.2 are based on ISTS 3.7.3 of NUREG-1433, Revision 1. The deviations from 
the BWR/4 ISTS are discussed blow.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. Editorial changes made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 

been provided.  

5. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specification.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



:aSSW ] e r it et r an • UHy Rd 

B 3 7 PLANT SYSTEMS•.  

B Pl~tndbervce'Vatr'OW)IA~se-mlý ndItimate Heat Sink (UHS)?rJ 

BASES

z 
T� EZT

[SSV] Sys is designed o provide coo1ng water for 
emoval of eat from unt uxillaries, su as Residual 
tRemoval ( Systm heat changers, stakby diesel 

gen rators (DGs), room coolse for Emergencyore 
Cool g System equ nt required or a safe reac r 
shu following a Design Basis cident (DBA) o 

ri t. The [SS] System also p vides cooling t unit 
coupono s, as requi during norma shutdown and ctor 
isolatlo modes. Durn a DBA, the eq pment required r 
normal op. ation only is solated from e [SSW] System, nd 
cooling is irected only tsafety ret equipment.  

The [SSW] Sys consists of he [UHS], two ndependent 
cooling water aders (subsys A and B), d their 
associated pump piping, valv , and instrum etation. The 
two [SSW] piups, r one [SSW] p and the high ressure 

cwater pump, a sized to prov e 
•ufficient cooling apacity to sup rt the requi safety 

tlated systems durn safe shutd of the unit fo lowing a 
I Pof coolant accid t (LOCA). Su stems A and B re 
redipdant and service utpment in Is Divisions 1 d 2, 
resplctively.

[UHS] c ists of two oncrete ma up wate basins, e ch 
taining one cooling tows with two an cells er basin.\ 
combined in volume is sized such that suf dcent 

wate inventory available or all [S System ost LOCA 
cooli requireme for a 30 period th no ernal 
t keupW ater so available (gulatory ide 1.27, 
Ref. 1) Normal ma up for each sin is p vided 
automati lly by the last Servic Water Syst 

Cool ing a is p fromthe co ing tower sins by e 
two [I ] p s to the esential c nents thro h the t 
min redunda supply oea ers (subsys A and B After 
removing heat rem the onents, the ater is di harged 
to the cooling owes where the heat is ected th ugh 
direct contact th ambient ir.  

Subsystems A and supply cool water to- dundant 
equipment required or a safe ctor shutd . Additio 1

(continued)
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Insert B 3.7.3 BKGD

The UHS (i.e., the Core Standby Cooling System (CSCS) Pond) consists of the 
volume of water remaining in the cooling lake following the failure of the 
main dike. This water has a depth of approximately 5 feet and a top water 
elevation established at 690 feet. The volume of the remaining water in the 
cooling lake is sufficient to permit a safe shutdown and cooldown of the 
station for 30 days with no water makeup for both accident and normal 
conditions (Regulatory Guide 1.27, Ref. 1).  

The CSCS Pond provides a source of water to the service water tunnel from 
which the Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) and Diesel Generator 
Cooling Water (DGCW) pumps take suction. The service water tunnel is filled 
from the CSCS Pond by six inlet lines which connect to the circulating water 
pump forebays. Prior to entering the service water tunnel inlet pipes, the 
water is strained by the Lake Screen House traveling screens to prevent large 
pieces of debris from entering the system and blocking flow or damaging 
equipment. However, because the traveling screens are not safety related, a 
54-inch bypass line around the screens, isolated by a normally closed manual 
valve, is provided to assure a continuous supply of CSCS Pond water to the 
service water tunnel.  

Additional information on the design and operation of the CSCS Pond is 
provided in UFSAR, Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.6 (Refs. 2 and 3). The excavation 
slopes of the CSCS Pond and flume are designed to be stable under all 
conditions of emergency operation while providing the capability to supply 
adequate cooling water to equipment required for safe reactor shutdown.

Insert Page B 3.7-1



BASES 
BACKGROUND armtln the desi and oper on o teSSW] 5ys e 

(continued) an [UHS] alo with the ecific eq pment for hich the,% 
[S: System su lies cool water Iprovided i the FSAR, 
Secti [9.2.1] a the FSARbTable [19. 3] (Refs. and 3, 
respec vely). Th SSW] Syst is desi ed to with and a 

single a lye or pas ve failu coincide with a Io of 
offsite p rI witho osing th apabilit t supply 

equ;ate lag water equipmnt quired r safe relle \ I 

lloving a or transi th, the [SW System wilTperate 
tically hout operatr action. nual initi ion of 

sup rted systems e.g., supp sion pool oling) is, 
howev performed r long to cooling op ations. I 

APPLICABLE 'The voume of chwa sorf Inca ý_orati in a \UHS SAFETY ANALYSES i i s uV 

Sot I (R Tef [.S ab tyse pof t [S$ 
. O 1 tain ntis m i�n valuatinD s vat the• e ui ent 

%X;9 resure for a actor Ts abnprts in the FSAR 
sc t s [ ,6.2.1.1.3. 1.6] and Ch tar [15 , 
(Refs. 2, 4, and 5, respective .These an ses include 
the ev ation of t long term aury contah nt respons 
after a ign basis . The ] System pro des 
cooling war for the suppreSsi pool coolin e to 

A + ~on aAOn limit supp Sain pool t rature primary cOant nment 
ressure fl ug a LOCA. This emsure that the pri ry 

tainmet rform its; ntended fun ion of limiti 
release of loactiv ma rials to th environment 

foil ng a LOMA. The 5W also pro ides cooling 
other omponents; as to fua on during a OCA (e.g., 
RHR ow Pressure re Spray sy tun)!. Alaso, the ability 

rovi onsite me ncy AC poae is dependent n the 
ablItys the[SSW] Sy emto cool SDs.  

safety lyses for lo term contat nt cooling re 
ormed, as iscussed in FSAR, Sect ins 

[6. I.I.3T.I. and [6.2.2. (Refs. 4 a 6, 
S tively, f a LOCA, con t with a oss of offsi 

r, in v Mlabe DG r. The wo, t case 
ingle lur fe n the perfo nce of the SW] System 

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

LCO

the failure• f one of th e4wo standby s, which w gd tin ect one t 1(] subsysteb The [SSW]M ow assume;•in j'
the a yses is [79 gpm per pi to the he exchanger 
I(FSAR, -e [6.2-2], f. 7 R nce 2 disc sses [SSW] 
System Per nce durinnl hese condi ns.

The 3 Rt• • 
Criterion 0 fIt" Cmi t 1 st

cI. The asscited• pi p , valves, in t," a.e tio,. a• 
pon4 t• / ntrols required to rfom the sa related 

irh solation of the [5SW] T~stem to comp~nents or sysl;m 
lYrender tho e components '•r systems inoperable, but €el L 

n afcti tae OPERABILT ItE. [S]Sy~ 

OPEBILITY of UHigh Pressue Core Spray ma IPCS) Service 
IWater System (5115)\is addresseddIy LCO 3.7.2, VHPCS SVS." 

rT- -NUSS

(continued) 

B 3.7-3 Rev 1, 04/07/95 
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6-,. .-S.

e OPERABIL of subsyst.A (Division 1) nd subsystea'.4 
vision 2) o the [SSW] Sys- is required, ensure the\ 

ef ctive operat n of the RHR stem in remov heat from 
the actor, and t effective o ration of other afety 
relat quipment d ing a DBA or ansient. Requ! ng both 
subsyst to be OP LE ensures th either subsyst A 
or B 1 available provide adeq te capability t 
metcooi requiremen of the equl t required for s e 
shuow in e event of a ingle failure.  

A subsystem is onsidered OP L.E when: 

a. The associat pum is OP LE; 

The associated ] is OPERAS and

BWR/6 STS

|
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st a HSI, 
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the j SysteM 
required to be OPERABLE to support OPER 
equipment serviced by the 1WISyssem i 
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

and

IonMMW 4andSthe OPERABILITY requirements of the r M~a eterinedby tesystems M L N

L&

(continued)

or more ang rs have o-.e fan , coo ave4'atI n ter must to one fan pe cooling r mope able), ac•ionm be 
ken a restore e inoper I cooli tower fa s) to 

PRA status vi in 7 day 

7 day letion line is onable, ased on t loow 
robabtIli of an acc ant occ Ing durn the 7 d that 

cooling over fan lnoper •e in one r more co ing 
rsthe r, of a ilable s tems, an the time 
ired to c late the uired ion.  

f [SSW] subsy is mo rable reasons ther that 
ion A], it mus be resto to OP LE stat within 
2 *. With the it in this condition the ning 

ERAI [SSW] subsyst is adequ to pe or. the at 
removal unction. Howe r. th ov all rel ility I 
reduced cause a single allure i a OP L 
subsystem Id result in oss of [ funct n.T 
72 hour letion Tim developed aking i o accoun 
the redundan capabilities forded by a OP LE, 
subsystem and low probab Ity of a occu ng durnn 
this period.  

Required Act is modified two Not indica og thal 
applicable Co Itions of LCO .8.1, OAC ources
ating," and L 3.4.9, "Residu 1 Heat val ( 

Sn own Cooling Sy Hot Shutd ', be en red and he 
Requ..~lActions ta If the mnoper "I. [SS] ubsystW 

resul in an looper a DG or RHR sh dow coo ng, 
respes- vely. This is n accordance h LCO 3. 6 and 
ensures he proper acti s are taken o these c onents.

eIR/6 STS B 3.7-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95



Insert B 3.7.3 APP 

Therefore, the requirements are not the same for all facets of operation in 
MODES 4 and 5. The LCOs of the systems supported by the UHS will govern UHS 
OPERABILITY requirements in MODES 4 and 5.  

Insert B 3.7.3 Action A 

If the CSCS pond is inoperable, due to sediment deposition > 1.5 ft (in the 
intake flume, CSCS pond, or both) or the pond bottom elevation > 686.5 ft, 
action must be taken to restore the inoperable UHS to an OPERABLE status 
within 90 days. The 90 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the low 
probability of an accident occurring during that time, historical data 
corroborating the low probability of continued degradation (i.e., further 
excessive sediment deposition or pond bottom elevation changes) of the CSCS 
pond during that time, and the time required to complete the Required Action.

Insert Page B 3.7-4



BASES

ACTIONS ''Sc tPti i& 
(continued) 

If the tcannot be restored to OPERABLE status I ithn the associatead Completion Time, or bot'•[S5W] ] 
j• J•N0systemslqe I no ~~be Ffo'KIt•.a~s ther th-ft 7si_ 
S!•.on•Lltton A1£ or th I s determined tnooerable fr 

reasons other than Cond tion A, the unit must be placed In Scs ,• /•.•.~ ~~ E'o• ' • .O£n .whic theLCOdoes not apply. To achieve this • 

A 4-o • 'scs \ status,-the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
/•'•.(• ,•,q• I12 hours and in MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowedL_ I ••.•••,ICompltion Tims are reasonable, based on operating.  experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 

> Of) power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.71W 
REQUIREMENTS

VerifIcation of W --F t e[HS)tmermetun-nsures that the heat 
rmoval capebilltk.ot-Z -Sy~ewj within the 

-a ZtlIons of the UM analysts. The 24 hour Frequency is 
based on operating experience related to trending of the 

.parameter variations during the applicable MODES.

This SR ensure adequate lo term (30 day cooling can 
intained. WV the (UHS] ter source be the minimum 

1 vel, the affeced e SSa ] sub stem must be clared 
i perable. The 4 hour Frequ cy is based o operating 

rience relat to trending the paramete variations 
dur teapplic le MODES.  

This SR erifies the, or level [in ach [SSW] pump well of 
the inta structure] t be sufficient for the proper 
operation f the [SSV] p s (net positvye suction hea and 
pump vo ing are consid in determi ing this imit' 
The 24 our requency is ed on operati g experience 
related to t nding of the arameter varia ions during t 
applicable ES.



Insert SRs 3.7.3.2 and 3.7.3.3

SR 3.7.3.2 

This SR ensures adequate long term (30 days) cooling can be maintained, by 
verifying the sediment level in the intake flume and the CSCS pond is < 1.5 
feet. Sediment level is determined by a series of sounding cross-sections 
compared to as-built soundings. The 24 month Frequency is based on historical 
data and engineering judgement regarding sediment deposition rate.  

SR 3.7.3.3 

This SR ensures adequate long term (30 days) cooling can be maintained, by 
verifying the CSCS pond bottom elevation is < 686.5 feet. The 24 month 
Frequency is based on historical data and engineering judgement regarding pond 
bottom elevation changes.

Insert Page B 3.7-5



BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) operating e ch cooling towe fan for a I minutes ensures 
that all fa are OPERABLE that all a oclated control 
re function properly. I also ensures that fan or moto 
Ilure, or essive vibrati can be dete ted for 

ve a on. The 31 day Frequency is ased on 0 
rating p nce, the kn reliability the fan 

un s the ancy available, and the low robability of 
si ificant degr ation of the c lig tower ns occurring 
be en Surveill ces.  

Vorifyi the co alignment for ch manual, r 
operat and automat c valve in each SSV] subsyst flow 
path pro ides assuran that the prope flow paths 11 
exist for [SSW] operat n. ibis SR doe not apply t valves 
that are cked, sealed or otherwise s ured in posi on, 
since thes valves, were erified to be I the correct 
position pr or to locki sealing, or se Ing. A val e is 
also all to be in the onaccident pns ion and yet 
considered I the correct sitlon, provid it can be 
automatically realigned to ts accident pos•tIon. This S 
does not requ any testi or valve manipu atlon; rather 
it involves yifcation tha those valves able of 

tontlal Y bet misposition are in the co ct position.  
is SR does no apply to val s that cannot 

inadvertently ml 1ignod, such chock valves.  

is SR s modifi by a Note I icating that is lation of 
[SSW] system components o systems my ren er those 

c onents or sys inoperable, does not af ct the 
-OP IL1Y of the System. such, when aI [SSW] 
p , valves, and p •ng are OP LE, but a bran 
Conn ction off the ma n header is I lated, the [ System 
is st 11 OPERABLE.  

The31 ay Frequency is based on engi ring judgment, is.  
-consist ntwith-tho pro Ural control governing valv 
perati , and ensures ct valve po itions.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Thi SR verifies at the automa c isolation Ives of the 
[SSV Systm will a omatically s tch to the sa ty or 

emergey position to rovide cooli water exclus vely to 

the saf related equ nt during a accident eve . This 

isdeowns atd by as an actual or imulated mit tion, 
signal. s SR-also ver les the aut tic start 
capabiity e i r fans in " h 

subsystem. LOGIC SYSTEM CTIOAL in SR 3.3.5.1 
overlaps this t to provide c late testing f the safety 
fuction.  

rating *Vperian has shown tha these coinpone s usually 
pas the SR when pe imed on the [1 month Frequecy 
The ore, this Freque is conclud to be accepta e from 
ta rel ililt stand amn

1. Regulatory Guide 1.27, Revision 2, 

L-:1 2IýQ FSAR, Section 4.9 ED 

FSAR, ale [.2

* FSAR, So ion 16.2. 1 1.3.3-.1. 

* *Chap [15].  

* ,Section 6.2.2.3].  

*FSAR, able [6.2 1

January 1976.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

1. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specifications.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or change to the NUREG) to reflect 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. The Applicability Section of the Bases has been revised to add clarification regarding 
OPERABILITY requirements for the UHS during MODES 4 and 5, since the ITS does 
not have an LCO for the UHS in these MODES.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



B 3.7 PL.ANT SYSTEMS Ae-CF 

B3.7 6D Control RomTs f-(CT se

r r.� n

4L r 
*eýAj ca4 o .+ Id CU f'fPI1 OA.

ZH SST,:-- ai

nsubsystue..consists of a aemister, an eiectrvc heater, a 
prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, 
an activated charcoal adsorber section, a second HEPA 
filter, a fan, and the associated ductworýý daer. k ', 
Dmisters remve water droplets from the airstream.  
Prefliters and HEPA filters remove particulate matter tha may be radioactive. The charenal adsorbors provid a holdup 
period for gaseous iodine, .Jwing time for decay.1V 

In addition to thensafeon rtea Systere onerted 4 
filtration function.,at of the Systems are ooerat

The System is designed to maintain the control roomam E_ 
environment for a 3 day continuous occupancy after a DBA, 
without exceeding a w rm whole body dose or its equtvalen 
to any part of the body. L $ys em operation T6 -AAF 
maintaining the control roam abitability is discussed in 
theFSAR, Secti 'r6.5.i, and . (Refs. escIe

(continued)

MM system 

ý9*71eCj
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Insert B 3.7.4 BKGD-A

The Control Room Area Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) System 
is comprised of the Control Room HVAC System and the Auxiliary Electric 
Equipment Room (AEER) HVAC System. The Control Room HVAC System is common to 
both units and serves the control room, main security control center, and the 
control room habitability storage room (toilet room). The AEER HVAC System is 
common to both units and services the auxiliary electrical equipment rooms.  
The control room area is comprised of the areas covered by the Control Room 
and AEER HVAC Systems.  

Insert B 3.7.4 BKGD-B 

Each Control Room and AEER Ventilation System has a charcoal recirculation 
filter in the supply of the system that is normally bypassed. In addition, 
the OPERABILITY of the CRAF System is dependent upon portions of the Control 
Room Area HVAC System, including the control room and auxiliary electric 
equipment room outside air intakes, supply fans, ducts, dampers, etc.  

I 

Insert B 3.7.4 BKGD-C 

isolates the normal outside air supply to the Control Room Area HVAC System, 
and diverts the minimum outside air requirement through the EMUs before 
delivering it to the control room area. The recirculation filters for the 
control room and AEER must be manually placed in service within 4 hours of 
receipt of any control room high radiation alarm.

Insert Page B 3.7-12



Ii
BASES. (continued)

APPLICABLE The ability of the D System to maintain the " 
SAFETY ANALYSES habitability of the con ro rooaJ•is anhassumption 

, _____or s nasenprChaesented tn 
J •. _and1) (Refs.(--aW4,T respectively). The MoI H mo 

'-~ ,..-"7 L o f the Sti-is assumed to operate following a IosV 
L 0 d •a accident, main steam line breayIfuel handling " , 

accident, and control rod drop accident. 'The radiological 
doses to control room personnel as.a result of the various 
DBAs are sumarized in Reference C.. No single activeý__ 

M1 failure will cause the loss of outside or 
(3>iulated air from the control roo9" M

See System satisfies Criterion 3 of PaLCY) 

LCO Two redundant subsystems of the System are required 
to be OPERABLE to ensure that at 1Iiat one is available, 
"asming a single failure disables the other subsystem.  
Total system failure could result in exceeding a dose of 
5 rem to the control rom operators in the event of a DBA.  

• -'• The System is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
componen necessary to control operator exposure are 
OPERABLE in both subsystems. A subsystem is considered 
OPERABLE when its associate• 

.a. 4,an is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow and are capable of performing their 
-filtration functions; and 

i'3 c€. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, ampere are 

109=T 3-+.4OPERABLE, and air circulation Ma maintained.

ý Iin .addition, the control reooSIooundary must -be maintained, 
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, @ýTýsz ýla 3,7+• _duuctwoorkk, and access doro

APPLICABILITY In NODES 1, 2, and 3. the y--sstem must be OPERABLE to 
control operator exposure dur---ng and following a DBA, since 
the DBA could lead to a fission.product release.  

(continued) 
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Insert B 3.7.4 LCO-A

Additionally, the portions of the Control Room Area HVAC System that supply 
the outside air to the EMUs are required to be OPERABLE. This includes the 
outside air intakes, associated dampers and ductwork.  

Insert B 3.7.4 LCO-B 

, such that the pressurization limit of SR 3.7.4.5 can be met. However, it is 
acceptable for access doors to be open for normal control room area entry and 
exit and not consider it to be a failure to meet the LCO.

Insert Page B 3.7-13



system 

(ýýB 3.7 13 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY In NODES 4 and 6, the probability and consequences of a DBA 

(continued) are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations 
in these HODES. Therefore, maintaining the ( x !-em2I 

OPERABLE is not required in NODE 4 or 5, except for te 
following situations under which significant radioactive 
releases can be postulated: 

During operations with a potential for draining the 

reactor vessel (OPDRVs)P Q 

b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
q secondar containmentP09 

ACTIONS LiF L2 

Vith one subsystem inoperable, the inoperable (/h 
subsystIm i--- be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 ays.  

.. With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE 
~7 -•--.. subsystem is adequate to perform control room 

W CAAV ra a ion protection. However, the overall reliability is 
u bec e failure in the OPERABLE subsystem cou resu t n oss of System function. The 7 day 

Completion Tim is based onihe low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this time period, and that the remaining 
subsystem can provide the required capabilities.  

B.I and B.  

In NODE 1, 2, or 3, If the inoperable C suisEtem 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status wit n the associated 
Completion Tim, the unit must be placed in a NODE that 
minimizes risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least NODE 3 within 12 hours and in NODE 4 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

(continued)
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SASystem 
B 3 .7%j

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

%Y) MYODE~ 6f 

CaL oCC(Av 

aV\o 0Z J ~3

C.1. C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3

Stne Required Actions of Condition C are modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is tndeoendent of reactor operations.  
,Rf-fre, inbility tWsuspend movementof o rra4ated ye 
asswl ies W not su •fe_ reactdrJ

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the jL Ilir?--))'secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS ( o 
r--F-•q-DJPDRVs, if the inoperable ss e n L

be restored to OPERABLE status within-t~e- required 
Completion Time, the OPERABLE susysem may be placed 
=n nga1 yth mode. This action ensures that the 

/preM ningMSubiRsYtm is OPERABLE, that no failures-that would 
prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that any active 
failure will be readily detected.

~quired A't~lon C.l Is�'od:fled b a Note .alrting tho I 
Sorator to lace' the h stem in tNq toxic gt protectnL 
(ko•if the toc gas, au tic trahrfer capab lity is NJ (KIo'eratl el,*,. IN ' X•

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 

.radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
places the unit in a condition that minimizes 

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the . cRRnsecondary €ontainmentt• jJ 
must be suspended immedi•tel' Suspension of these 
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a 
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, action4 
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPORVs to minimize 
the probability of.a vessel draindown and subsequent 
potential for fission product release. Actionq must 17 
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.  

(continued)
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Insert ACTION C

Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require the unit to be 
shutdown, but would not require immediate suspension of movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies. The Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," 
ensures that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel assembly 
movement are not postponed due to entry into LCO 3.0.3.

Insert Page B 3.7-15



BASES 

ACTIONS n2
(continued) 

If both[R] subsystems are inoperable in NODE 1, 2, or 3, 
the System may not be capable of performing the 
inteenlfusntion and the unit is in a condition outside of 
-the accident analyses. Therefore, LCD 3.0.3 must be entered 
immediately.  

~ Lc~3;0.3'45 vi 
J4110- 1.1 E.2. and E.2 

Moat ~ j/h Required Actions of Condition E are modified by a Note 
,&,coQ. jvr&4dCa 4e4 -. indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
4-Q1 I arssdiate fuel assemblies while in NODE 1, 2, or 3, the 

"fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
MhoYvem4vl* here Irn movement S rrai a-t-uel 
In M'ow- 1 21 r3, Ass as Is noý suffici reason to wquire a ctor 

9 Movemnt of irradiated fuel as-s l61ies in the 
:1 ýVsecondary containmenti, during CORE ALTERATIONS, 

jAS"rorurinng U.w S, wit two ubsystems inoperable, 
action must be takenn lemedia e yy to suspend activities that 

present a potential for releasing radioactivity that might 
require isolation of the control room. This places the unit 
in a condition that minimizes risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the Y~~)secondary containmentt ~ 
-must be suspended lined a e "y uspnsion of these 
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a 
component to a safe position. If applicable, actior,~jmust 
be initiated imediately to suspend OPOR~s to minimize the 
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential 
for fission product release. Action(~must continue until 
-the OPDRVs are suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR.L~i" 3iJ 
REQUIREMENTS 

ibis SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts 
on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems should 
be checked periodically to ensure that they start and 
function properly. As the environmental and normal 
operating conditions of this system are not severe, testing* 

(continued)
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Insert E.1, E.2, and E.3

Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require the unit to be 
shutdown, but would not require immediate suspension of movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies. The Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," 
ensures that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel assembly 
movement are not postponed due to entry into LCO 3.0.3.

Insert Page B 3.7-16



BASES 

SURVEILLANCE ZL.L . (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS e s ' •I 

each subsystem once every month provdes an adequate chec 
on this system. Monthly heater operation&dries out any 
moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the 4te s os ope 0 >- cdhetr energ 

rw~iuthiernWo yM perateofrg, m uelt 

n x function of e st .]* urthemuore, e 
31 day Frequency is Dasea on -hevown -reliability of the 
equipment and the two subsystem redundancy available.  

This SR verifilethat the required testing is perfor 
in accordance with ;StVentilation ter Testing Progra l " 

Vt are in accordance with 
;ZAGutww~ffThe 4VFTP* includes testin 

m, HEPA flter performance, arcoal adsorber efficiency, 
' c - system floy rate, and the physical properties of the 

Sact.va d charcoal (general use and following specific 
operations). Specific test frequencies and additional 
information are discussed in detail in theAVFTDk. • 

0oP-of o•+l -y This SRt verifies that each F])su~bs_ sIw 3 

on an actual or simua•ed n a on s gna. The 1 
OPQr•4iVt Qtke CA LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST in SR 3.3.7.1 ov aps thi 

4 v,-,4 4 ,€• SR to proyvid ste t isttng of the safety function. CN 

This SR verifies the integrit of-t e control room 
"W(tL-) 4  

L and the assumed inleaka e"-Faes of potentially cont ttedF 
, air. The control ositive pressure, with respect to 

,P.+.6_La-potentially contaminated adjacent areas, is periodically 
tested to verif roper function OT the e ys CRAIF 
During the n mode of operation, the E Ysem is 
designed sgto, yligty pressurize the control ro to / 

C- .-O•2S--• •}3 inchesI ater gauge positive pressure with respect to 
j~ ad accent are to prevent unfiltered inleakage. The 

4r •_• (continued)
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Insert SR 3.7.4.2 

SR 3.7.4.2 

This SR verifies that flow can be manually realigned through the CRAF System 
recirculation filters and maintained for > 10 hours. Standby systems should 
be checked periodically to ensure that they function. Monthly operation dries 
out any moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the ambient air.  
Furthermore, the 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 
equipment and two subsystem redundancy available.

Insert Page B 3.7-17
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

1. The Bases has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific changes to 
ISTS Section B 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

4. These words have been added to clarify that the boundary is not necessarily required to 
be leak-tight, but is required to meet the leak tightness requirements of SR 3.7.4.5 
(i.e., leakage can occur as long as a 0.125 inch pressure is maintained in the control 
room area). Also, an allowance to open control room access doors for entry and exit 
has been added.  

5. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

6. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specification.  

7. Changes have been made to more closely match the LCO requirements.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



j jControl Room ACý System 
B 3.7 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 
B 3.7Q.,fontrol Room ir Conditioning (AC)ý System 

BASES

BACKGROUND "due Control Rs, AC] nste provides temperature controls t 
frovide control rom°llowino mtSl n of the contrrol 

Thee:[Control Ro AC] System onsts of two indopero end , 
c nredundant subs n that provis cotoving and hea r ngof 
rtcirculated cntrol tom mair.nt a subsystem cns$tr s ol 
heating coil, cooling coills,-/ns, chillers, •ressors, 

ductvork, rs, an ed occupatyof 12 coperols toh 

proigcode ti fofh control i t eau e nvironme 
The trol Rom AC] S h stem it s desogntro provide a S 
cat •liled environmemn under bothrnorm ajand accident/ 
con tiuns. A sin I subsystem p ovi $ the required 

t~ri~wecon tro maintalin a sutable Ioto •h 
O"v ronment for •sustained occ. apt.y of 12 persons/ The 
design cunditio "for the control~o environmen are 72*F 
-and 6% relati hmiiy;. The-Cotrol Room AC Syste 
operation in intaining the c trol roam t~emp ature is 
discussed i the FSAR, Sections -16.4] and [9. .11 (Refs. I and 2, re c:tively). //.

System compooents are arranged in 
,y related subsystems. During emergency • 

b-trol Rnom��A System maintains a 
ronment and Insures the OPERABILITY of 
the control rooef. A single active ailure of 
the fonmrol J$pomqa' System, assuming a los; 
er, does not impair the ability of the system 
design function. Redundant detectors-and 
rovided for control rommtemperature control.  
=WtACj System is designed in accordancet.ith 
v I requiremnts. The jControl RoomW4 
le ofiremoving sensible and latent heat load.  

Al room, including consideration of equipment 

IIntinuad'

BWR/ STSB 3.-19 ev 1 04/7/I
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Insert BKGD

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System provides temperature control for 
the control room area. The control room area is comprised of the control room 
and the Auxiliary Electric Equipment Rooms (AEERs).  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is comprised of two independent, 
redundant subsystems that provide cooling and heating of control room air and 
the auxiliary electric equipment rooms air. Each Control Room Area 
Ventilation AC subsystem consists of a Control Room AC subsystem and an AEER 
AC subsystem. The associated Control Room AC and AEER AC subsystems share a 
common outside air intake with a common emergency makeup air filter unit. The 
Control Room AC System is common to both units and serves the control room, 
main security control center, and the control room habitability storage room 
(toilet room). The AEER AC System is common to both units and services the 
AEERs.  

Each Control Room Area Ventilation AC subsystem is powered from a Division 2 
power source. One subsystem is powered from Unit 1 Division 2 and the other 
subsystem is powered from Unit 2 Division 2.  

Each control room AC and AEER AC subsystem consists of a supply air filter, 
supply and return air fans, direct expansion cooling coils, an air-cooled 
condenser, a refrigerant compressor and receiver, heating coils, ductwork, 
dampers, and instrumentation and controls to provide temperature control for 
their respective areas. However, the heating coils are not safety related.  

The Control Room Area Ventilation AC System is designed to provide a 
controlled environment under both normal and accident conditions. A single 
control room area ventilation AC subsystem provides the required temperature 
control to maintain a suitable control room and AEER environment for a 
sustained occupancy of at least the required normal and emergency shift crew 
complements. The design conditions for habitability of the control room and 
AEER environment are 65 0 F to 850 F and a maximum of 50% relative humidity. The 
Control Room Area Ventilation AC System operation in maintaining the 
temperatures of the control room and AEERs is discussed in the UFSAR, 
Sections 6.4 and 9.4.1 (Refs. 1 and 2, respectively).

Insert Page B 3.7-19



Control Room C System 

BASES

APPLICABLE heat loads and personnel occupancy re utrements to ensure 
SAFETY ANALYSES equipmnt OPERABILIM Ar. e,-k1, 

(continued) The Control System satisfies Criterion 3 ofo i-j 

Two independent and redundant subsystems of the 4Control 
- -- t ] System are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 

Vel '•;ta--6- at one is available, asstming a single failure 
_sables other .subsystem. Total system failure could 

result in the equipment operating temperature exceeding 
l imits.ts 

The Icontrol RooamArg System is considered OPERABLE when the 
-(s__ individual components necessary to maintain the control room 

•- Iempera~ are OPERABLE in both subsysterns. These 
_ • •_• comp onents include the c ol ng c C l S ', f rnrs , c h111re-rS; I r lt• ' e, 

-• T(9 •Gd 34 ressor u , d rs, a \asso iated 

APPLICABILITY In NOE 1, 2, or , he*Control Rom ACjr System mus be 
OPERABLE to ensure that the control rolteuerature will 

Co.Jro ILb-&hre-. not exceed e ul mnt OPERABILITY limits followii~cn tr 

In,,.,,.•.e. I00•4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a 

4b. 0. rl A 
In sOE n ,tepondar iiy cnandcnsequencs of) 

Desigqn Ba:s~iskAcident are reduced due to the pressure and 
SCkn, V••,•'• u"-e rature l11x tatons n hese NODES. Therefore, 

ut nta a ng th urol I•- AC• System OPERABLE is not.  
reautred in lOOE'4 or S., ei~ep~t-for the following situations' 
under which significant radioactive releases can be 
postulated: 

-/• Duing operations with a ptential for draining the• 

_b. uring CORE ALTERATIONS; and" 

SDuring movemenet of irradiated fuel ass~emblies in the• v 

(continued)
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Insert B 3.7.5 LCO-A

supply and return air fans, direct expansion cooling coils, an air-cooled 
condenser, a refrigerant compressor and receiver, ductwork, dampers, and 
instrumentation and controls.

Insert Page B 3.7-20



L12 LControl Room CSSystem 
,. . "B 3.7

BASES (continued)

Ll 6ro ve-t4r(~4-ioK 
With one tcontrolroom subsystem inoperable, the 

inoperable jcontrol room subsystem must be restored to [ 
OPERABLE status within 30 days. With the unit in this 
condition, the remaining OPERABLE tcontrol room C 
subsystem is adequate to perform the control room air i i 
conditioning function. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because l single failure in the OPERABLE subs stem 
could result in'loss of the control room 4r cond tion ng 
function.. The 30 day Completion Time is base an the low 
nrobability of an event occurring requiring

BL IandB. 2 
.In MOE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable tcontrol roomm 
subsystem cannot be restored to OPERABLE-status within the 
associated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a 
NODE that minimizes risk. To achieve this status the unit 
must be placed in at least NODE 3 within 12 hours and in 
NODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

��2TTT� C.l. C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3

AchO• Cul •( - .he Required Actions of Condition Z are modified by a Note 
-indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.; [R 
Ilf moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in NOE 1, 2, 
or 3, the fuel movement is independent of reactor 

Irredated fjel ass lie s no ufficiefit re onto 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
f roipa[ ~ nsecondary containmentM during CORE ALTERATIONS, 

or during OPDRVs, if Required Action A.1 cannot be completed 
within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE*jcontrol 
room ACI subsystem may be placed immediately in operation.  

(continued)

ACTIONS
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Insert B 3.7.5 Action C.1-A

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 4 or 5. However, since irradiated 
fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, or 3, 

Insert B 3.7.5 Action C.1-B 

Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require the unit to be 
shutdown, but would not require immediate suspension of movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies. The Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," 
ensures that the actions for immediate suspension of irradiated fuel assembly 
movement are not postponed due to entry into LCO 3.0.3.  

Insert Page B 3.7-21
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)tControl RoomQC" System 
9 8B3.7. U7 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.I, C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3 (continued) 

This action ensures that the remaining subsystem is 
OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent actuation will 
occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to imediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 

room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the Ti j secondary coltalnment 
must be suspended imnediiiil Suspension of these 
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a 
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actiono 
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize 
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent 
potential for fission product release. Actioni must "5 
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.  

ai red-4. rm 

If both )[ontrol room iAj subsystems are inoperable in 
NODE .1, 2, or 3, the VgControl Room AC5 System may not be 
capable of performing the intended;unction. Therefore, 
LCO 3.0.3 mast be entered ueitI> h~ *=m ui 
E.1. E.2. and E.3 

The Required Actions of Condition E.1 are modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in NODE 1, 2, or-3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies Is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement of irradiated fuel lassemblies in the 
I secondary containment]-, during.-CORE ALTERATIONS, 

o PDRVs with two Fcontroe ro- At.subsystems n 
.inoperable, action must be taken to immediately suspend 
activitiea that present a potential for releasing 

(continued)
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)f.Control Room kAC, System 

BASES (E V-{

ACTIONS E.I. E.2. and E.3 (continued) 

radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

If applicablej_• _ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated 
fuel in the I-WMatjjf~ econdary containment• must be 
suspended iomeidTtely. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. Also, if applicable, actiord'must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and so[sequent potential for fission 
product release. Actioa must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.  

SURVEILLACE SR• 3.7.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS / . -

This SR v rifles that heat remova capability o the 
system sufficient remove the trol room h t load 

JN- E&T ass In the [safe analyses]. he SR consis of a 
comb M atin of test and calcul ion. The [)1 month 
Fre• ency is appro iate since s gnificant de adation of 

I.control AC] System • not expected ver this time 

REFERENCn~ I FSAR, Section4$. * 
5 ý2. FSAR, Section P.4.1t, 3 . (A SA ,• -. , Se o, q.- 1,t. .I,. L (C3
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INSERT

SR 3.7.5.1 

This SR monitors the control room and AEER temperatures for indication of 
Control Room Area Ventilation AC System performance. Trending of control room 
area temperature will provide a qualitative assessment of refrigeration unit 
OPERABILITY. Limiting the average temperature of the Control Room and AEER to 
less than or equal to 85 0 F provides a threshold beyond which the operating 
control room area ventilation AC subsystem is no longer demonstrating 
capability to perform its function. This threshold provides margin to 
temperature limits at which equipment qualification requirements could be 
challenged. Subsystem operation is routinely alternated to support planned 
maintenance and to ensure each subsystem provides reliable service. The 12 
hour Frequency is adequate considering the continuous manning of the control 
room by the operating staff.  

SR 3.7.5.2 

Verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to the control room 
area ventilation AC subsystems provides assurance of the availability of the 
system function. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate in view of other 
administrative controls that assure system availability.

Insert Page B 3.7-23



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.5 - CONTROL ROOM AREA VENTILATION 

AIR CONDITIONING (AC) SYSTEM 

1. The Bases has been renumbered to accommodate other plant specific changes to ISTS 
Section B 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

4. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specification.  

5. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



Main Condenser Offgas 
B 3.7JI

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7VMin 

RASFS

BACKGROUD

Condenser Offgas

During unit operation, stem from the low pressure turbine 
is exhausted directly into the 'co-nenser. Air and (n i 
noncondensible gases are collected in the condenser, then 
exhausted through the steam jet air ejectors (SJAEs) to the 
Main Condenser Offgas System. The offgas from the main 
condenser normally includes radioactive gases.

The Main Condenser Offgas System has been incorporated into 
the unit design to reduce the gaseous radwaste emission.  
This system uses a catalytic recombiner to recombine 
radiolytically dissociated hydrogen and oxygen. The gaseous 
-mixture is cooled by the offgas condenser; the water and 
condensibles are stripped out by the offgas condenser and 

separator. The radioactivity of the remaining 
- .....• L Ijj~hE,_•_ n' t .Ln.....go theofJas recmbiner effluent) is monteod ovstrauof the u separator prior to 

entering the holdup line.

APPLICABLE lbs main condenser offgas gross gama activity rate is an -) 
SAFETY ANALYSES initial condition of the Main Condenser Offgas System 

l i fallUre event as aIscussed in-theFSAR, Section4l1.7.i 

. i~-J \ '-(RIef. 1). The analysis assumes a gross failure in the Main 
Condenser Offgas System that results in the rupture of the 
Main Condenser Offgas System pressure boundary. The gross 
gama activity rate is controlled to ensure that during the 
event, the calculated offsite doses vwil be well within the 
limits . of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.  

The main condenser offgas limits satisfy Criterion 2 of=~i1 
WNW IF

LC0 To ensure compliance with the assumptions of the Main 
Condenser Offgas System failure event (Ref. 1), the fission 
product release rate should be consistent with a noble gas 
release to the reactor coolant of 100 #Ci/hwt-second after 
decay of 30 minutes. The LCO is astablished 

C0^erW~tV0) ((continud
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Main Condenser Offga.  
B 3.7.V

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

th requi nt ([3833] x 100 i/I�t-secon -

APPLICABILITY The LCO is applicable when steam is being exhausted to the 
main condenser and the resulting noncondensibles are being 
processed via the Main Condenser Offgas System. This occurs 
during NODE 1, and during HODES 2 and 3 with any main steam 
line not isolated and the SJAE in operation. In NODES 4 
and 5, steam is not being exhausted to the main condenser 

S---Wr requirements are not applicable.

ACTIONS

If the offgas radioactivity rate limit is exceeded, 72 hours 
Is allowed to restore the gross gum activity rate to 
within the limit. The 72 hour Completion Tim is 
reuonable, based on engineering Judgment considering the 
time required to complete the Required Action, the large 
margins associated with permissible dose and exposure 
limits, and the low probability of a NainnCondenser Offgas 
System rupture occurring.  

B.1. 9.2. .3.. and .3.2

If the gross gaa activity rate is not restored to within 
the limits within the associated Completion Time,A•ll main 
stem line or the SJAE must be isolated. This isolates 

n ser gas ystem ram sou 
radioactive ste m. The main stem lines are coo dered 
isolated If at least one main stem isolation valve in each 
main stem line is closed, and at least one main stem line 
drain valve in each drain line is closed. The 12 hour 
Completion Tim is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to perform the actions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

An alternative to Required Actions B.1 and 8.2 is to place 
the unit in a QODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 12 hours and In NODE 4 within 36 hours. The 

(continued)
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MKain Condenser Offgas 

BASES 

ACTIONS BA.. 8.2. 6.3.1. and B.3.2 (continued) 

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

This SR, on a 3 dyFrequen quires an isotopic 
S-_ IS analysis of ffgas sampl o ensure that the required 

L _ isfied. The-noble cases to-be spoled a e 
Xe--133, Xe135, Xe-138, Kr L,-r-B , and Kr-B. Ifte 

S measured rate of radioactivity increases significantly (by 
Z SO% after correcting for expected increases due to changes 

n 0* in TIHERIAL POWER), an isoto ic aalysis t also performed 
' + .O_ - n 4 hours tier Increase is notaof to ensure that 
AtSe increase is not indicative of a sustained increase in 
Sl the radioactivity-rate. The 31 day Frequency Is adequate in 

view of other Instrumentation that continuously monitor the 
offgas, and is acceptable based on operating experience.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR is not 
required to be performed until 31 days after any (uin steam 
line is not isolateW and the SJAE is in operation. Only inJ2 
this condition can radioactive fission gases be in the Main 
Condenser Offgas System at significant rates.

REFEENCES .1. 4 9 Section)P5.7.*~~ 

.0CFR 100.

Rev 1, 04/07/95erR/6 STS 8B3.7-26



JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

1. The Bases has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific changes to 
ISTS Section B 3.7.  

2. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



Main Turbine Bypass System• 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.1ýri Turbin~e Bypass System TT -1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Hain Turbine Bypass System is designed to control steam 
pressure when reactor steam generation exceeds turbine 
requirements during unit startup, sudden load reduction, and 
cooldown. It allows excess steam flow from the reactor to 
the condenser without iot through the turbine. The bypass 
capciy ot •ne system s of the Nuclear Steam Supply 

System rated steam flow. Sudden load reductions within the 
capacity of the steam bypass can be accommodated without 
reactor scram. The Hain Turbine Bypass System consists of ) 

4- av v ve connected to the main stam lines between 
" "r, oA o% e win stem isolation valves and theflurbine stop valves. _ 

V\Iw4 m' v Each of these valves is sequentially operated by hydraulic 
cylinders. The bypass valves are controlled by the pressure 
regulation, function of the -Turbine Electro Hydraulic Control - L -.  

lJ ys-, as ditscused in theF SAR, Section ..........  
"(Ref. 1). The bypass valves are normally closed, and the 
pressure regulator controls the turbine control valves, 
directing all steam flow to the turbine. If the speed 
governor or the load limiter restricts steam flow to the 

•_, V~V4L. turbine, the pressure regulator controls the system pressure 
b,,= Q vo- _ by aopening the bypass valves. When the bypass valves open, 
w t stam flows from the a e through connecting 
M-a ne•,A/ piping, to the pressure breakdown assemblies, where a series 

-of orifices are used to further reduce the steam pressure 
before the steam enters the cnesý 

APPLICABLE The Main Turbine Byprss-sem assumed to function during 

SAFETY YSES • e feedate ntroller fail maximumum 
d secrie in FISMR, Sectio 
(Re Opening the bypass valves during he - . .  
-pressur ation event mitigates the increasein reactor i,. 1. . A \ . r• vessel pres whi~ch affects the KCPR during the event. • 

+r ninprbeKaubn Bypass System Em result in a 
NCPoR penalty.e 

The Main Turbine Bypass esrysin3o 

(continued)
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Main Turbine Bypass System B 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The Main Turbine Bypass System is required to be OPERABLE to 

limit peak pressure in the main steam lines and maintain 
reactor pressure within acceptable limits during events that 

cause rapid pressurization, such that the Safety Limit MCPR 

is not exceeded. Afith the Main Turbine Bypass System 
inoperable, modifications to the MCPR limits (LCO 3.2.2, 
"ININIMU CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR)") may be applied to 

allow continued operation.T, 

An OPERABLE Main Turbine Bypass System requires the bypass 
valves to open in response to increasing main steam line 
pressure. This respons, is within the assumptions of the 
applicable analysis (iR . 'The MCPR limit for the 
'inoperable Main Turbine o pas- ystem is s cified in the 

APPLICABILITY The Main Turbine Bypass Systemis required Ito be OPERABLE at 
E3 'k 25% RTP to-taLsu bsthe fueleIdinn t rtty Safet f 

•- limit rs ( -tfamr d!Q3 l~stic, _ ! tenot /_ 

4 -s•! ufficient margin to Tnese 11Mz elz 

a(•c q• •C 25% RTP Therefore, these requirements are only necessary 
w hen operating at or above this powr level.  

ACTIONS 1 

If the Main Turbine Bypas tem is inoperable (one or more 
bypass valves -inoperable), the MCPR limits for an 

/.inoperable Main 7urbine Bypass System, as specified in the 
COLR, are not applied, the assumptions of-the design basis [is 

\transient analysts -may not be met. Under-such 

circumstances, prompt action should be taken to restore the 
Main Turbine Bypass System to OPERABLE status or adjust the 
NCPR limits accordingly. The 2 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the time to complete the Required 
Action and the low probability of an event-occurring during 
this period requiring the Main Turbine Bypass System.  

(continued)

BMR/6 STS 
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Main Turbine Bypass System 
B3.7

BASES

ACTIONS &I 0A C 
(continued) If the Main Turbie Bypass System cannot be restored to 

OPERABLE status TSthe MCPR limits for an inoperable Main 

Turbine Bypass Oem are not applied, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced to < 25M RTP. As discussed in the Applicability 
section, operation at < 25% RTP results in sufficient margin 

to the required limits, and the Main Turbine Bypass System 
is not required to protect fuel integrity durin the 
feedwater controller failurqpmaximum demand; The 
4 hour Completion Tim is reasonable, based ornoperating \ 
experience, to reach the required unit; ]i.it tons from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without +trw-,e Wt •, + 
challenging unit systems. G1e0-s +Ltrb"Ine lewter~A'10

SURVEILLANCE 
REQlUIREMENTS

Cycling each main turbine bypass valve through one complete 
cycle of full travel deionstrates that the valves are 

1 • -, chanically OPERABLE and will function when required. The 
- - day Frequency is based on engineering Judgment, is 

consistent with the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions. Therefore, 
the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

The Main Turbine Bypass System is requ to actuate 
automatically to perform its design fnction. This SR 
demonstrates that, with the required ystem Initiation 

¶s(jig&, the valves will actuate to their required position.  
The_1- month Frequency Is based on the need to perform 
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a 
unit outage and because of the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the.Surveillance were performed with the 

r- Z >• reactor at power. Operating experience has shownAthe 

month Frequency, which is based on the refueTe cyclJ- 3 
-- acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

(continued)

BASES

-4 CD
ww• w•
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Main Turbine Bypass System 
B 3.74f~ 

BASES 77 

SURVEILLANCE SR- 3,7A3 
REQUIREMENTS es 3 - TlE 

(continued) This SR ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIM 
is in compli with the assumptions of the appropriate 

s analy . The response time Iijits are specified in 
Snl m a e nth Frequency s 

based on the need to orm this Surveillance under the 
-coditions that apply during a unit outage and because of 

_ fA A U1 the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
3• ire performed with the reactor -at power. Operating 

exri ence has shonghhe • month Frequency which is 
on LLe ueng cycl acce 

' ~ reliability standpoint.IL 2

til

E91
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

1. The Bases has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific changes to 
ISTS Section B 3.7.  

2. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

3. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

4. This LCO is needed to ensure the MCPR limit is not exceeded. The cladding 1 % 
plastic strain limit is an LHGR concern, not an MCPR concern. Therefore, this 
statement has been deleted. In addition, the statement that refers to the APHLGR 
Bases has also been deleted, because this LCO is only concerned with MCPR.  

5. Typographical/grammatical error corrected.  

6. Changes have been made to reflect changes made to the Specification.

LaSalle 1 and 2 I



ýFuel Pool Water Lovel 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.4 Fuel Pool Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The minium water level in the spent fuel storage pool • v 
-___r c__ 1airmen__ueT_ _ ora__No msets the assumptions of .i 

Miodne decontaumUination factors following a fuel handling 
accident.  

A General description of the spent fuel storage pool A 2 
r ta u stor e o_ design is found in the 

a ec on (ef. The assumptions of the tuel 

~j L. an cc enta ou!0 n -e-*SAR, Sections.  
and reýspectively). 

andttn fulueble sa 

APPLICABLE The water level above the irradiated fuel assemblies is an 
SAFETY ANALYSES explicit assumption of the fuel handling acciden A fuel 

handling accident is evaluated to ensure that thel-- - 2-) 

radiological consequences (calculated whole body and thyroid 
doses at the exclusion area and low population zone 

- 4ries\ 25% (REG-0800 Section 15.7.4, Ref. 
"of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref l)exposure guidelines. A fuel 

handling accident could release a fraction of the fission 
product inventory by breaching the fuel rod cladding as 
discussed in the Regulatory Guide 1.2 (R .rrdac4e C.  The fuel handling accident is evaluated for the rp g 

an irradiated fuel ussab.ly ona rso~i•ed Indl The.  

2. consequences of a fuel handlin1 acc ent eside s e •'• ~ ~ ~ 11r D K* kUll•• nqi g and Xnslcle co nst ntae doueted in• 

4"o s'ovae pool - *R)•ren•_e_ 2 UW 3. Mesn•tivelyj Th nn-ter leve •_n ne,_ !

S" -- O• ' rovit for absorion of water soluble TsOn product 

"iho' CA ses a transport de ays of soluble and insoluble gases 
-W* ~\ • h ( that must pass through the water before being released to 
OL c-C dxa + ovt, 1•-the secondary containment atmosphere. This absorption and 

•V .t '•-transport delay reduces the potential radioactivity of t hn 
-Jie_ rak--•or• release d ari fuel handling accident. T/ -C . .9F 

The f• O 00t r level satisfies Criterion 2 

(continued) 
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no
BASES (continued)

The specified water level preserves the ast tion of the 
fuel handling accident analysis (RefM 26 . As such, 
it is the minimum required for fuel movement within the 

fuel storage pool Uli contae JJent r s }o~e

APPLICABILITY This LCO applies whenever jrvemnt of irradiated -fuel Oz 

assemblies occurs in the issoj a I )fuel storage(c] ) since 
the potential for a release of fission products ex sts.

ACTIONS L ¶ ' vA 4o CCui 4-orr&A~44~ 

LCO 3,0,3 '% to quired Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that 
• ,o~kz L•;•LCO 3.0.3. does not apply. If moving Wfuel jj 

assemblies while in NODE 1, 2, or 3, q Rue movement ts " 
I ) ( or$, Independent of reactor operations. ore, nF ySO | "T.i.3

t ofV Jj[jjj fuel assemblies in the(en•xz+MW 
I is suspended imediately. Suspension of this 
all not preclude completion of movement of a-&• 
Fuel assembly to a safe position. This 
precludes a spent fuel handling accident from

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIRENENTS

This St verifies that sufficient water is available in the 
event of a fuel handling accident. The water level in the 
s n_ fuel storage pool W upper con ninme ue stor 7e) 

c must be checked per1odically. The 7 day Frequency iS,5 1 
acceptable, based on operating experience, considering that 
the water volume in the pool is normally stable and water 
level changes are controlled by unit procedures.

(continued)

LCO
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Insert 3.7.8 A.1

Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, or 3 would require the unit to be 
shutdown, but would not require immediate suspension of movement of fuel 
assemblies. The Note to the ACTIONS, "LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable," ensures 
that the actions for immediate suspension of fuel assembly movement are not 
postponed due to entry into LCO 3.0.3.

Insert Page B 3.7-32



LAE Fuel Pool Water Leve7 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES Q FSAR, Section )9.1. 2 it.  

FSAR, Section f15.7. 4*..  

,U.SekIon ..  

I• ~NUREG-0800, Section 15.7.4, Revision 1, 3uly 1981.  

10 CFR 100.  

Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 1972.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NUREG-1434, REVISION 1 
ITS BASES: 3.7.8 - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL 

1 . The Bases has been renumbered to accommodate additional plant specific changes to 
ISTS Section B 3.7.  

2. Changes have been made (additions, deletions, and/or changes to the NUREG) to 
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis 
description, or licensing basis description.  

3. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has 
been provided.  

4. Editorial change made for enhanced clarity or to be consistent with similar statements 
in other places in the Bases.  

5. Changes have been made to be consistent with changes made to the Specification.  

6. TSTF-139 changed the Applicable Safety Analyses section to also state that spent fuel 
pool water level meets Criterion 3 (in addition to meeting Criterion 2, which is stated 
in Rev. 1 of the ISTS Bases). 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) describes Criterion 3 as a 
structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which 
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes 
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. The 
justification for TSTF-139 states that fuel pool water level is a process variable which 
satisfies Criteria 2 and 3. A process variable is not a structure, system, or component.  
The Interim and Final Policy Statements, as well as the statement of considerations for 
the change to 10 CFR 50.36 (that added the four criteria to 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)) 
state that Criterion 3 is for equipment only. Criterion 2 was specifically developed for 
process variables. The ISTS Bases currently states that spent fuel pool water level 
meets Criterion 2 only, which is correct. Therefore, this TSTF has not been adopted.  
In addition, other Technical Specification Bases for water level requirements (e.g., 
ISTS 3.9.6 and ISTS 3.9.7, RPV Water Level requirements, which are in Technical 
Specifications for the same reason as the spent fuel pool water level requirements, and 
ISTS 3.6.2.2, Suppression Pool Water Level) state that the water level requirements 
only meet Criterion 2.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 
("A.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting, renumbering, and rewording the existing 
Technical Specifications. The reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process 
involves no technical changes to the existing Technical Specifications. As such, this 
change is administrative in nature and does not impact initiators of analyzed events or 
assumed mitigation of accident or transient events. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in methods governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old 
requirements. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on 
any safety analyses assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. Therefore, 
the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

LaSalle 1 and 2 1



GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 
("R.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 
components or variables that do not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 
Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the LaSalle 1 and 
2 Technical Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or variables 
are not assumed to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate 
accident or transient events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected 
structures, systems, components or variables will be relocated from the Technical 
Specifications to an appropriate administratively controlled document which will be 
maintained pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. In addition, the affected structures, systems, 
components or variables are addressed in existing surveillance procedures which are 
also controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and subject to the change control provisions imposed 
by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations and standards.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or a change in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate any 
requirements and adequate control of existing requirements will be maintained. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on 
any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the relocated requirements and 
surveillances for the affected structure, system, component or variable remain the same 
as the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future changes to these 
requirements or the surveillance procedures will be evaluated per the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.59, no reduction in a margin of safety will be permitted.

LaSalle 1 and 2 2



GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

("R.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions 

3. (continued) 

The existing requirement for NRC review and approval of revisions, in accordance 
with 10 CFR 50.92, to these details proposed for relocation does not have a specific 
margin of safety upon which to evaluate. However, since the proposed change is 
consistent with the BWR ISTS, NUREG-1434, Rev. 1, approved by the NRC Staff, 
revising the Technical Specifications to reflect the approved level of detail ensures no 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.

LaSalle 1 and 2 3



GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 
C'M.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for operation of the facility.  
These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the 
probability of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter assumptions relative to 
mitigation of an accident or transient event. The more restrictive requirements 
continue to ensure process variables, structures, systems, and components are 
maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements.  
However, these changes are consistent with the assumptions in the safety analyses and 
licensing basis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no impact on or increases 
the margin of plant safety. As provided in the discussion of the change, each change in 
this category is by definition, providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.  
The change maintains requirements within the safety analyses and licensing basis.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, UFSAR, TRM, OR 
OTHER PLANT CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS 
("LA.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates certain details from the Technical Specifications to the 
Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled documents. The Bases, UFSAR, 
TRM, and other plant controlled documents containing the relocated information will 
be maintained in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 
provisions, the Technical Specification Bases are subject to the change control 
provisions in the Administrative Controls Chapter of the ITS. The UFSAR is subject 
to the change control provisions of 10 CFR 50.71(e), and the plant procedures and 
other plant controlled documents are subject to controls imposed by plant administrative 
procedures, which endorse applicable regulations and standards. Since any changes to 
the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled documents will be evaluated per the 
requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS or 10 CFR 
50.59, no increase (significant or insignificant) in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated will be allowed. Therefore, this change does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or a change in the methods governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change will not impose or eliminate any 
requirements, and adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on 
any safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the details to be transposed from the 
Technical Specifications to the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
RELOCATING DETAILS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES, UFSAR, TRM, OR 
OTHER PLANT CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS 
("LA.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

3. (continued) 

documents are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. Since any future 
changes to these details in the Bases, UFSAR, TRM, or other plant controlled 
documents will be evaluated per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, no reduction 
(significant or insignificant) in a margin of safety will be allowed. Based on 10 CFR 
50.92, the existing requirement for NRC review and approval of revisions, to these 
details proposed for relocation, does not have a specific margin of safety upon which to 
evaluate. However, since the proposed change is consistent with the BWR ISTS, 
NUREG-1434, Rev. 1, approved by the NRC Staff, revising the Technical 
Specifications to reflect the approved level of detail ensures no significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR SURVEILLANCES OTHER THAN CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
("LD.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the surveillance testing intervals from 18 
months to 24 months. The proposed change does not physically impact the plant nor 
does it impact any design or functional requirements of the associated systems. That is, 
the proposed change does not degrade the performance or increase the challenges of 
any safety systems assumed to function in the accident analysis. The proposed change 
does not impact the Surveillance Requirements themselves nor the way in which the 
Surveillances are performed. Additionally, the proposed change does not introduce any 
new accident initiators since no accidents previously evaluated have as their initiators 
anything related to the frequency of surveillance testing. The proposed change does not 
affect the availability of equipment or systems required to mitigate the consequences of 
an accident because of the availability of redundant systems or equipment and because 
other tests performed more frequently will identify potential equipment problems.  
Furthermore, an historical review of surveillance test results indicated that all failures 
identified were unique, non-repetitive, and not related to any time-based failure modes, 
and indicated no evidence of any failures that would invalidate the above conclusions.  
Therefore, the proposed change does not increase the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves a change in the surveillance testing intervals from 18 
months to 24 months. The proposed change does not introduce any failure mechanisms 
of a different type than those previously evaluated since there are no physical changes 
being made to the facility. In addition, the Surveillance Requirements themselves and 
the way Surveillances are performed will remain unchanged. Furthermore, an 
historical review of surveillance test results indicated no evidence of any failures that 
would invalidate the above conclusions. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously 
evaluated.
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GENERIC NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

"GENERIC" LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES: 
EXTENDING SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES FROM 18 MONTHS TO 24 MONTHS 
FOR SURVEILLANCES OTHER THAN CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
("LD.x" Labeled Comments/Discussions) (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Although the proposed change will result in an increase in the interval between 
surveillance tests, the impact on system availability is minimal based on other, more 
frequent testing or redundant systems or equipment, and there is no evidence of any 
failures that would impact the availability of the systems. Therefore, the assumptions 
in the licensing basis are not impacted, and the proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, CornEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relaxes the existing allowed outage time for a single RHRSW 
subsystem from 72 hours to 7 days. The proposed change does not increase the 
probability of an accident because it will not involve any physical changes to plant 
systems, structures, or components, or the manner in which these systems, structures, 
or components are operated, maintained, modified, tested, or inspected. The RHRSW 
System is not assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. The RHRSW System's 
function is to mitigate the consequences of analyzed events by supplying cooling water 
to the RHR heat exchangers during an accident. The change will not allow continuous 
operation when the RHRSW subsystem is inoperable. The proposed allowed outage 
time provides a reasonable amount of time to perform required maintenance and 
Surveillances, and restore the RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status in order to 
ensure its continued reliability. Furthermore, the probability of an event requiring the 
RHRSW subsystem to function during the 7 day period is low. The consequences of an 
event occurring during the proposed allowed outage time are the same as the 
consequences of an event occurring during the current 72 hour allowed outage time.  
Therefore, this change will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The increased time allowed to restore an inoperable RHRSW subsystem is acceptable 
based on the low probability of an event requiring the RHRSW subsystem to function, 
the capabilities of the remaining OPERABLE RHRSW subsystem, and the desire to 
minimize plant shutdown transients. The proposed 96 hour extension will provide 
sufficient time to restore a RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status and thus, avoid an 
undesired plant shutdown transient. In addition, the RHRSW System is a support 
system to other systems that currently have 7 day out of service times when one 
subsystem is inoperable. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.1 - RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SERVICE WATER (RHRSW) SYSTEM 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides additional time to restore one RHRSW subsystem, when both 
subsystems are inoperable, prior to requiring a plant shutdown. The proposed change 
will not affect the probability of an accident. The RHRSW System is not assumed to 
be an initiator of any analyzed event. Allowing 8 additional hours to comply with the 
LCO will not affect the consequences of an accident. The chance of an event occurring 
while in this condition is remote. The consequences of an event occurring during the 
proposed 8 hour period are the same as those associated with an event occurring with 
the current action. The 8 hour allowed outage time provided to restore one RHRSW 
subsystem to OPERABLE status is consistent with the allowed outage time provided 
for restoration of both subsystems of RHR suppression pool cooling and both RHR 
suppression pool spray subsystems (systems supported by the RHRSW System in 
MODES 1, 2, and 3).  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change provides additional time to restore one RHRSW subsystem, when both 
subsystems are inoperable, prior to requiring a plant shutdown. The Completion Time 
is also acceptable due to the low probability of a DBA occurring within this 8 hour 
period when both RHRSW subsystems are inoperable. While the OPERABILITY of 
the RHRSW System is implicitly assumed in the analysis assumptions, allowing 8 hours 
to restore one RHRSW subsystem to OPERABLE status does not significantly decrease 
the margin of safety. In addition, the added 8 hour time period provides the benefit of 
restoring compliance with the LCO instead of having to shut down the plant, potentially 
challenging plant systems. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.2 - DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER (DGCW) SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The phrase "actual or simulated," in reference to the start signal specified in CTS 
4.7.1.2.b. 1 and b.2, has been added to the system functional test Surveillance test 
description. This change does not impose a requirement to create an "actual or 
simulated" start signal, nor does it eliminate any restriction on producing an "actual or 
simulated" start signal. While creating an "actual" signal could increase the probability 
of an event, existing procedures (and the 10 CFR 50.59 control of revisions to them) 
dictate the acceptability of generating this signal. In addition, the use of a simulated 
signal to initiate the DGCW System yields the desired result in demonstrating DGCW 
System OPERABILITY. The proposed change does not affect the procedures 
governing plant operations or the acceptability of creating or simulating these start 
signals; it simply would allow such signals to be utilized in evaluating the acceptance 
criteria for the system functional test requirements. Therefore, the change does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated.  
Since the method of initiation will not affect the acceptance criteria of the system 
functional test, the change does not involve a significant increase in the consequences 
of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated is not created because the proposed change does not introduce a new mode of 
plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Use of an actual or simulated start signal will not affect the performance or acceptance 
criteria of the Surveillance test. Operability is adequately demonstrated in either case 
since the system itself cannot discriminate between "actual" or "simulated" start 
signals. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.3 - ULTIMATE HEAT SINK (UHS) 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Control Room Area Filtration (CRAF) System is used to mitigate the consequences 
of an accident; however, the CRAF System is not considered in the initiation of any 
previously analyzed accident. As such, the proposed revision to the Applicability for 
the CRAF System during shutdown conditions will not increase the probability of any 
accident previously evaluated. In MODE 4 or 5, activities are conducted for which 
significant releases of radioactivity are postulated which require the CRAF System for 
mitigation of potential consequences. Therefore, the CRAF System is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 4 or 5, when activities are in progress which could, if an event 
occurs, result in significant releases of radioactivity (during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs). This change alters the current Applicability requirements to only include 
these activities. This is considered acceptable since the Technical Specification requires 
the CRAF System to be OPERABLE when it is required to mitigate postulated events 
in MODE 4 or 5. This change maintains situations for which significant releases of 
radioactivity are postulated while the plant is in MODE 4 or 5. In addition, the change 
to Applicability is consistent with the intent of current Technical Specification 
ACTIONS (in Mode 4 and 5 with two CRAF subsystems inoperable, the CTS 
ACTIONS require suspension of those activities for which significant releases of 
radioactivity are postulated). The proposed change still ensures the CRAF System is 
OPERABLE during conditions when radioactive releases are postulated. Therefore, the 
proposed change does not affect the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve a physical modification to the plant or a change 
in parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed change still requires the 
CRAF System to be OPERABLE when it is required to perform its safety function.  
Therefore, the change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE (continued) 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change alters MODE 4 and 5 Applicability requirements for the CRAF 
System to include only those activities which could, if an event occurs, result in 
significant releases of radioactivity (i.e., during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
in secondary containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during OPDRVs). This 
is considered acceptable since the Technical Specifications still require the CRAF 
System to be OPERABLE when it is required to mitigate postulated events in MODE 4 
or 5. The ITS 3.7.4 Applicability maintains situations for which significant releases of 
radioactivity are postulated while the plant is in MODE 4 or 5. In addition, the change 
is consistent with the intent of CTS 3.7.2 ACTIONS (in Mode 4 and 5 with two CRAF 
subsystems inoperable, the CTS ACTIONS require suspension of those activities for 
which significant releases of radioactivity are postulated). The proposed change still 
ensures the CRAF System is OPERABLE during conditions when radioactive releases 
are postulated. In addition, this change provides additional scheduling flexibility 
during plant refueling outages by not requiring the CRAF System to be OPERABLE 
during operations that do not have a potential for a significant radioactive release. The 
proposed change does not impact any accident analysis assumptions. Thus, no question 
of safety is involved. Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Control Room Area Filtration (CRAF) System is used to mitigate the consequences 
of an accident, but is not considered as the initiator of any previously analyzed 
accident. As such, the inoperability of the system will not increase the probability of 
any accident previously evaluated. The proposed deletion of the current use of 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS for this system will not impact the system response to an 
accident. Therefore, this change does not involve any significant increase to the 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
OPERABILITY of the CRAF System continues to be determined in the same manner.  
Staggered testing does not have a significant effect on reliability, and does not impact 
the capability of the CRAF System to perform its safety function. Since the CRAF 
subsystems are independent and common cause failure is evaluated, the proposed 
change provides an equivalent assurance of the capability of the CRAF System to 
perform its safety function. The conduct of the test and the frequency of testing remain 
the same, but the schedule for conducting the test is no longer regulated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.4 - CONTROL ROOM AREA FILTRATION (CRAF) SYSTEM 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The phrase "actual or," in reference to the actuation test signal has been added to the 
system functional test Surveillance test description. This does not impose a 
requirement to create an "actual" signal, nor does it eliminate any restriction on 
producing an "actual" signal. While creating an "actual" signal could increase the 
probability of an event, existing procedures (and the 10 CFR 50.59 control of revisions 
to them) dictate the acceptability of generating this signal. The proposed change does 
not affect the procedures governing plant operations nor the acceptability of creating 
these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be utilized in evaluating the 
acceptance criteria for the system functional test requirements. Therefore, the change 
does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an accident previously 
evaluated. Since the method of initiation will not affect the acceptance criteria of the 
system functional test, the change does not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated is not created because the proposed change does not introduce a new mode of 
plant operation and does not involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement, which limits use to a test 
signal, will not affect the performance or acceptance criteria of the Surveillance test.  
OPERABILITY is adequately demonstrated in either case since the system itself can not 
discriminate between "actual" or "test" signals. Therefore, the change does not involve 
a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.5 - CONTROL ROOM AREA VENTILATION 

AIR CONDITIONING (AC) SYSTEM 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The applicability of this specification has been changed to reflect the plant conditions 
for which the offgas activity has a potential of exceeding the values assumed in the 
analysis. In addition, alternative ACTIONS have been provided to leave the new 
applicability so that main steam is not contributing to the offgas activity. The main 
condenser offgas gross gamma activity rate limit is not assumed to be an initiator of 
any accident previously analyzed. The main condenser offgas gross gamma activity 
rate limit is an initial condition of the main condenser offgas system failure event; as 
such, it mitigates the consequences of an accident. The gross gamma activity rate is 
controlled to ensure that during the event, the calculated offsite doses will be well 
within the limits of 10 CFR 100. With the main steam lines isolated or the SJAE not in 
operation, the offgas system is not being used to process the gross gamma activity; it is 
essentially maintained within the reactor coolant. Therefore, the event cannot occur.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changed does not introduce a new mode of offgas system operation and 
does not involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since the 
LCO continues to be required to be met when there is a potential of the event occurring 
and exceeding the offgas activity limits assumed in the analysis.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

L.2 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change will provide additional time to isolate the main steam lines or main 
condenser SJAE. The amount of time operating with the offgas activity release rate 
exceeding the limit with the main steam isolation valves open or SJAE operating is not 
considered as an initiator for any accidents previously analyzed. The additional 6 hours 
to isolated the MSIVs or SJAE provides a reasonable amount of time to perform an 
orderly closure of the required valves (which requires entry into MODE 2). The 
consequences of an event occurring while the unit is reducing power in order to isolate 
the MSIVs or SJAE during the extra 6 hours will be similar to the consequences of an 
event occurring at power. However, since offgas activity is expected to be reduced as 
power is lowered, a reduction in power will tend to minimize the consequences.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The increased time allowed for isolating the main steam lines or SJAE with the offgas 
activity release rate exceeding the limit is acceptable based on the small probability of 
an event requiring the activity to be within the limit, the ability the isolate the main 
steam lines or SJAE manually if an event occurs, and the minimization of unit 
transients. The proposed 6 hour extension will allow the MSIVs or SJAE to be isolated 
in an orderly manner. As a result, the potential for human error and the risk associated 
with challenging unit systems will be reduced. Any reduction in a margin of safety 
will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained from avoiding potential unit 
transients. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

L.3 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides and alternative method to place the plant in a condition outside 
the Applicability of the Specification. ITS 3.7.6 Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2 
will require the plant to be in MODE 3 in 12 hours and MODE 4 in 36 hours instead of 
requiring the main steam isolation valves to be closed within 6 hours. The method of 
placing the plant outside the Applicability of the Specification and the Completion 
Times do not impact the initiation of any previously analyzed accident. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an accident 
previously evaluated. This Specification is not required in MODE 4 since main steam 
is not being exhausted to the main condenser, therefore the assumptions of a Main 
Condenser Offgas System failure event will still be bounded by the current analyses 
when MODE 4 is achieved. The consequences of an event occurring while the unit is 
reducing power will be similar to the consequences of an event occurring at power.  
However, since offgas activity is expected to be reduced as power is lowered, a 
reduction in power will tend to minimize the consequences. The Completion Times are 
acceptable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from 
full power conditions in a orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  
Therefore, this change to the RequiredActions and Completion Times does not involve 
a significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and it does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, it does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change provides an alternative method to place the plant in a condition outside the 
Applicability of the Specification. ITS 3.7.6 Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2 will 
require the plant to be in MODE 3 in 12 hours and MODE 4 in 36 hours instead of 
requiring the main steam isolation valves to be closed within 6 hours. This 
Specification is not required in MODE 4 since main steam is not being exhausted to the
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

L.3 CHANGE 

3. (continued) 

main condenser, therefore the assumptions of a Main Condenser Offgas System failure 
event will still be bounded by the current analyses. The proposed alternative action 
may help avoid a plant transient caused by isolating the main steam isolation valves in 
the 6 hour period. The Completion Times are acceptable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. As such these changes do not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.6 - MAIN CONDENSER OFFGAS 

L.4 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1 . Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change would allow 31 days to perform the Surveillance after placing the 
SJAE in operation with one or main steam lines not isolated. The Frequency of 
performing this Surveillance does not impact the initiation of any previously analyzed 
accident. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability of an accident previously evaluated. Additionally, the proposed 
Surveillance Requirement is still considered to be adequate to ensure the main 
condenser offgas release rate is maintained within limits. Therefore, the proposed 
change will not increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not introduce a new mode of plant operation and does not 
involve physical modification to the plant. Therefore, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The change will not result in a reduction in a margin of safety since the main condenser 
offgas release rate is still required to be within limits. The change would allow 31 days 
to perform the Surveillance, determination of main condenser offgas release rate, after 
placing the SJAE in operation with one or main steam lines not isolated. This 
determination is only meaningful with one or more main steam lines not isolated and 
the SJAE in operation. Only in this condition can radioactive gases be in the Main 
Condenser Offgas System at significant rates. The 31 day period is an acceptable time 
to establish conditions appropriate for data collection and evaluation and is considered 
acceptable given the availability of instrumentation to monitor the offgas activity 
release rate. Therefore, the proposed requirements will continue to provide the 
necessary assurance that the main condenser offgas release rate is within limits.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.7 - MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

L. 1 CHANGE 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards 
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.  

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to restore the Main Turbine Bypass 
System to an OPERABLE status following the implementation of the applicable 
MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) penalty. The Main Turbine Bypass 
System's role is in mitigating the design basis transients, thereby limiting the 
consequences of violating the MCPR Safety Limit. The Main Turbine Bypass System 
and the MCPR are not assumed to be initiators of any analyzed event. Maintaining the 
MCPR within the established limit will also ensure that the consequences of design 
basis transients are mitigated. Analyses have been performed assuming the Main 
Turbine Bypass System is out of service (i.e., all five bypass valves are inoperable).  
These analyses confirmed that continued plant operation with the Main Turbine Bypass 
System out of service was acceptable with the application of a specific cycle-dependent 
MCPR value for the inoperable Main Turbine Bypass System. Therefore, this 
proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not involve any design changes, plant modifications, or 
changes in plant operation. Therefore, the proposed change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change eliminates the requirement to restore the Main Turbine Bypass 
System to an OPERABLE status following the implementation of the applicable 
MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) penalty. Analyses have been 
performed assuming the Main Turbine Bypass System is out of service (i.e., all five 
bypass valves are inoperable). These analyses confirmed that continued plant operation 
with the Main Turbine Bypass System out of service was acceptable with the 
application of a specific cycle-dependent MCPR value for the inoperable Main Turbine 
Bypass System. Therefore, this proposed change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
ITS: 3.7.8 - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.7.4 - SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.7.7 - AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.7.8 - STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF CLASS 1 STRUCTURES 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION 
CTS: 3/4.7.9 - SNUBBERS 

There were no plant specific less restrictive changes identified for this Specification.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
ITS: SECTION 3.7 - PLANT SYSTEMS 

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.21, ComEd has evaluated this proposed 
Technical Specification change for identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring 
environmental assessment, determined it meets the criteria for a categorical exclusion set forth 
in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) and as such, has determined that no irreversible consequences exist in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.92(b). This determination is based on the fact that this change is 
being proposed as an amendment to a license issued pursuant to 10 CFR which changes a 
requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility component located within the 
restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or which changes an inspection or a surveillance 
requirement, and the amendment meets the following specific criteria: 

1. The amendment involves no significant hazards consideration.  

As demonstrated in the No Significant Hazards Consideration, this proposed 
amendment does not involve any significant hazards consideration.  

2. There is no significant change in the type or significant increase in the amounts of any 
effluents that may be released offsite.  

The proposed change will not result in changes in the operation or configuration of the 
facility. There will be no change in the level of controls or methodology used for 
processing of radioactive effluents or handling of solid radioactive waste, nor will the 
proposal result in any change in the normal radiation levels within the plant.  
Therefore, there will be no change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of 
any effluents released offsite resulting from this change.  

3. There is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation 
exposure.  

The proposed change will not result in changes in the operation or configuration of the 
facility which impact radiation exposure. There will be no change in the level of 
controls or methodology used for processing of radioactive effluents or handling of 
solid radioactive waste, nor will the proposal result in any change in the normal 
radiation levels within the plant. Therefore, there will be no increase in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation exposure resulting from this change.  

Therefore, based upon the above evaluation, ComEd has concluded that no irreversible 
consequences exist with the proposed change.
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